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Abstract
More and more, consumers are buying
products online as a convenient alternative to
traditional shopping. This massive shift means
that brick-and-mortar retail stores could
eventually become obsolete (Walker, 2014).
Although the concept of experience design is
already entrenched in the designer stores of
first world countries, the developing countries
of the world are fast on their heels. As a result,
retail design becomes the largest factor in
governing the experience of the store, product
and brand and needs to be considered
carefully by everyone involved in order to
create a specific image in the mind of the
consumer.
Branding, sensory marketing and
environmental psychology principles can be
used as a basis for the design of a retail rollout program for De Villiers Chocolate that will
create a memorable experience in the mind
of the user

Ekserp
Verbruikers koop al hoe meer dikwels
produkte aanlyn as gerieflike alternatief vir
die tradisionele manier van inkopies doen.
Hierdie geweldige verskuiwing beteken
dat [ baksteen - en-sement] fisiese winkels
uiteindelik uitgedien (Walker, 2014 ) kan raak.
Hoewel die beginsel van ervaringontwerp
reeds verskans is in ontwerper winkels van
eerstewêreldse lande, volg die ontwikkelende
lande van die wêreld vinnig op hul hakke
. Gevolglik word kleinhandelontwerp die
grootste enkele faktor in die beheer van
die ervaring van die winkel, produk en
handelsmerk, en moet dit versigtig oorweeg
word deur almal wat betrokke is ten einde ‘n
bepaalde beeld by die verbruiker te skep.
Die skep van die handelsmerk, sintuiglike
bemarking en die toepassing van
omgewingssielkundige beginsels, kan as
basis gebruik word vir die ontwerp van ‘n
kleinhandel uitrolprogram vir De Villiers
Chocolate, wat ‘n onvergeetlike ervaring in
die gemoed van die gebruiker sal skep.
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Glossary
Brand

A brand is the name given to a company,
product or service that denotes ownership to a
particular party. A brand has 3 main elements
– 1. All of the brand’s tangible and intangible
characteristics; 2. the brand’s identity; and 3.
the audience’s perception of the brand (Landa,
2006).

Brand
Awareness

This is how accurately a consumer can recognize
a particular brand (Vaid, 2003).

Brand Essence

The personality and message behind the brand
(Landa, 2006) or the fundamental characteristics
that can be used to define the brand (Vaid,
2003).

Brand
Experience

Brand Identity

This is the experience had by a customer every
time he or she interacts with the brand. This
includes every time the customer sees the logo,
buys the product, hears about the product,
interacts with the product, etc. (Landa, 2006).
A brand’s identity involves all the graphic and
auditory aspects of the brand and how the brand
uses these to portray themselves on a public level.
This includes elements such as the logo, business
card, signage, etc. (Landa, 2006).

Brand
Personality

A brand personality includes are the personable
attributes of a brand that the brand wants to
embody (American Marketing Association, 2015).

Brand
Positioning

This is a stance that a brand makes in order
to ensure differentiation in the marketplace. It
usually includes both the intangible and tangible
experience created by the brand that helps
customers differentiate the brand from their
competitiors (Norambuena, 2015).

Brand Promise

Branding
Strategy

Brand Values

Branded
Environment

Branding

Commodity
Goods

A product that is so basic in nature that it cannot
be physically differentiated from competitive
items in the mind of the customer. Often sold in
barrels or crates, examples of commodity goods
include apples, beef, currencies, grain, gold,
electricity, etc. (Vaid, 2003).

Concept Store

Also known as a flagship store, a concept store is
typically a store that is the newest, largest, most
exciting, most prominent, most recognizable and
most well-known for a particular brand (Farfan,
2015).

Differentiation

The elements that make the brand’s product or
service different from it’s competitors (Landa,
2006).

Environmental
Psychology

This is a field of psychology that studies the
relationship between people and the built
environment (Kopec, 2012)

Experience
Store

Marketing

Outlet Store

The functional or emotional advantage that the
brand promises the user (Saris-Brandon, 2014)
This involves creating an action plan using
the brand’s differentiating factors to build a
positive relationship between the customer
and the brand. The brand strategy also acts
as a governing map ensuring that the brand
experience remains consistent (Black Coffee,
2015)

Parity Goods

Roll-Out
Program

These are the values, ideals, ethos and prinicples
that the brand uses to govern itself and it’s
tangible and intangible outputs (Financial Brand,
2015).
A visual identity that is created, constructed
and applied to a three dimensional space with
the purpose of endearing and promoting the
brand to the customer. This may include, retail
environments, market stalls, promotional stands,
etc. (Landa, 2006)
This is the process of creating a brand, including
the brand’s identity, branding strategy, brand
name, advertising, etc. (Landa, 2006).

Similar to a concept store, an experience store
would be the largest store in a roll-out program,
focusing on creating an interactive, tangible
experience for the customer.
Marketing revolves around providing the customer
with the right product, at the right time, in the right
quantity and at the right price so that customers
will be inclined to buy the product. Marketing
achieves this by utilizing and manipulating the
4 P’s – promotion, place, price and product
(American Marketing Association, 2015).
When compared to a concept store, an outlet
store can be considered a normal retail store
that is consistent with the brand strategy and
brand identity that can appear in any shopping
area. This store type will focus more on sales than
experience and will be considerably smaller than
a concept store.
Parity goods are goods that are equal in terms
of value and purpose; and these are often
differentiated from one another by packaging,
advertising, etc. (Landa, 2006)
A roll out program is a retail strategy that allows
for the design of the look, feel and personality of
a store that can be adapted to fit any location
or purpose, i.e. rolled out across the country. This
ensures a consistent brand image across the city/
country/globe.
It also involves showcasing the brand on many
retail levels. A good example of this strategy is
the one implemented by Desigual who showcase
their brand through Desigual Stores, Outlets and
Points of Sale (Desigual, 2015).

Sensory
Marketing

Sensory Marketing is a marketing strategy that
uses the customer’s senses to appeal to them,
thus encouraging them to buy the product
(American Marketing Association, 2015).
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1.1 Background
“Designing for experiences is fundamentally
about people, their activities, and the context
of those activities”
(Anderson, 2014)
Across the globe, the dynamic between
consumer, company and retail space is
evolving. More and more, consumers are
buying products online as a convenient
alternative to traditional shopping. This massive
shift means that physical brick-and-mortar
retail stores could eventually become obsolete
(Walker, 2014).
Online shopping allows the consumer to
shop at their convenience, often on the go
or from the comfort of their own home. This
is seen as a far more pleasurable event than
the task of shopping in a mall and although
these excursions can still be enjoyable, more
and more consumers are turning to online
shopping sites which can be fitted easily into
our busy schedules. Shopping online can
even be argued as the better alternative
due to the wealth of information on the
internet that allows the consumer to familiarize
themselves with the product, read reviews
and review price comparisons, all with only a
few clicks – far more information than can be
gleaned from in-store staff. This often makes
the customer feel more confident in their
purchases (Walker, 2014). Thus the demand for
online stores and market space continues to
grow at a rapid pace.
But there is one role that can only be fulfilled
in an actual shop visit, a need that the
internet will never be able to fulfill – the need
for a tangible interaction with the product or
company. Thus the role of the physical store in
the retail narrative is changing to keep up with
the trend of increased online purchasing. Brickand-mortar are no longer merely points of sale,
but should rather be considered as showrooms
(Chang, 2013) – a location for the customer to
touch, feel, smell, and experience the product
on an appreciable level. In a world where
customers crave experiences (Chang, 2013),
shops can once again thrive by refocusing the
stores from sales to providing an experience
that the customer will remember, thus adding
value to the experience, product and brand
as a whole. In fact, it is this experiential factor
that is what now allows brands to differentiate
themselves from their competitors, as product
differentiation is becoming less pronounced
(Petermans & van Cleempoel, 2007).
According to Chang (2013), “creating retail
as a theatre of experience, is where retail is
pointed” and South Africa is no exception.
Although the concept of experience design is
already entrenched in the designer stores of
first world countries, the developing countries
of the world are fast on their heels. Across the
developing world, the wealthy middle class
is growing and consumers are beginning to
embrace a “western” lifestyle and the prices
and brands of products are becoming more
and more important in the decision making
process as luxury items suddenly become
affordable (ATKearney, 2014). As a result
the retail markets are beginning to realize
the opportunities in offering specialized and
rare products that will now appeal to these
“globally minded citizens”. With over 200

1.2 Research Question and Hypothesis
shopping malls and as Africa’s 7th fastest
growing, and most sophisticated economy,
South Africa is one of the besting developing
countries for niche markets to flourish in
(ATKearney, 2014).
As a result of the increased competition
between brands and between internet and
brick-and-mortar stores, the design and
theory behind retail design is becoming
more prominent (van Es, 2011). Retail design
involves combining both tangible and
intangible elements in order to transform
a retail brand into an engaging retail store
that is contextually appropriate (Petermans
& van Cleempoel, 2007). It is thus important
to remember that retailers have two main
goals when they open the doors to the public
that designers need to be aware of – firstly
to increase their profits through sales, and
secondly to build brand awareness and brand
value in the public eye (Brigham, 2013). These
two elements are interdependent as the stores
profits cannot increase without increasing
the public awareness of the brand, but this
cannot happen without the funds to support
advertising, marketing and retail development,
thus creating a loop that will only dissolve
with the death of the company. In addition
to having to be aesthetically pleasing and
conceptually relevant, retail designers also
need to ensure that stores will perform on both
a functional and commercial level, within a
certain budget and according to regulation
(Petermans & van Cleempoel, 2007).
So, if an interior is created by manipulating
both material and volume (Königk, 2015, p. 48)
while considering the relationships between
the consumer, object and space, retail design
– as a branch of interior design – must involve
these manipulations and considerations too,
although the purpose of retail interiors is not
necessarily inhabitation but rather to make a
profit. Intended to influence and arouse the
interest of the customer (Gronewald, 2007),
the physical store can play as much of a role
in the perception of a product’s value as the
role of the product itself (Petermans & van
Cleempoel, 2007). The store then needs to be
able to market both itself and its merchandise
in such a way as to build confidence in the
brand because customers will immediately
make subconscious associations between
product, price, brand and store identity which
will ultimately affect their purchase decisions
(Petermans & van Cleempoel, 2007).
As a result, retail design becomes the largest
factor in the experience of the store, product
and brand and needs to be considered
carefully by everyone involved in order to
create a specific image in the mind of the
consumer.

Unfortunately there appears to be a lack of a
body of knowledge in this area and designers
are often overwhelmed with the different
theories that can be taken from seemingly
unrelated disciplines and applied to retail
design.
Retail design in South Africa is a very small but
growing part of the country’s retail industry
and subsequently there is a growing demand
for more effective retail design, and clients
have higher expectations of the final product
or retail store (Chang, 2013).
So what supportive theory can we draw from
and how we use this to design with, i.e. how
do we, as interior architects and designers,
create a three dimensional brand experience
that promotes brand awareness, loyalty and a
profitable future for De VIlliers Chocolate?
Although retail design has become a more
prominent subject of research in recent years
(van Es, 2011), it is interesting to note that the
discipline of interior design does not yet have
a body of theory dedicated to the creation
of retail environments. Still in its youth, retail
design has however been gaining momentum
in other fields such as retail management,
marketing and psychology, all of which have
already been researching the relationship
between human behavior and the interior
environment (i.e. lighting, volume, furniture,
texture, etc.). But space designers in all
realms have made little effort to access and
integrate this research into their current body
of knowledge, and there has recently been
a call for the Interior disciplines to create and
regulate a better body of theory in this realm
(Petermans & van Cleempoel, 2007).
From the research that has been done, it has
become apparent that some of the best retail
designs are those that provide interesting
and memorable experiences for their guests.
These experiences should influence the
customer’s mood, follow a narrative and
add value to their lives through education
and memory (Brigham, 2013). In order to
create this experience, however, designers
need to create shop interiors that appeal
to the customer’s senses and emotions, thus
creating memorable relationships between the
customer and the brand resulting in increased
brand awareness and loyalty (Petermans &
van Cleempoel, 2007).
But “the experience of space is not solely
visual; instead it acts in concert with other
senses. Smell, sound, temperature, and touch
alter & change our perception of space”
(Königk, 2015, p. 51). Each of our senses and
associations will build a separate part of the
experience puzzle, and thus a number of
disciplines can be called upon to form a basis
of information to move forward from.
Therefore, the hypothesis for this dissertation
is that branding, sensory marketing and
environmental psychology principles can
be used as a basis for a retail experience
store and roll-out program that will create a
memorable experience in the mind of the user,
in order to increase brand awareness, brand
loyalty and future sales through the design of a
roll-out program for De VIlliers Chocolate.

3

1.3 Methodology

As mentioned above, the thesis will follow the
methods outlined in Raymund Königk’s thesis,
“Imaginal Interpretation of Interior Design’s
Methods of Cultural Production: Towards a
Strategy for Constructing Meaning” (Königk,
2015). Königk’s thesis investigates how interior
design can contribute to the creation of
culture by analyzing various representations
of interior design objects or artifacts (IFI,
2015) with specific focus on the use and
analysis of photographs as vessels containing
cultural information (Königk, 2015, p. 55), and
suggests that that generating meaning is a
valid method that can be used in the design
process (Königk, 2015, p. 216).
Similarly in this dissertation, the project will
generate meaning in the design for De Villiers
Chocolate through the use of associations
and symbolism imbedded in old Aztec cultural
elements, which are based on photographs,
drawings and narratives discovered through
research. The Aztec basis for the store is
derived from the introduction of this history into
the current De Villiers Chocolate experience,
as discussed in later chapters. This generation
of meaning aims to educate the customer in
the history of chocolate and add to the social
constructs based in the realm of shopping by
allowing for spaces of social interaction.
This mini-dissertation will also function as
an example of the method in use and will
contribute to the above thesis research as a
whole, as well as serving as an example to
future researchers on how the method can
be utilized. Furthermore, the structure of this
dissertation will also loosely follow this method
to ensure a logical flow of information for the
reader.

be discussed in the concept and design
chapters as each store type will be catering
to a different target market.
3. G
 enerate and Saturate the Utterance –
This step aims to create a content base
through the analysis and organization of an
interior’s embodied meaning (Königk, 2015).
It involves a cyclical examination of interior
artifacts’ first and second order meanings
and then the organization of the analysis
into a manageable and interpretable
content base from which to move forward.
First order meaning involves the artifact’s
functional and obvious meaning, the
meaning first grasped at a glance by the
user. Second order meaning however,
includes any additional associations,
feelings or ideas created in the mind of the
user, whether or not they are conscious of
them. This can extend to third and fourth
levels of meaning depending on the
number of levels of association that can be
connected to a particular artifact (Königk,
2015). A number of different elements
have been identified as suitable for analysis
but the appropriateness of each will vary
from project to project. Creating a point
of departure for the researcher, these
include the current interior and the related
synthesis, proximity, association, timeliness,

DETERMINE
THE MODEL
INHABITANT

2. Identify target market and model inhabitant
– This step involves identifying who your
space is aiming to accommodate, and
identifying what needs to be included to
achieve their satisfaction. The researcher
can even create a fictional number of
characters that the designer can use to
base the store’s design around (Königk,
2015). This will include all users of the
space including customers and staff, and
the differing user types imbedded within.
These elements, with the program, will
4

a. Synthesis – The concept of synthesis
involves taking all associated meaning
involved through proximity, timeliness,
association and technification, and
combining them into a whole that
can be considered to have its own
imbedded, more complex meaning.
There are two parts to this concept;
the dominant Synthetic method
involves creating meaning through
combining other components, and
the Decorative method which involves
the action of adornment (Königk,
2015).
b. Proximity – Proximity relates to the
meaning created through the
placement of objects in relation
to one another within a space in
order to form meaning, patterns or

GENERATE AND SATURATE THE UTTERANCE
(i.e. the embodied meaning of an interior
organised and analysed)

BRANDING STRATEGY = RESEARCH, BRAND ESSENCE, DIFFERENTIATION, POSITIONING

The method, summarized in Figure 1.1, can be
explained as follows:

1. C
 reate a basic Company Profile of the
Client – This is an additional step that I
have added to allow myself to ground the
initial analysis. It allows the researcher to
understand the functional and emotional
aspects of the brand, prior to discovering
who the target market would include, i.e.
discovering who you are selling for vs. who
you are selling to. This would typically only
be included for commercial projects, but
can be adapted to any sector.

and technification; brand elements;
packaging; product; typology; competition;
functional elements; current experience;
etc. It is important to note the meaning of
the following broad and encompassing
terms which feature widely across both
this dissertation and Königk’s thesis. The
following five concepts form the backbone
of the Imaginal interior, have been formed
through thorough analysis, and can be
adapted across most fields of design.

CREATE BASIC
COMPANY
PROFILE

IDENTIFY
TARGET
MARKET AND
MODEL
INHABITANT

IDENTIFY FIRST
ORDER MEANING
(TARGETED
MESSAGE/
DENOTATION/
FUNCTIONAL)

ANALYSE AND
CATAGORISE

DEEP AND SHALLOW MEANING

“Interior design produces culture through
synthesis, proximity, associations, timeliness and
technification.”
(Königk, 2015, p. 140)

ANALYSE AND
CATAGORISE

IDENTIFY SECOND
ORDER MEANING
(ADDITIONAL
ASSOCIATIONS,
FEELINGS AND
IDEAS)

POTENTIAL ITEMS TO ANALYSE

Figure 1.1 Diagram indicating the process of the methodology
followed. Diagram also shows how basic branding strategy ties in
with this methodology. Author, 2015.

Male elements •
• Archetype
Female elements •
• Boundary
Product •
• Colour
Logo •
• Decoraton
Colours •
• Furnishing
• Performance Brand promise •
Brand offering •
• Temporality
Building •
• Typology
Surrounds •
• Proximity
Processes •
• Timeliness
Functions •
• Associations
Personality •
• Synthesis
Lighting •
• Packaging
Texture •
• Existing Interior
Materality •
• Furniture
Vibe •
• Precedents
• Location

CATEGORISE
ACCORDING TO:
• SENDER - who is
sending the
message?
• ADDRESSEE - who
is receiving the
message?
• CONTEXT - where
is the message
placed?
• CONTENT - what
is the message?

arrangements (Königk, 2015).
c. Timeliness – Timeliness relates to the
concepts of changing over time
and of worldliness. These concepts
relate to meaningful customs and
traditions that have been handed
down across generations that are
repeatedly reconstructed, keeping
them in existence. Furthermore,
timeliness allows the contemporary
interior artifact to be grounded
within a specific context which will
add another layer of meaning.
This concept has three constituent
parts, the Iterative method, which
creates meaning through repetition;
the Temporal method which is
the dominant theme and involves
worldliness and timeliness; and the
Traditive method, which relates to the
customs, traditions and conventions
passed down through generations
(Königk, 2015). It is clear that this
method also closely relates to the
ideas of cultural heritage, a concept
that will be briefly explored at a later
stage.
d. Associations – This category involves
creating meaning the through the
creation of connections in the mind
between different components.

SYNTHESISE THE MESSAGE

CONCEPT

The concept combines two similar
concepts – the Associative method
involves the connections in the mind
between separate components; and
the Semiotic method involves that
which infers meaning (Königk, 2015).
e. Technification – Technification involves
the physical, tangible expression
of meaning, providing technical
expression of the meaning created
in the other categories. This links with
the concept of synthesis, implying the
creation and assembly of a synthetic
and cohesive artifact. Technification
involves two concepts, those being
the Formal methods which involve
the actual form and aesthetic
appearance of the interior object,
whereas the Technical method
involves areas such as applied science
and mechanical arts, all of which are
combined to form a cohesive interior
object.
4. S
 ynthesize the Message – With this in mind,
the content base will include a number
of identifiable connotation groups, which
will then either be reinterpreted or used
as a base to generate new meaning,
or both (Königk, 2015). Here, meaning
can generated similarly to the way it was

analyzed – through synthesis, proximity,
timeliness, and association to create a
new utterance. Then, this meaning or
content is embodied in an interior through
dissemination, and expressed physically
through technification (Königk, 2015).
5. S
 patial Expression – Finally the meaning
is embodied in an interior artifact that
expresses the message in a spatial,
volumetric and inhabitable manner, where
the levels of meaning can be interpreted by
the end user through inhabitation (Königk,
2015). This artifact can then form the basis
for a new researcher to start the whole
process again.
Note that although the method is expressed
linearly, the researcher can and should move
back and forth along the line, adding to the
research and analysis already accumulated.
Doing this can have a large impact on the
design and can be used to great effect in
keeping the design consistent in its resultant
message.

SPATIALLY EXPRESS THE MESSAGE

IMPLEMENTATION

APPLICATION

TIMELINESS
MEANING THROUGH WORLDLINESS
AND CHANGE OVER TIME
CONTENT BASE
WITH
IDENTIFIABLE
MAIN
CONNOTATION
GROUPS

INTERPRET
EXISTING
MEANING

SYNTHESIS
MEANING THROUGH SELECTION
AND JOINING ELEMENTS INTO A
COHESIVE WHOLE

GENERATE NEW
MEANING

PROXIMITY
MEANING THROUGH PLACEMENT
IN SPACE

RESULT
INTERIOR ARTEFACT
THAT EXPRESSES THE
MESSAGE IN A
VOLUMETRIC,
SPATIAL AND
INHABITALE
MANNER

ASSOCIATIONS
MEANING THROUGH CAUSING
CONNECTIONS IN THE MIND

DISSEMINATION
CONVERSION OF
UTTERANCE TO
CONTENT EMBODIED IN
PHSYICAL INTERIOR
ARTEFACT WHICH IS
INTERPRETED THROUGH
INHABITATION

TECHNIFICATION
PHYSICAL
EXPRESSION OF
MEANING
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1.4 Assumptions
»» It is assumed that South Africa will retain a
relatively stable economy, and will continue
to grow as a developing nation.
»» It is assumed that Johannesburg will remain
a popular tourist destination.
»» It is assumed that De Villiers Chocolate (DV
Chocolate) will continue to expand and
prosper in South Africa.
»» It is assumed that DV Chocolate intends
to continue to expand business to
Johannesburg and other main cities across
the country
»» It is assumed that DV Chocolate will
continually be bringing out new chocolate
ranges in the future

1.5 Deliminations
»» T he study will focus on and be limited to
the study of environmental psychology in
the retail sector. The study will not focus
on environmental psychology in the
healthcare, wellbeing, residential or office
typologies.
»» The study will focus on and be limited to
the study of sensory marketing in the retail
sector, in terms of the 3D brand experience
and the elements that will benefit it. The
study will not focus on other marketing
devices or models, such as the design of
advertising, marketing strategies, etc.
»» The study will focus on and be limited
to the study of branding in the retail,
confectionery, and café sector. The study
will not focus on will not involve branding
in other typologies, such as clothing,
accessories, stationary, etc.
»» The study will not attempt to rebrand the
company but will rather use the current
brand to expand their branding strategies
»» The study will not involve a discussion on
semiotics.
»» The project will not focus on costing, or
have costing constraints.
»» The project will not look closely at back-ofhouse operations or other logistics.
»» The project will not include any new
graphics or products put onto the market
by the company in the year 2015.

1.6 Conclusion
In conclusion the rest of the book will follow
along the process of the methodology,
first discussing the client, then theoretical
background and brand analysis, then the
concept, programs and technical resolution
will follow.
Please note, that some of the images,
where indicated are taken from the poster
presentation and should thus be viewed as
A0 pages. These are available in the .pdf file
provided for larger viewing.
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This chapter involves a brief discussion
revolving around the brand, its structure
and essence in order to gain an
understanding and body of content that
we can analyze in the next chapter.
This chapter will discuss the location of
the current store, its current customer
base, its draw card factors, its
products, its taste philosophy, in-store
experiences, how the company benefits
the surrounding community and the
direction that the company is moving in.
Following this, a S.W.O.T. analysis is
undertaken against the brand, a
simple tool that allowed me to find the
strengths and pitfalls of the current store
in order to move forward successfully.

2
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ONE OF ONLY A FEW
MICRO-BATCH CHOCOLATE
FACTORIES IN THE WORLD
CREATING ARTISAN
CHOCOLATE WITH DISTINCT
FLAVOURS
THE TASTE / FLAVOUR OF
THE CHOCOLATE IS BASED
ON THE BEAN ITSELF AND
ITS LOCATION, WHICH
DETERMINES THE FLAVOUR
OF THE BEAN
RUN BY HUSBAND
AND WIFE TEAM,
PIETER AND
CONELL DE
VILLIERS

2.4

BASED IN PAARL,
WESTERN CAPE,
SOUTH AFRICA
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CHOCOLATE MANUFACTURING PROCESS
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ALCOHOL PAIRING
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The chocolate needs
to be melted
between the fingers

WHISKY
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BRANDY
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TASTING PACKS
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SINGLE ORIGIN
RANGE

AFRICAN
COLLECTION

2.6

It should be smooth
to the touch

4.

Smell your fingers they should have a
nice aroma , and
they should not smell
overly sweet

5.

2 . 17

Place the chocolate on your tongue. Before chewing,
note the flavors of the cocolate. Then, note the
aftertaste, after swallowing.

2 . 21

2 . 22

2 . 23
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2.1 Company Profile
De Villiers Artisan Chocolate is South Africa’s
first bean to bar micro-batch chocolate maker
(De Villiers 1, 2015), established by Cornell and
Piet de Villiers in 2010.
Based in Paarl, Western Cape, the factory shop
is part of a larger farm based artisan village
owned by Spice Route Wines. The farm is the
base of various artisan projects including a
winery, brewery, glass blowing factory and
a number of dining options including the
DV Cottage Café. The campus sits on a hill
overlooking the wine farm and DV Chocolate
sits at the hill’s apex.
Cape Town is a popular tourist destination for
both South African and international travelers
and the venue and it’s stores cater to the
beer-loving locals, hungry students and all
tourists often whom have specific travelling
requirements. DV Chocolate is particularly
popular with these customers as the products
are distinctly South African without being the
cliché bead products. It is also seen as an easy
gift which is easy to transport overseas.
The brand’s popularity also lies in the novelty
that there are very few micro-batch beanto-bar chocolate manufacturers in the world,
with even fewer boasting a distinct a taste
as DV Chocolate who prides itself on being
the only African chocolate made by Africans
using African beans (De Villiers 2, 2015) – i.e.
a truly African product. This is especially
important as very little chocolate is made on
the continent, despite most of the world’s
cocoa being farmed in Africa, and even
fewer of these factories are owned or run by
Africans themselves. The bean-to-bar process
which classifies and characterizes the brand as
artisanal product is largely visible in the factory
store, showcasing how each element is made
or controlled by hand in order to create a truly
unique slab.
This exclusivity in taste is best showcased in the
chocolate itself, particularly in their flagship
Single Origins range. The flavors of this range
are taken from the bean itself and its original
locale, as the location of the bean determines
its flavor. For example, cocoa beans cultivated
in Jamaica actually smell and taste like
rum. The flavours here are natural and the
chocolate contains no additives, flavorants,
soya, milk or nuts which makes it a healthy
and delicious snack. The other flavours are
characterized in the recognizable flavor
wheel, a very prominent element in the current
store interior, educational experiences and
packaging.
In addition to the Single Origins range, DV
Chocolate also produces the Café range, the
African Collection and the Sweet Handcrafted
range, as well as the original 1st batch range,
some of which are sold as both slabs and in
tasting packs for convenience. In addition to
these collections DV Chocolate has a wide
range of truffles that are made on site and
a growing collection of coffees and drinking
chocolates available for purchase. The brand
has also recently ventured into selling other
confectionary items such like nougat and
granola bars and promotional holiday items.
Figure 2. (Left) Company Profile To be viewed as A0. Author, 2015. Refer to Figure 2. Imbedded Captions at the end of the chapter.

With the focus on the actual bean, it should be
noted that DV Chocolate is UTZ certified. This
certification is the equivalent of the Fairtrade
organization for the cocoa, tea and coffee
industries, and aims to guarantee better, more
sustainable farming practices and fair wages
for those in the trade, as well as combating
child labor and other human rights abuses
while providing aid to those in need (Utz
Kapeh, 2015).
In the same vain, DV Chocolate also aims to
be socially responsible as can be seen in their
creation of employment opportunities in the
local communities, and their commitment to
selling products made by the local community
in store. The brand even employed African
artist, Marien Freddy Nsompy (De Villiers
2, 2015) to create artwork for their African
Collection range, thus supporting African
artwork across the continent. They also
feel responsible for the education of their
customers and the friendly staff know the
product and process back to front.
The education of the customer is a very large
part of the brand both in store and online,
as is evident in their experiential tours and
inherent in their packaging. There are currently
three chocolate experiences on offer:
the Chocolate and Confectionary Tasting
experience where the customer is allowed to
taste a small, set variety of chocolate on show;
the Single Origins Chocolate Experience where
groups of customers are given an informative
presentation explaining the bean-to-bar
process, the idea behind Single Origins range
and then lead through the tasting of the range
with an explanation of each flavor; and lastly
the Chocolate Truffle Workshop where booked
groups can learn how to make their own
truffles and then take their creations home
with them. Online, the brand explores which
alcoholic beverages can be paired to specific
chocolate tastes; the health benefits of eating
dark chocolate instead of milk chocolate; the
history of chocolate from the Aztecs to the
present day; the manufacturing bean-to-bar
process; and the proper way to taste quality
chocolate.
Lastly, DV Chocolate is a rapidly expanding
enterprise both on the farmstead and across
South Africa. On the site of the factory store,
DV Chocolate has just added a new tasting
room to the existing Cape Dutch building
in addition to the new ice-cream bar and
café extension. Off site, specific ranges of
the chocolate are now being sold at select
Woolworths stores in addition to airport
souvenir shops and Spice Wine Route affiliate
stores.
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2.2 Initial Swot Analysis
2.2.1 Strengths

2.2.3 Opportunities

2.2.5 Differentiation Factors

»» O
 nly chocolate made in Africa, by Africans
and using African beans
»» Thus seen as a distinctly South African
product – an ideal tourism gift which is
true to South Africa while still be easy to
transport overseas.
»» Unique approach to chocolate flavours
»» Highly specialized chocolate – there are
only a few micro-batch factories in the
world.
»» Artisan product with niche customer base.
»» Chocolate is an inexpensive luxury (Morris,
2012).
»» Unique approach to manufacturing the
chocolate.
»» Established tasting programs in-store
currently.
»» Tourism accommodated with the supply
of air-travel friendly packaging solutions,
ensuring product arrives overseas intact.
»» Company can be seen as very honest
or transparent - the entire process, from
bean to bar, is available for the customer’s
scrutiny.
»» They are UTZ approved and chocolate
manufacturing and any other processes
can be viewed by the customer in store.

»» D
 ark chocolate is becoming more popular
as a healthy alternative to milk chocolate.
There is the opportunity to emphasize the
health benefits in store.
»» There is the opportunity for the focus of the
brand store to include the wine-pairing
aspect of the business.
»» There is the opportunity to expand a retail
store into a chocolate cafe environment.
»» There is the opportunity to expand
the popularity of their coffee and hot
chocolate ranges by providing beverages
on-tap in store.
»» There is the opportunity to expand the
gifting element of the business to create
a signature style of gifting that becomes
synonymous with the brand.
»» There is the opportunity for local job
creation.
»» There is the opportunity for skills
development
»» There is the opportunity to expand the
brand on a number of different retail levels,
from in store to a store centered around
experience
»» There is the opportunity to educate the
consumer about chocolate, its tasting,
processes and health benefits
»» There is the opportunity to refocus the
brand and establish it as a luxury African
product, a quality that is reflected through
its store design.

»» T he tasting element - DV Chocolate focuses
on the tasting course of the Single Origin
range in store, and a less expensive version
of tasting a wider range of chocolates at a
dedicated station.
»» DV Chocolate also has a specific tasting
method described online but not yet
incorporated into store.
»» Online, DV Chocolate describes pairing
wine to chocolate (not the other way
around) but this has not yet been realized in
store.
»» All of these aspects are further opportunities
that the company can use to differentiate
themselves in the experience store.
»» DV Chocolate is the only African chocolate,
made by Africans using African beans.

2.2.2 Weaknesses
»» C
 urrently only one showroom based in
Paarl, a secluded tourist town in the Western
Cape, South Africa.
»» The brand is seen as one of many on an
artisan campus, rather than the main
attraction.
»» Current showroom interiors do not reflect
the luxuriousness of the product.
»» The quality of the interior reflects negatively
on the brand - the store is seen as homemade rather than hand-made
»» Current showroom is crowded and difficult
to navigate.
»» Marketing and the expansion of the brand
is still in its infancy and thus the brand hasn’t
yet built a wide audience yet.
»» The truffles are not advertised as strongly as
the bars, but they appear to be the more
popular option in terms of sales.
»» Gifting options are very limited, and do not
link to alcoholic beverage concepts as
advertised online.
»» No attention has been paid to the winepairing aspect of the chocolate advertised
online. The on-site winery is responsible for
this.
»» There is an inconsistency in the look and
feel of the brand between different spaces,
image and graphics.
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2.2.4 Threats
»» A
 rtisan products don’t market or promote
themselves well. Products are often seen as
home-made, rather than hand-made. This
makes the product seem less luxurious.
»» The practice of artisan chocolate is not well
known or well promoted and thus the public
needs to be educated on what ‘artisan’
means and what the process entails.
»» There is the threat that the economy
crashes and chocolate becomes too
expensive as a luxury commodity.
»» There may be a shortage of cocoa
beans by 2020 due to the fickleness of the
plant; excessive and increasing demand;
urbanization; disease and climatic factors
(Ford, et al., 2014).

2.3 Conclusion
In conclusion, the De Villiers Chocolate brand
has a lot to offer both the designer and the
customer, although the brand experiences
are often packaged incorrectly, leaving a
dissatisfied or confused customer and stunted
brand awareness.
Thus the programs in the roll out strategy
will centre around packaging both the
current and new experiences as individual
experiences that could form a whole
additional experience, as shown in Experience
Room in Chapter 6.
This reprogramming and repackaging of the
experiences may result in a more positive
experience for the customer and will therefore
build brand loyalty, which will in turn increase
sales and profits.

Figure 2 Embedded Captions:
Figure 2.1 DV Chocolate taste wheel. Taken from the DV
Chocolate Packaging, 2015. Edited by Author
Figure 2.2. Indicative icons edited by Author. Original images
taken from - Left to Right: GE, 2015; Yudin, 2015;
iconsforlife.com, 2012; Yupiramos, 2015; Yupiramos,
2015; Yuliaglam, 2015
Figure 2.3 Definition of Artisanal, taken from photograph of
signboard in store. Photograph by L. Noble, 2015 and
edited by Author.
Figure 2.4 Data taken from www.dvchocolate.co.za
Figure 2.5 Collage indicating location - Top to Bottom: Spice
Route Wines, 2015; Value Rental, 2015
Figure 2.6 UTZ Logo. Image taken from: www.utzcertified.org
Figure 2.7 DV Chocolate African Collection Packaging. Images
taken from: www.dvchocolate.co.za
Figure 2.8 DV Chocolate Single Origins Collection Packaging
Variation. Images taken from: www.dvchocolate.co.za
Figure 2.9 DV Chocolate Single Origins Collection Packaging
Variation. Images taken from: www.dvchocolate.co.za
Figure 2.10 DV Chocolate Cafe Collection Packaging. Images
taken from: www.dvchocolate.co.za
Figure 2.11 DV Chocolate Tasting Pack Packaging. Images taken
from: www.dvchocolate.co.za
Figure 2.12 DV Chocolate Café Logo, gelato and cake available
on offer in store Images taken from De Villiers 1, 2015
Figure 2.13 DV Chocolate 1st Batch Packaging. Edited photograph
by Author, 2015.
Figure 2.14 DV Chocolate Cafe Coffee and Cocoa Collection
Packaging. Images taken from: www.dvchocolate.
co.za
Figure 2.15 DV Chocolate new ranges of product. Photographs by
L. Noble, 2015 and edited by Author.
Figure 2.16 DV Chocolate truffles and truffle packaging available
on offer in store Images taken from De Villiers 1, 2015
Figure 2.17 Collage of photographs of the current DV Chocolate
Factory Store in Paarl, Western Cape. Photographs by
L. Noble, 2015
Figure 2.18 Graphics of the DV Chocolate manufacturing process
found on wall graphics and printables. Graphics taken
and adapted from scans of the printables done by
Author, 2015.
Figure 2.19 Graphics illustrating the DV Chocolate Tasting Process.
Images taken from- Top to Bottom: Degio, 2015;
Barbulat, 2015; Perjus, 2014; ClipArt ETC, 2015; Clipgid,
2015
Figure 2.20 Graphics illustrating the types of alcohol the chocolate
is paired with. Images taken from – Left to Right:
iconsforlife.com, 2012; Fredweiss, 2013; Saibo, 2014
Figure 2.21 Graphic symbolising the DV Chocolate’s African
heritage. Graphic edited by Author from a photograph
of the DV Chocolate packaging taken by Author, 2015
Figure 2.22 DV Chocolate Logo. Image taken from: www.
dvchocolate.co.za
Figure 2.23 Graphic symbolising the DV Chocolate’s Bean To
Bar character. Graphic edited by Author from a
photograph of the DV Chocolate packaging taken by
Author, 2015
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In this chapter, branding, sensory
marketing and environmental
psychology will each be discussed in
terms of their definition and background,
and how they relate to each other and
to interior design.

3
Theoretical
Background
15
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3.1 Branding
Every minute of every day, we interact with
brands and branding on an intimate level.
From the type of coffee we drink to the places
we go, we use brand names as an indicator of
wealth, quality and value, and we use them in
a similar fashion to place ourselves into a social
hierarchy based on the brands we choose
(Gronewald, 2007). But what is a branding and
how can we use it in interior design?

3.1.1 History
Brands have been around since the time of
the ancients, where the illiterate people of
places like ancient Rome, Egypt and Greece
used symbols to denote ownership of their
commodity goods stored in a sea of barrels in
large warehouses. These symbols were linked
back to a specific family house and were often
burnt into the timber of the storage container,
or into the skin of owned slaves. The practice of
using symbols to denote ownership lasted until
the fall of the Roman Empire, when commerce
and craftsmanship declined rapidly as people
tried to survive under the rise of feudalism
(Landa, 2006).
From around the 11th century A.D., feudalism
began to decline and trade began to
increase between the East and West. Trades
and craftsmanship once again become
popular ventures which resulted in the
establishment of craft guilds, some of which
still survive today. Here the art of branding

continued, as craftsmen such as stone mason
had to mark each stone block they took from
the rock. The blocks with a specific mason’s
propriety mark were counted collectively and
the mason was thus paid per block, as it were
(Landa, 2006). Thus the marks of ownership
eventually became marks of craftsmanship.
Around the same time period, China’s Sung
Dynasty boasted the invention of the inverted
block press which allowed for mass printing
of wrappers, banners, lanterns, pictures and
signs. With the increase of trade between
the East and West, this technology eventually
filtered through to the West which led to the
emergence of town criers handing out leaflets,
and the birth of advertising (Landa, 2006 and
Millman, 2012).
Then in Germany, 1448, Johannes Gutenberg
created the Gutenberg Printing Press and
printed media suddenly became easier to
distribute to the masses. In 1625, in England,
the first advert was printed in a newspaper
and companies started to create slogans for
early advertising campaigns, and by the 1700’s
stamped logos and trademarks had become
standard practice, leading England to create
the first ever copyright laws (Landa, 2006 and
Millman, 2012).
Then with the rise of the Industrial Revolution
the world of brands and branding suddenly
exploded into an exciting and prosperous age.
With the development of mass production,
goods were easier and cheaper to produce

This is what differentiates
the product from its
competitors and keeps
the brand in the mind of
the consumer.
This includes all
functional and emotional
elements of the brand,
both tangible and
intangible.

In 1870, Robert Gair invented the folding paper
box, allowing manufacturers add personality
and useful information to the product which
significantly increased the product’s desirability
and manufacturer’s profits (Landa, 2006).
This also allowed the companies to inject
and express social values into the running of
the business itself, adding further definition
to the brand and value to the associated
products. Companies like Cadburys were
often family owned and run, and are often still
run according to these family values today.
As a result, advertising, branding strategies
and market research blossomed under these
conditions, growing until World War I (Davis,
2009).
War equalized people across the social
hierarchy and with nobody having any
disposable income, the world of advertising
was turned into creating propaganda for the
war effort of both WWI and WWII. However,
by the 1980’s advertising once again boomed
and by the 1990’s branding had become an
essential part of any business. The 1990’s also
ushered in the rise of the online stores that are
so prevalent today (Davis, 2009). Due to the

BRAND = THE SUM TOTAL OF ALL FUNCTINONAL AND
EMOTIONAL ELEMENTS OF ALL BRANDED ENTITIES
(PRODUCT / SERVICE / COMPANY / GROUP)

BRANDING
ALL BRAND
CHARACTERISTICS

and sell in large quantities, and the focus of
manufactures shifted from commodity goods
to packaged parity goods with a “sealed
freshness”. Similarly advertising became more
cost effective for companies to make use
of and England’s first dedicated advertising
agencies were formed in the early 1800’s
(Landa, 2006 and Davis, 2009).

BRAND IDENTITY
This is the verbal and
visual
expression of the brand,
and the interface
between the brand and
the customer.
This includes all graphic
elements, typography,
imagery, colour, retail,
packaging, media, etc.

(Landa, 2006)

(Landa, 2006)

AUDIENCE
PERCEPTION
This is what the customer
thinks of the brand, based
on the delivery of the
brand’s promise, its identity
and advertising, and its
public image.
It is a collection of every
seperate experience the
user has with the
brand - adverts, product,
packaging, etc.
(Landa, 2006)

BRANDED ENVIRONMENT
A visual identity that is created,
constructed and applied to a three
dimensional space with the purpose
of endearing and promoting the
brand to the customer.
This may include, retail environments, market stalls, promotional
stands, etc.
(Landa, 2006)

“Products are made in the
factory, brands are made
in the mind”
- Walter Landor
(Landa, 2006)

BRAND PROMISE
= the emotional and
functional value
and advantage
promised to the user
by the brand
(Landa, 2006)

BRAND EXPERIENCE
This is a user’s complete each time
they interact with a brand, as well as
a collection of these experiences in
the mind of the customer. This
includes interactions with advertising,
packaging, visual media and
branded environments.
A designed branded experience aims
to promote the brand, to educate
and inspire the user and to create a
memory of the brand for the user,
which will potentially result in
increased brand awareness, loyalty
and profits.
(Landa, 2006)

Figure 3.1.1 Stone mason markings. Taken from (Top to Bottom):
Thatcher & Davis, 2003; Vaid, 2003, pg. 8, and edited by Author,
2015

Figure 3.1.2 Diagram discussing branding theory showing how Brand Experiences and Branded Environments can be derived from the three
elements that make up a brand (Brand Characteristics, Brand Identity and Audience Perception). Author, 2015 and Landa, 2006.
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growth and spread of mass production and
communication channels across the globe,
brands have since gained the ability to live
across borders and generations, as overtime,
brand image and company message have
become synthesized. Today, brand, logo,
experience and aesthetic have all become
essential tools used in combination to increase
DETERMINE
market share (Vaid, 2003) and
essentially, the
THE
MODEL
company’s profit margin.

INHABITANT

and consumer brands. Corporate brands is
To do this, very often a branding strategy is
often the company itself, or the company
created to provide guidance to the company,
that acts as an umbrella brand for a number
advertising agencies and designers that need
of consumer brands. Consumer brands
to move the company forward. Interestingly,
therefore are products or services that are
the process of creating a brand strategy
easily recognizable by the consumer. These
closely aligns with Königk’s thesis, “Imaginal
consumer brands include service, consumer
Interpretation of Interior Design’s Methods of
products, industrial products , retail brands,
Cultural Production: Towards a Strategy for
GENERATE
AND
SATURATE
THE MESSA
etc. (Vaid,
2003). These
two concepts
are THE UTTERANCE
Constructing Meaning”, asSYNTHESISE
seen in Figure 1.1.
(i.e.
the
embodied
meaning
of
an
interior
not mutally exclusive, and often one cannot
organised
and
survive without
the other.
As analysed)
an example,
Firstly, the designer, as a part of the branding
Coca Cola is a brand recognised across the
team, should research and analyze the brand
globe as a dark, delicious carbonated soft
in terms of competition, typology, brand
drink. However, Coca-Cola corporate owns
promise, brand essence, brand personality,
and produces not only Coke and its variations
brand positioning and differentiation elements
but also Mazoe, Minute Maid, Powerade, Just
(Landa, 2006) and much of this information
Juice and Bonaqua, among others, (Cocacan be gathered from the company itself.
Cola, 2015) many of which the consumer
Basically, this initial analysis is done to discover
would never recognise as or associate with
the strengths and weaknesses of a brand, any
a Coca-Cola
product.
Thus Coca-Cola
potential opportunities for the brand and what
IDENTIFY
FIRST
Corporate
functions
as
an
umbrella
company
makes the brand different from its competitors.
ORDER MEANING
for these other smaller consumer brands.
(TARGETED
This then acts as a starting point for the
MESSAGE/
Branding, in contrast to a brand, is the process
designer, as a basic creative brief that intends
DENOTATION/
by which the brand’s image becomes
to solve
ANALYSE
ANDa particular problem. The team
FUNCTIONAL)
associated with a set of values in the mind of CATAGORISE
should work together to create
a viable and
CONTENT
BASE
the buyer (Vaid, 2003) and involves most of
engaging concept that embodies WITH
the brand’s
the marketing and design elements that the
essence identified through the analysis, and
IDENTIFIABLE
company has in place, from logo design to
this concept can consist of a number of
MAIN
general marketing and retail design (Davis,
constructs that, when synthesized, form a
CONNOTATION
2009). The result of branding allows the
cohesive whole.
IDENTIFY
ANALYSE AND
GROUPS
customer to create an emotional bond withSECOND ORDER
CATAGORISE
the brand and thus aims to increase brand
MEANING
loyalty and awareness within the consciousness
(ADDITIONAL
of that consumer (Vaid, 2003).

Through history, a brand has become more
than just a name or a logo. Today’s brand is a
combination of all the tangible and intangible
elements that make up the full personality of
a company (Davis, 2009) and includes all the
branded components of the company, e.g.
group, service, product, etc. (Landa, 2006).
As a totality, the brand is the sum of all the
emotional and functional aspects of a brand
IDENTIFY
and can be divided into three interdependent
elements
– Brand
Characteristics,
Brand
TARGET
CREATE
BASIC
Identity
and Audience Perception
(Landa,
MARKET
AND
COMPANY
2006)PROFILE
– that work together to form
a
cohesive
MODEL
image in the mind of the consumer, as can be
INHABITANT
seen in Figure 3.1.2.
Brands feature in every spectrum of our
lives, and they can be split into two main,
interdependent categories – corporate brands

DEEP AND SHALLOW MEANING

3.1.2 B rands, Branding and Branding
Strategy
BRANDING
STRATEGY = RESEARCH, BRAND ESSENCE, DIFFERENTIATION, POSITIONING

CONCEP

ASSOCIATIONS,
FEELINGS AND
IDEAS)

RATIONAL
CULTURAL

EXPERIENCE
ITEMS TO ANALYSE

BRAND
VISUAL

FUNCTIONAL

EMOTIONAL

BRAND IDENTITY

NAME
MARKETING
PROMOTIONS
GRAPHICS
LOGO
RETAIL
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Figure 3.1.3 Diagram showing how retail forms a major part of the
brand and its identity as a whole. Diagrams taken from Landa,
2006 and adapted by Author, 2015.

Male elements •
• Archetype
Female elements •
• Boundary
Product •
• Colour
Logo •
• Decoraton
Colours •
• Furnishing
Brand promise •
• Performanc
Brand offering •
• Temporality
Building •
• Typology
Surrounds •
• Proximity
Processes •
• Timeliness
Functions •
• Associations
Personality •
• Synthesis
Lighting •
• Packaging
Texture •
• Existing Interior
Materality •
• Furniture
Vibe •
• Precedents
• Location

CATEGORISE
ACCORDING TO:
• SENDER - who is
sending the
message?
• ADDRESSEE - who
is receiving the
message?
• CONTEXT - where
is the message
placed?
• CONTENT - what
is the message?

Figure 3.1.4 Collage of images showing the translation of the Nike brand through from product to retail environment. Taken from (Clockwise
from Top Left) : Solutions for Sport, 2014; NIKE, 2015; Outletaholic, 2013; Dima, 2010; Posnegative, 2010; K2 Consultancy, 2014; Hypes Are Us, 2014

A. Brand Experiences
One of the main constructs to consider is
how to activate the consumer, in order to
create brand loyalty and awareness. This
is an especially prevalent concern in the
retail environment where a customer’s first
major interaction with the brand is their visual
perception of their retail store, which functions
as an image of the brand (Riewoldt, 2002),
and thus forms a large part of the brand
identity (Vaid, 2003) as seen in Figure 3.1.3.
But in today’s world, especially on an
international scale, a branded environment is
simply not enough. With the continuing and
rapid rise of internet shopping in first world
and developing countries (Walker, 2014),
retail stores can no longer merely be visual
representations of a brand. Retail stores need
to become so much more. Stores need to
become the showrooms of the online stores
where the customer can come in and touch,
smell, see, and sense the product on any level
before going home and ordering the product
from the comfort of their couch (Chang, 2013).
And in order to do this successfully, the retail
designers of today need to look closely at the
concept of brand experiences.
A brand experience occurs at any point a
customer interacts with a brand. This includes
every time the customer sees the brand’s logo,
every time they hear the brand’s name, every
time they see the brand in the news, every
time they go into the store, every time they see
the brand online, every time they interact with
the brand on social media… essentially every
time the brand comes up in the customer’s
mind. These experiences even include
interactions between the customer and the
brand’s packaging, advertising and other
branded environments (Landa, 2006). Each
experience creates a web of connections in
the mind of the user, that come together to
form an image of the brand in the mind of
the consumer. Thus, a brand experience is
every time a customer comes into contact
with the brand, as well as a collection of these
experiences that form an impression of the
brand in the mind of the customer.
Positive, negative or neutral, these brand
experiences can change a customer’s entire
attitude towards a product or brand, which
can seriously affect the company’s profits.
Therefore, an integrated branding program
(Landa, 2006) is an essential element that
needs to be designed on every level in order
to add value to the company as a whole.
This added value can take many forms
but entertainment and education are the
elements mostly used on a retail level (Ardill,
2014).
Nike (figure 3.1.4) is an excellent example
of a company with a strong and successful
branding strategy that has been translated
through every experience the customer has
with the brand. With a focus on the athletics
and sporting industries, the Nike swish is now
synonymous with upmarket sports apparel and,
sports events, sporting codes and charities
that revolve around helping communities

through sports initiatives. The brand’s identity is
translated effectively and consistently across
all platforms including visual media, television
advertising and other branding opportunities.
Every time the customer sees the Nike swish
as a symbol of quality sports gear, the brand
becomes prominent in the mind of the
consumer, creating a consistent brand image
across every level.
It is also important that people have an
emotional response to the brand experience,
because if your senses are touched and
you have an emotional response towards
a product or brand, you are more likely to
remember it and buy it again at a later stage
(Landa, 2006).
Thus, a designed brand experience aims to
promote the brand, to educate and inspire
the user and to create a memory of the brand
for the user which will potentially build brand
awareness, loyalty and profits (Landa, 2006).
It is also important to realize that the primary
objective of a brand experience is not to
sell the product or service, but to create a
fascination with the brand (Riewoldt, 2002)
that will keep the customer coming back for
more.

B. Cultural Heritage
Another brand construct that is important
to the designer on a conceptual level
includes what strengths, other than their
differentiating elements, that the brand
has at its disposal (Landa, 2006). These may
include many different strengths such as
celebrity endorsements, education, family
values, or environmental consciousness. It
may be more emotional aspects as well, such
as understanding a mother’s predicament,
or using humor at the core of the brand’s
personality. These strengths form a major
part of the brand’s perspective and thus can
greatly influence any design concepts.
In terms of DV Chocolate, one of the main
strengths, other than their focus on education,
is their research and focus on the history
behind the creation of chocolate. Thus as
a designer, I looked at this history and the
embedded intangible cultural heritage
as inspiration for the store’s aesthetic and
functional elements.
Intangible cultural heritage includes the
traditions, practices, skills and knowledge, and
associated cultural spaces and artifacts that
communities, groups and individual recognize
as part of their cultural heritage that have
been passed down through the generations
(UNESCO 2, 2015). Cultural heritage may also
include monuments, oral traditions, social
practices, performing arts, rituals, legends,
and the knowledge and skills of traditional
craftsmanship (UNESCO, 2015).
It is also possible that intangible cultural
heritage in one community or region may be
similar to that of a region on the other side
of the world. As a result, intangible cultural
heritage doesn’t question whether a specific
tradition or practice is specific to a particular

culture. Rather, cultural heritage is used to
encourage a sense of identity, community and
responsibility which inspires global cohesion
amongst communities (UNESCO, 2015). It was
interesting to note through the research done
at the conceptual level illustrated in Chapter 5,
it was discovered that elements of the cultural
heritage of the Aztec and the African people
overlapped in many areas, especially with
artistic elements such as patterns colours and
craft.
What is important however, is how to
safeguard this intangible heritage for future
generations to understand. This safeguarding
involves transferring of knowledge, meaning
and skills to younger generations, but also
includes initiatives that document this
heritage, research, promotion, preservation, or
transmission of it (UNESCO, 2015). In this vein,
the DV Chocolate design aims to revitalize
(UNESCO, 2015) it, by using old practices in
new and innovative ways, thus potentially
raising awareness about the birth of chocolate
and the Aztec culture, and adding to the
efforts to conserve what is left of this cultural
heritage.

C. After Conceptual Development
After the branding, marketing and retail design
team comes up with a cohesive concept that
will be integrated across all brand experience
levels, the concept needs to be applied to a
store layout or project, and then implemented
and produced as an actual, physical store
where the customer can interact with the
brand at a tangible level.
In terms of this dissertation, the concept will be
applied across the brand experience levels
investigated, but will not be implemented on a
physical level.

3.1.3 The Ethics of Branding
What we need to remember is that, shopping
- whether it’s used as a means to relax, and
excuse to get out of the house, a functional
journey or a frustrating irritation (Underhill,
2000)– is an necessity for all of us and therefore
branding plays an integral part in our everyday
lives and will continue to do so in the future.
Branding can have a major impact on both
society and the individual and so all of the
consultants need to act professionally and
ethically in their conduct towards any project.
There are many ways to act ethically in the
realm of branding and retail design, including
creating designs that are true to the client’s
values and product (Messedat, 2009); being
realistic and ethical towards the client in
terms of communication, schedules, costing,
etc.; using materials and processes that are
ecologically sustainable or friendly; and by
considering the audience of the project in
terms of cultural beliefs or practices, etc. It is
important to remember that we as designers
cannot make our client companies ethical, we
can only encourage the ethical behavior of
both client and consumer through our designs.
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But the most important ethical consideration is
figuring out how to be truthful and attractive to
the customer, rather than manipulating them
into a specific behavior (Saris-Brandon, 2014).
Unfortunately branding and the culture of
consumerism have often garnered a bad
reputation over the last century, a stigma
generated when the medicine men of old sold
“cures” to the unsuspecting public, all of which
did nothing to cure their ailing bodies (Landa,
2006). This negetive reputation has lingered
over time and for this reason, brands are often
seen as charlatans angling for the customer’s
money. These stigmas can also be influenced
positively or negatively by the individual’s
perception, economic status or religious beliefs
(Saris-Brandon, 2014).
While the branding and retail industries
cannot eradicate this stigma, a certain
middle ground can be achieved where
branding can be used to positively achieve
a particular goal. For example, branding
can be used to promote the purchasing of
a particular product but it can also be used
to promote social causes, charities and other
organizations. In this way both the company
and the charitable organization benefit as
the company’s corporate social responsibility
efforts can be accounted for economically
and the company can build a positive brand
image of an ethical, responsible and caring
brand in the mind of the consumer and the
public, thus building the brand’s integrity.
Simultaneously, the charitable organization
gains funding, free advertising and increased
public awareness about a specific cause
(Saris-Brandon, 2014).
To achieve this middle ground is the branding
industries’ major goal because the world of
today cannot survive without it. Branding
drives local, national and global
economies (Saris-Brandon, 2014), and
without spending the economy would
collapse (Underhill, 2000), people
would become unemployed and
millions would starve to death.

This delicate system of branding, people
and economy, and the push and pull of
consumerism, have been intertwined for
centuries already, as can be seen in the
“Fable of the Bees”, a poem written by
Bernard Mandeville in 1714 (Millman, 2012),
functioning in this dissertation as Appendix B.
The poem follows the story of a beehive,
where all bees come together to moan and
complain about the vices of their peers. The
bees’ god, Jove, hears the bees’ complaints
and so eliminates all the vices from society.
As a result the hives begin to decay. The bees
are too honest, and so no bargaining is done
and no profits are made. Slowly, many of the
aspects of this vice free life begin to lose their
luster. Law no longer becomes necessary and
there are no luxuries to enjoy as indulgence is
considered a vice. Unemployment increases
and the hive begins to stagnate. Eventually
the hive is attacked by the bees’ enemies and
the bees are driven out of their hive and their
society falls apart (Millman, 2012).
The poem is a satirical and paradoxical
comment on the functioning of British society
after the start of the Industrial Revolution. This
was time where suddenly commoners were
able to improve their standing through an
accumulation of wealth and material things
rather than through the restrictive right of birth.
The poor were able to emulate a grander life
and consumer spending created a whole new
way for people to convey status (Millman,
2012). It is interesting to note that in this way,
branding and owning branded products
actually equalizes people (Saris-Brandon,
2014), as anybody, not only the rich by birth,
can achieve status through the accumulation
of wealth and this status is then validated by
brands (Landa, 2006).
Written over 300 years ago, Mandeville’s
poem is still relevant today. Then as
today, it can be recognized that the
vices of society such as consumption,
selfishness and indulgence actually
create a breeding ground

selfactualization
inner potential,
status, morality,
meaning, purpose,
creativity, spontaneity,
acceptance, experience
self-esteem
need to be unique, confidence, respect of others,
achievement
love and belonging
sense of connection, family, friendship, intimacy
safety and security
social stability, health, property, family, employment
physiological needs
sleep, breathing, clothing, food, shelter, water

Figure 3.1.5 Diagram showing Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs; taken from: Research History, 2012 and adapted by Author, 2015.
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for creativity, ingenuity and employment,
leading to a better life for both rich and poor
(Millman, 2012).
The vice of consumption is generated by
the desire for self-actualization, recognized
as the pinnacle need in Maslow’s Hierarchy
of Needs, as seen in Figure 3.1.5. We use
the consumption of brands to gain a level
of status and temporarily fulfill the need for
self-actualization (Landa, 2006), and the
brands we consume stand for values, and
communicate images, promises and ideals
that we use to form our identities (Riewoldt,
2002). But the relief of fulfilling this need is short
lived, which sends us out to buy more than we
need all over again (Landa, 2006).
It is evident at this point, that all of these
components work together to form a delicate
eco-system. For without the need for selfactualization, we would not need brands and
their products.
Without brands and consumerism there would
be a lack of awareness resulting in a reduced
demand for goods and services. Reduced
demand would in turn result in reduced
consumer spending and potentially lead to
unemployment, and unemployed consumers
lack the spendiing capability required to feel
fulfilled.
In conclusion, we need brands and
consumerism in order for society to survive and
flourish, and our role as designers is to harness
the creativity available to create designs that
benefit not only the brand but the individual
consumer and society as a whole.

3.1.4 Conclusion
Through this investigation, it can be seen that
branding is an integral part of our everyday
lives. However, in order to implement branding
strategies and make brands successful by
raising public awareness, we have to look at
other fields of design and study in order to
build our design repertoire and increase the
effectiveness of our designs.
In terms of this dissertation, I aim to look
at how customers currently interact with
and experience the DV Chocolate brand
on an Interior Architecture level and how
these can be better designed in order to
promote brand awareness and loyalty. In
order to do this I have looked at sensory
marketing and environmental psychology
as tools that designers can use to create a
memorable experience for a brand. These two
elements will be briefly discussed hereafter,
and branding, sensory marketing and
environmental psychology will all play a role in
the final design product.

3.2 Sensory Marketing
In order to create awareness about any brand,
the company needs to market its products
and services. The marketing department has
a more direct interaction with the customer
than the branding team and thus forms a
major component when considering branding
strategies and customer experience.
Entire industries have been centred around this
concept of marketing and advertising, and
typically a marketing manager or consultant
will be part of the branding strategy team.
With the aim of marketing being to draw in
new customers and turn them into recurring
customers, the marketing manager’s short and
long term marketing strategy will fall under
the branding strategy, as all strategies need
to work in harmony to reach the customer
consistently.
In order to market the product there are
a number of avenues that the marketing
manager can exploit in order to bring
awareness of the product to the customer,
as can be seen in Figure 3.2.1. One of the
most significant of these is retail design, which
involves designing a store in order to make a
profit, as well as a range of in store activities
used to promote the product in store. This is
often linked to impermanent pop-up stores
and in store promotions which rarely allow
for interaction with the customer or with their
experience.
In summary, where branding requires the retail
store to create an image of the brand in the
mind of the user, and marketing takes that

image and sells it to the customer as an even
more attractive prospect in order to increase
sales and generate profits. Both of these
requirements need to be taken into account
by the store designer in order to produce a
successful store that benefits the brans.

way that we as humans perceive any stimuli
from outside of the body and marketers will
create an environment in order to harness
these instincts so to sell a product that appeals
to the customer’s senses.
For these reasons, more and more brands are
going a step further than using just visual and
auditory advertising in order to promote their
product and create a lasting and emotional
bond with consumers by creating a positive
brand experience (Hussain, 2014).

To sell or promote the product or service to
the customer, the marketing manager has a
number of strategies to draw from, including
sensory marketing.

3.2.1 Sensory Marketing Explained
Sensory marketing is a strategy that appeals
to the customers’ senses in order to seduce
them, thus influencing their behavior towards,
and experience with a particular product or
service. The focus is therefore put on the five
human senses – sight, smell, sound, touch and
taste – and the these senses need to work
in harmony with other aspects of a store or
business such as customer service etc., in order
to create a positive brand experience for the
consumer (American Marketing Association,
2015).
This strategy has been based on the idea that
we can only experience the world around us
through our 5 senses (Underhill, 2000, p. 167)
and that it is more likely that the customer
will remember the brand if their senses are
engaged in the process of buying the product
(Hussain, 2014). Our senses are the instinctive

MARKETING = GETTING THE RIGHT PRODUCT IN
THE HANDS OF THE CONSUMER AT THE RIGHT
TIME, THE RIGHT PLACE AND IN THE RIGHT
QUANTITY IN ORDER TO MAKE A PROFIT. (WA, 2015)

MARKETING
TV /
RADIO

MOBILE

DIGITAL
MEDIA

A good example of sensory marketing in
practice is the Cadbury’s Joyville pop-up
experience (seen in Figure: 3.2.1). The Joyville
Chocolate Fountain campaign, was a
marketing strategy implemented in countries
across the world, including South Africa that
fully engaged all five of the customer’s senses.
Firstly the fountain was a visual spectacle that
drew customers in from a distance. Then, the
fountain had a number of auditory elements
as well, such as the tubes that emitted the
sounds of flowing chocolate situated around
the central fountain or the actual fountain itself
that played music in addition to the sound of
falling liquid chocolate. The olfactory senses
are involved through the smell of the melting
chocolate and customers were allowed to
buy (touch) liquid chocolate, thus adding the
element of taste (Berkowitz, 2012). As a whole,
this was a sensory spectacle to behold and
many are still talking of the memory of that
fountain today, thus enforcing the fact that
sensory marketing can create a positive brand
memory in the mind of the user.

CSR

RETAIL
DESIGN

PUBLIC
PRINTED VEHICLE /
RELATIONS MEDIA BILLBOARD

RETAIL DESIGN

RETAIL MARKETING

This involves the design of a store
environment in order to make a
profit, combining design,
merchandising and customer
service.

This is the complete range of in store
activities used by the retailer to
promote sales and brand awareness.

(Underhill, 2000)

By studying the user and keeping
them at the centre of the design,
the visitor can be immersed in the
brand itself, thus leaving an
impression on the mind of the
consumer - building brand
loyalty and awareness of
what’s on offer.

“Stores alone are
abundant with
chance for tactile
and sensory
application”
(Underhill, 2000, p.167)

Retail marketing still focuses on the
4 P’s of the marketing mix - Product,
Promotion, Place and Price - while
also including considerations such as
merchandising, advertising,
consumer behaviour and branding.
The creation of this specialised field is
due to the nature of its fixed location
and the actual process of selling
small quanities of finished goods.
(AMA, 2015).

SENSORY MARKETING
This is a retail based strategy that uses
the consumer’s senses to seduce them,
influencing their behaviour and feelings
towards a particular product or service.
Thus the focus is on the 5 human senses
- Sight, Hearing, Touch , Smell, Taste - in
addition to other marketing aspects
such as customer services, etc. in order
to fully engage the mind of the
customer.
(AMA, 2015)

Figure 3.2.1 Collage of images showing Cadbury Joyville
campaign. Taken from Berkowitz, 2012

Figure 3.2.2 Diagram discussing how sensory marketing fits into the retail marketing and retail design strategies. Author, 2015.
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3.3 Environmental Psychology
3.2.2 Conclusion
In conclusion, it is clear that sensory marketing
and experience can create an emotional
connection between a customer and a
brand that is capable of influencing the
buying decisions of the consumer (Vaid,
2003). Sensory marketing is an exciting and
growing marketing strategy in South Africa
and one makes sense in terms of designing
an experience based store for De Villiers
Chocolate.
Due to the similarities between sensory
marketing and environmental psychology,
the effects of appealing to each sense will be
discussed in the next section.

designing it in such a way as to invoke specific
feelings and actions from the customer while
in store in order to try and create a positive
image in the mind of the user.

Everywhere you go, a person’s thoughts,
feelings and actions are influenced by their
surrounding environment, whether it is at
home, at work or in a retail environment. Based
on the effects of the environment on the
psyche of the individual, a person will create
certain perceptions and associations about
a space or object, which will in turn influence
their actions (Kopec, 2012).

Due to the experiential nature of interior design
(Königk, 2015), it is up to us as designers to
find ways to alter the experience in order to
create both positive brand experience and
profitable outcomes. The design of the store is
also important from a proprietor’s perspective
as the main objectives of a store are sales and
brand awareness and if the store is perceived
as a negative environment, customers will not
return. As a result, more and more companies
are trying to create better and more positive
retail environments to increase customer
satisfaction, encourage customers to return,
increase brand awareness and potentially
increase profits.

Although this happens in every location across
the world, this relationship between space
and psyche is even more important in the
retail sector where a negative connotation
formed in the mind of the user directly impacts
the company’s profits (BUILT, 2008). This is an
especially important concern when the store is
a three dimensional representation of a brand
that is supposed to market itself, its product
and its brand. In this case, a poor perception
of a retail store can lead to a poor perception
of the brand itself, thus leading to a distrust in
the company and lowered brand loyalty and
lowered sales and profits.

3.3.1 Environmental Psychology or
Atmospherics Explained

These perceptions are obviously subjective
to the customer and can be based on any
number of things such as the customer’s belief
system, preferences, gender, age, personality,
status or past experiences (Kopec, 2012). In
addition to these, a customer’s perception
of a brand or store will also rely heavily on
the service in store and the brand’s ability to
fulfill their brand promise. Unfortunately, all
of these factors are not under the designer’s
control. What the designer can take control
of, however, is the design of the store by

Environmental psychology (often referred
to as atmospherics) involves all the tangible
and intangible elements of a store’s design
that can be controlled by the designer so to
influence the buyer’s behavior and achieve
a profitable result (Eroglu & Machleit, 1993). It
involves designing according to sensory stimuli
in order to elicit an emotional response in the
customer so to positively influence their buying
behavior (Kopec, 2012).

ENVIRONMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY
RESIDENTIAL

COMMERCIAL

WORKPLACE

ENVIRONMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY - THE CONTROL OF A STORE’S ATMOSPHERE
AND PERSONALITY, SO TO INFLUENCE THE CUSTOMER’S PURCHASING DECISIONS

“... the longer a shopper remains
in store, the more he or she will
buy. And the amount of time a
shopper spends in store depends
on how comfortable and enjoyable the experience is.”
- PACO UNDERHILL, 2006

FORM

SIGNAGE

TEMPERATURE

DENSITY

NATURE

THRESHOLDS

TEXTURE

SHOP FRONTS

SERVICE

LAYOUT

COLOUR

SOUND

SMELL

LIGHT

(McDERMOTT, 2013)

ENVIRONMENTAL
PSYCHOLOGY
In this case, this refers to all the tangible
and intangible elements of the store
design that can be controlled by the
designer in order to influence buyer
behaviour and receive a profitable
result.
This would include the design and
control of form, texture, colour, layout,
music, smell, and customer service
among other aspects.
(Eroglu & Machleit, 1993)

Figure 3.3.1 Diagram discussing the components of Environmental Psychology. Author, 2015.
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In practice, environmental psychology is
often used to differentiate between one store
and another. The design of both the interior
and exterior of the store not only attract the
customer into the store but also convey to the
customer a range of information on the quality
and value of the product or brand (Kopec,
2012). In this way, environmental psychology
works in tandem with the branding and sensory
marketing strategies to market both the brand
and the product, creating a positive brand
experience for the user. Where branding
and marketing are more programmatic and
idealistic in nature, environmental psychology
tools form the pragmatic backbone of the
retail design.
There are multitudes of atmospheric aspects
or tools that a retail designer can draw on in
order to influence buyer behavior, many of
which can be linked to the buyer’s five senses.
These include smells or aromas; textures that
you can touch; music or other sounds that
you can hear; temperature that you can feel
and a number of visual aspects such as light,
colour, storefronts, signage and form all of
which can influence a customer’s perception
of a space. Other more subconscious aspects
include things like density and perceived
crowding; store layout; thresholds and
customer service. All of these need to be
considered both individually and holistically by
the retail designer in order to create a holistic
and engaging experience for the customer’s
senses, so to create a positive and lasting
brand memory in the mind of the consumer. It
is also worth remembering that an ambivalent
user might not remember or form a connection

with a good retail experience, but a negative
retail experience will never be forgotten
(Kopec, 2012).
An example of environmental psychology in
action can be clearly seen in the design of
theme parks, such as Orlando’s Walt Disney
World (Figure 3.3.2). Walt Disney World and its
subsidiary theme parks around the world are
built and designed with the specific objective
of seducing and fully engaging the mind of
the visitor, fully submerging them in a different,
escapist reality for a while. Each subsection of
every park is created to immerse the visitor in
the fantasy of another world, time or movie,
which gives the visitor a warped perception of
time and encourages this visitor to spend more
money for this ‘once in a lifetime’ experience.
Furthermore, each and every part of each
sub-section, right down to the types of screws
and floor finishes is designed to create a
positive and authentic atmosphere that
encourages spending both time and money
in the park. The measures taken to encourage
this are very subtle and are unnoticeable
to the unobservant eye but each and all
of the elements work together to form an
atmosphere of excitement. For example, the
floor surfaces differ vastly to achieve specific
outcomes – outside areas, food courts and
other transit areas are paved with hard
materials to encourage people to move
through certain areas faster, whereas stores
alongside these are outfitted with thick plush
carpets that sooth the visitors sore feet, thus
encouraging them to linger and spend more
on merchandise to lengthen the pain relief of

their tired soles. Even the layout of each park is
designed with the visitor’s psychology in mind,
cleverly supplying food stops around the park,
so that just at the point where visitors will start
to get peckish there will be snacks to be found
at high prices.
To continue this discussion, a number of
examples of environmental psychology tools
and their potential effects on the consumer
have been briefly investigated below. There
are many, many ways of influencing buyer
behavior and thus only a few examples will be
mentioned.

3.3.2 Environmental Psychology Tools
A. Smell
»» S ince humans take over 23 000 breaths
every 24 hours, our olfactory sense is one
of the most important elements to consider
(McDermott, 2013).
»» Because the olfactory sense is connected
to the body’s limbic system (i.e. the part of
the brain that directly affects your moods
and emotions), smells have the greatest
effect on customers’ moods (McDermott,
2013). 75 % of our emotions are generated
by smells and thus olfactory senses are
the most impressionable, responsive and
memorable of the five senses, invoking
memory instinctively (Hussain, 2014) as the
mind links a specific odor to a particular
memory or object (McDermott, 2013).
»» The odor can either be pleasant or

Figure 3.3.2 Collage of images showing environmental psychology in Walt Disney World, Orlando. Taken from (Clockwise from Top Left) : Mini Travellers, 2015; Jones, 2013; Jones, 2013; Wdpromedia, 2010 ; T&G
Construction, 1997; Ford, 2013; Creative Arts Inc, 2011
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unpleasant, and this directly affects the
mood of the customer. But it should be
noted that even pleasant smells that
are too intense become unpleasant
(McDermott, 2013). By introducing a scent
into an area, designers can create the
illusion that a space is bigger, fresher,
brighter and cleaner than it really is (Kopec,
2012, p. 303).
»» The smell should also be consistent with the
product being sold in order to not confuse
the consumer’s mind, i.e. a chocolate shop
should smell like chocolate; or a coffee
shop should smell like coffee (McDermott,
2013).

»» F orm can easily cause relaxation or stress
depending on the form in question (Green,
2012).
»» Angled walls or visually floating items
subconsciously increase the viewer’s tension
and excitement and therefore need to be
used only in the appropriate context such
as in a stadium, etc. (Green, 2012).
»» On the other hand, suspending elements
from the ceiling can add to the atmosphere
of the space while breaking up the
volume, creating a sense of relaxation and
breathing room (LEASE AFRICA, 2013).

B. Sound

»» L ight falls under the visual sense category
and it plays a large role in the personality of
a store and the perception of a product in
store.
»» In order to affect the customer’s mood or
perception, the customer’s retina gathers
information about the lighting conditions,
and sends this feedback to the pineal
gland, which produces more or less
melatonin based on the lighting conditions
– the darker it is, the more melatonin that
will be produced, the sleepier you will
get. Melatonin also has an effect on the
hypothalamus which is the part of the brain
that controls a person’s appetite, mood
and sleeping patterns (Chait, 2014).
»» In order to combat this, retail stores tend
to be light and bright in order to prevent
the production of melatonin and increase
interest and arousal in the store itself
(Brigham, 2013). Clothing stores especially
use light to create excitement by using
illuminated shelving displays, lighting
accents and light contrast in order to
create the impression of value (Chait, 2014).
»» Fast food chains also use bright lights in
order to excite customers and to get them
to move quickly in and out of the store.
Restaurants on the other hand, use warm
and muted light to provide a sense of
intimacy for the customer, allowing them
to relax, stay longer and increase their bill
(Chait, 2014). Similarly restaurants also tend
to use natural lighting such as candles or
lanterns on the table to enhance the mood
of the customer and create an intimate
atmosphere (BUILT, 2008).
»» The colour or temperature of the light used
also plays a large role in the atmosphere
of a store. Bright white light tends to render
colours well and makes a space feel large
and clean, whereas a warmer, more
yellow light will make a space feel more
welcoming and intimate (Chait, 2014).
»» Using coloured lights is also becoming a
popular trend in the retail industry, but this
must be used carefully because the hue of
the light can positively or negatively affect
the customer’s behaviour and perception
of the store based on their own associations
with a particular colour (Chait, 2014).

»» P
 eople are naturally attuned to sounds and
noise and their relative associations. This is
almost a subconscious sense and does not
need the full attention of the customer in
order to make an impact (Hussain, 2014).
»» Similarly to the sense of smell, sounds can
also evoke memories or associations in the
mind of the user, and this is why advertising
has become both visual and auditory
(Hussain, 2014).
»» The use of sound can both retract and repel
customers (van Es, 2011), depending on its
volume, frequency, tempo, context, pitch
and source (BUILT, 2008).
»» For example, slow music causes customers
to browse or eat more slowly (Hussain, 2014),
loud music makes people spend the same
amount of money faster, and classic music
makes the product seem more expensive
(Lubin, 2011). Music with a moderate tempo
will produce the best level of arousal for
shoppers (Kopec, 2012). Similarly, music that
is familiar makes people feel as if they have
spent longer in the store than they actually
have, whereas unfamiliar music would
encourage the customer to linger in the
store longer (Live & Breathe, 2010).

C. Texture
»» W
 ith over four million sensory receptors in
our skin, our sense of touch is a valuable
consideration (Hussain, 2014) as it adds
a level of authenticity to an interior and
therefore the related brand.
»» For example, natural materials or materials
that mimic these generally tend to sooth
the psyche (Green, 2012)
»» Also, reflective surfaces play a large part in
influencing behaviour. Reflective surfaces
tend to attract people’s attention and slow
them down so they can pay more attention
to the products being displayed (Underhill,
2000, p. 158).

D. Temperature
»» T emperature can widely affect the comfort
level of any space, and is typically a
concern addressed in retail stores where a
drop in temperature in store will encourage
a customer to buy winter clothing and vice
versa (Gronewald, 2007).

E. Form
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»»

»»

F. Light

G. Colour
»» C
 olour is the most obvious and one of the
most influential elements within a space,
and it can truly make or break the success
of a retail store. This is because we rely

»»

»»

»»

heavily on our sight to gather information,
acting as the primary source for our brain to
gather data from (Morton, 2010).
This is especially important in a retail setting
where first impressions are what will often
decide whether or not the customer
will enter the store. Subconscious first
impressions are made in the first 90 seconds
after initially sighting the store, and more
than half of that impression is based on
the colour of the store that can be seen
(Hussain, 2014).
Using colour gives the designer the means
to subtly convey a message or meaning
without the use of words. A single image
of the store can provide the customer or
viewer with a lot of information, in a short
space of time and, if used consistently,
colour can actually increase brand
awareness and recognition by up to 80%
(Morton, 2010).
Colour alone can change the atmosphere
of a space and can hence be described
as a subtle messaging system (Kopec,
2012) that will encourage certain customer
behaviors or actions. For example, natural
woods will make an environment feel warm
and cozy, encouraging them to spend
more time in store (Kopec, 2012).
In terms of influencing customer behavior,
the use of certain colours can attract a
customer’s attention, cause them to linger
or speed up, affect their perceived value of
a product or space, or increase stimulation
to cause a higher level of excitement
around a product (van Es, 2011).
The hue or tint of the colour used in a
retail environment can influence both the
customer’s reaction to a space and their
perception of the brand associated with this
space.
- Red hues for example, can stimulate
the customer, giving them more
energy and attracting their attention.
This colour encourages action and
will make the customer make quick
decisions and move quickly through
the store (Roselt, 2015). Red is also
often associated with danger and
this reduces the customers’ ability
to make analytical decisions while
encouraging quick impulse purchases
(Morin, 2014).
- Pink is a softer hue and has a
more calming effect on the viewer
depending on the tint (Roselt, 2015).
Often pink s a calming colour that
drains the user of the space of their
energy (Morin, 2014).
- Orange and other peachy colours
can be used to create a warm,
inviting and creative environment
for the user. It is also considered a
social range of colours as orange
tends to encourage conversation,
and it is often used in restaurants as
it increases the user’s appetite and
digestion (Roselt, 2015). People also
generally associate orange with
things that are inexpensive or low
cost and therefore the use of orange
should be considered carefully
(Morin, 2014).

- Yellow has a very divided and varied
use and it is one of the most difficult
colours to work with. On one hand,
yellow can be considered one of the
happiest and most uplifting colours,
aiding with concentration, increasing
energy levels and injecting life into a
space (Roselt, 2015). However, very
few people actually like the colour
yellow (Morin, 2014), and it often
needs to be used in conjunction with
darker and more stable colours to
create a balanced space (Roselt,
2015).
- Green is one of the most balanced,
well-liked colours in the spectrum,
creating both a sense of calm
and rejuvenation. It can also be
incorporated into any colour
scheme or added through accents
or planting to create a calm and
balanced interior (Roselt, 2015).
There also an established association
between green and nature, and
thus a feeling of growth, so use of
the colour green often encourages
productivity (Morin, 2014).
- Blue is the world’s most favorite
colour, probably to the calming and
relaxing effect it has on our psyches
(Roselt, 2015). Blue also has an
association with nature (i.e. blue sky,
blue water, etc.) which may also add
to the peaceful nature of the colour
(Morin, 2014). Typically the calm that
this installs in the user allows them to
build a sense of trust with the brand
or interior involved (Morton, 2010).
- White often implies peace,
cleanliness and innocence, and
it encourages the feeling of open
space and mindfulness (Roselt,
2015). White is also seen as a more
contemporary colour choice and
many brands have used it to give
a sleek, clean look to their brand’s
identity. However, if the space is
too monochromatic, the customer’s
mind is allowed to wonder from the
product being sold due to a lack of
stimulation, resulting in fewer sales
(Morin, 2014).

H. Layout
»» T he layout of the store is one of the
elements that have the most effect on
a customer’s in-store experience and it
consists of a number of both major and
minor elements. There are many, many
things to consider when discussing the
layout of the store, and only a few will be
mentioned below.
»» Firstly, when considering the overall layout
of the store, the designer should consider
the rule of Invariant Right. This implies that
people will always veer to the right hand
side of a store first upon entering and
therefore the most attractive and expensive
stock should be put on the right hand side
of a store (Underhill, 2000, p. 76).
»» Secondly is the common problem of
waiting time, which is any point at which
the customer has to wait for service. If the

customer perceives the waiting time to be
long, the customer will become irritated
and the customer’s brand experience will
be damaged. There are ways however
of making this time feel shorter, and thus
increase customer satisfaction. Examples
of this include using interaction of the
customer with staff or with an object;
providing customers with something to
read on the wall; ensuring that the process
is logical and easy to follow as chaos adds
to confusion and irritation; distracting
customers with movies or graphics; etc.
Each of these distract the customer from
the time period they have waited in line
and the perception of time waited is
shortened (Underhill, 2000).
»» The next consideration is referred to as
the “Butt-Brush Factor” (Underhill, 2000, p.
117). This refers to the fact that women do
not have a high tolerance for crowding
and density and it makes women feel very
uncomfortable if their “butts” are brushed
by other customers when they bend over to
reach something on a lower shelf. Therefore,
it is imperative to design wide aisles and
leave a lot of room for customers to move
past one another, because if the quarters
are narrow customers will not want to spend
extended periods of time in store, resulting
on lower sales and profits. Another option
is to create “catchment basin” nooks and
crannies that allow customers to stand out
of the way of traffic. This allows them to
browse for longer without the threat of the
butt-brush factor (Underhill, 2000, p. 118).
»» Following this, shelving solutions can play a
role in customer experience. The shelving
solutions should be able to accommodate
the needs of both the customer and
the employee and should allow for a
changing variety of display items. Having
merchandise that is accessible to customers
basically markets itself as customers
can physically interact with the product
(Underhill, 2000) and other self-service
elements such as vending machines or selfservice coffee machines allow customers
to feel in control of their choices and their
buying experience (Benson, 2012). The
shelving units should also not block the
sightlines across the store, as being able
to see over the racks or shelves creates a
sense of openness and roominess, which
encourages the customer to linger longer in
store (Underhill, 2000).

I. Shopfront
»» A
 shopfront is often one of the first
interactions a customer has with a brand,
and therefore it is imperative that a
shopfront makes a good first impression
(Chang, 2013).
»» A shop window often provides context to
what is happening in store and can easily
affect the perceived value of the store. For
example, many luxury retail brands have
fabulous shop windows that even make
news headlines. More general retailers put
everything and the kitchen sink into their
shop windows hoping to draw in customers,
but this display of chaos often confuses

the customer where a more simple display
would have gotten the point across more
effectively (Chang, 2013).
»» Shopfronts should put forward a consistent
message across all franchise options and
this can easily be done by creating a
consistent image in the shopfront (Chang,
2013).
»» The shopfront display should be easily
changeable and should stand out from its
surroundings and be visible from a distance
(Lewis-Hodgson, 2007) in order to make
an impact on the customer from their first
glance (Chang, 2013).
»» Most importantly however, it should be
remembered that the customer will not see
the store as a flat image. Walking down a
mall corridor, the customer will see the store
from an angle and it will subconsciously
irritate the customer to have to turn their
heads and not focus on where they are
walking (Underhill, 2000, p. 79). Thus it is
prudent to ensure that all shopfront displays
are angled and shopfronts in their entirety
are considered at an angle in order to give
the customer the most information in the
easiest way and encouraging them to enter
the store.

J. Thresholds
»» T hresholds are a device that a designer
needs to consider at the entrance of the
store especially. A threshold is any transition
between spaces that the customer has to
go through to get from A to B.
»» Typically the entrance threshold includes
the entrance itself and 20 paces into the
store (Lewis-Hodgson, 2007). This area
needs to be designed to slow the customer
down quickly in order for them to start
paying attention to the store’s contents
more quickly. Objects, merchandise and
information placed in this initial zone is
often lost on the customer (Underhill, 2000,
p. 46), and this is why more expensive
merchandise is often placed deeper in the
store (Lewis-Hodgson, 2007).
»» In order to garner more of the customer’s
attention more quickly, designers can
create a threshold experience in order
to slow the customer down more quickly
and thus shorten the “landing strip” area
(Underhill, 2000, p. 46).
»» This threshold experience can be anything
that draws the customers attention,
anything from specific lighting around a
door way, or a big electronic billboard, or a
greeter that stands just inside the entrance
welcoming customers into the store
(Underhill, 2000)
»» One of the main ways of shortening the
threshold distance is the installation of a
Power Display. This may take many forms
such as a huge horizontal bank of clothing
that physically acts as a barrier for the
customer, slowing them down before
entering the store. This power display can
also be a complex change in floor finish,
or a large billboard that will cause the
customer to pause and have a second look
at where they are going and what is in front
of them (Underhill, 2000, p. 49).
»» Designers can also push the threshold
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beyond the store by starting to sell the
experience outside of the shop, which is
often done in restaurants (Underhill, 2000, p.
49). However this is very rarely allowed by a
mall’s centre management due to fire and
health and safety concerns.

K. Nature
»» N
 ature is a difficult element to work with
in a retail setting but when it can be used,
planting and natural elements promote a
positive perception about the associated
brand, experience or product (Wolf, 2007).
»» Natural elements also increase the
perceived value of product or brand and
they are consistently associated with higher
priced and valued products (Wolf, 2007).
»» Very often the natural elements become
part of the brand’s identity, and planting
should thus be considered carefully if used
(Wolf, 2007).

L. Density
»» D
 ensity and crowding can either
encourage or discourage a customer to
enter the store. Staying in the store often
relies on other aspects such as the store’s
layout.
»» Crowding is subjective to the customer’s
perception whereas density (the number of
actual people in the store) is objective and
countable (Kopec, 2012).
»» Many factors can influence crowding either
positively or negatively by stimulation,
temperature, odor, density and noise
(Kopec, 2012, p. 304).
»» Crowding in a retail environment can be
controlled by providing enough space to
pass other customers while avoiding the
“butt brush factor”; and by providing the
customer with a level of control whether it
is over their environment or over a process
(BUILT, 2008), i.e. a process in store that
distracts the customer from their proximity to
others or other objects in the space.
»» Lastly, it should be noted that although a
clean and attractive shop will attract more
customers into the store (Kopec, 2012, p.
306), too high or too low a density of people
in to store can discourage new customers
from entering.

M. Service
»» It should be noted that retail design and
atmospherics cannot stand alone in
creating an impression in the mind of the
user, as every retail design requires staff
who will support and uphold the brand
image and values while filling out the brand
experience for the consumer (Kopec, 2012).
»» Not only does good customer service
improve customer loyalty (Lewis-Hodgson,
2007), but also increases the perceived
value of the product and increases
both profits and impulse purchase sales
(Underhill, 2000, p. 159).
»» The aim of good customer service is to
encourage relationship marketing, where
customers become part of the advertising
campaign by selling the brand through
word of mouth (Lewis-Hodgson, 2007).
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»» U
 nfortunately this is not an area under the
control of the interior designer, however the
designer an recommend to the client that
the staff should be friendly, knowledgeable,
helpful and eager to please. Staff should
also undergo regular training to increase
their skill level and ensure that the customer
experience is maintained on every level.

3.3.3. Conclusion
In conclusion, it can be seen that
environmental psychology is a wide,
overwhelming and ever growing body of
knowledge from which designers can draw.
Unfortunately, these atmospherics practices
are often lost in the rush for completed
drawings and many businesses have failed
purely because of some fatal flaw in design.
To use environmental psychology, branding
and sensory marketing together requires a
team of specialists that fully understand how
the customer’s brain will react to certain
influences. The interior architect then needs
to be a part of this team in order to reach
a successful outcome. Although complex,
it appears that this web between the three
theoretical concepts can work cohesively to
achieve a successful outcome, and it is my
hope to start to show through my design that it
is possible to at the very least start influencing
customer behavior through design by drawing
from these three concepts - environmental
psychology, branding and sensory marketing.
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This chapter details the observations and
conclusions made about the De Villiers
brand through a process of various
levels of analysis. The brand, typology
and competition have been analyzed
against the theoretical background
of branding, sensory marketing and
environmental psychology, as well as
in terms of the five categories of interior
design methods mentioned in the
Imaginal Interior methodology (Königk,
2015) outlined in Chapter 1. Five design
ideals were reached as elements that
ideally need to be present in future
designs, and these are further discussed
at the end of this chapter.
The methods of analysis included
observation, participation, photo
analysis, precedent comparison and
interpretation of the given material
provided by Lyn Noble, a visitor to the
store.
Figure 4 (P.T.O.) is a summary of the brand analysis under
taken and should be viewed as A0 Posters. Author, 2015.

4
Brand Analysis

» For a fledgling company,
DV Chocolate has a classic,
strong and recognizable
logo that can easily be
translated across multiple
platforms. The brand’s
identity and graphic
library are still evolving and
growing as the brand and
product ranges expand.
» However the factory store
has a chaotic, inconsistent
and unbalanced brand
identity with the mix of
graphics, typefaces, store
types, store locations, store
personalities, etc.
» There does not appear to
be a branding or marketing
strategy in place and any
future designs can be used
as a basis for the building of
future branding strategies.
» The current brand image
lacks sophistication and
coherency.
» Currently the store’s
brand image reflects
more of the personality
of the artisan campus
than the personality of DV
Chocolate and all branding
and design decisions
have been based on the
existing Cape Dutch farm
architecture.
» The brand is poorly
identified on the premisis
and in Paarl despite
DV Chocolate being a
popular destination for
locals, tourists and students
from the surrounding
areas of Cape Town and
Stellenbosch. Signage that
is currently installed is basic
and unrefined and does
not do the luxury of the
DV Chocolate brand any
justice.
» In terms of diversification,
DV Chocolate has not
focused on this yet due
to the company’s being
in its infancy. However it
appears that the brand
is starting to grow and
diversify into new products
and ranges on campus,
including the introduction
of an ice-cream bar and
the extension into the DV
Café. The experiences on
offer are also expanding to
include new adventures for
customers to enjoy.

» DV Chocolate is being
poorly marketed, both in the
factory store and in the outlet
locations.
» In the store outlets, i.e.
Woolworths or airport stores,
etc., the chocolate bars
are often hidden, poorly
displayed on obscure shelves
and merchandise is not
noticeable or advertised in
store.
» The product is equally poorly
promoted both in the factory
store and in the surrounding
businesses on the artisan
campus. Merchandise is
merely placed on random
shelves and connections
between the chocolate
and other elements like the
brewery and winery have not
been explored or exploited.
» The DV Chocolate brand is
poorly marketed through the
educational experiences on
offer in store. Although this
is one of the draw cards of
the brand (TripAdvisor, 2015),
the experience is poorly
advertised across the premisis.
The tasting experiences also
do not promote themselves
either as the educational
elements are based around
unwieldy, laminated placards
with no new or current
technology involved in the
learning process.
» The DV Chocolate marketing
strategy and brand image is
inconsistent across different
media platforms, which is
again different from the
physical image the brand
presents. Furthermore, the
brand does not yet take
advantage of the social
media platforms available.
» DV Chocolate does not
take advantage of sensory
marketing elements. The only
sensory aspect of the current
store is the smell of roasting
chocolate beans which is
only there coincidentally due
to the store being a factory.
Taste and smell are also used
in the taste experiences, but
these too are not used to the
brand’s advantage.
» The brand is also not taking
advantage of other external
marketing opportunities
through avenues such as
hotel pillow chocolates in the
surrounding area, or across
the country where the brand
could exploit their status as
the only African Chocolate
made by Africans using
African beans (De Villiers 2,
2015).
» Furthermore, the brand does
not take advantage of other
methods of marketing such as
the Montecasino Chocolate
and Coffee Expo that could
potentially build brand
awareness in new locations.

» DV Chocolate uses environmental psychology
elements but not necessarily intentionally, although it
does play a role in the store’s atmosphere
» The lighting in store creates a warm and inviting
atmosphere that allows the customer to focus on
specific areas. Ironically, these are not necessarily the
best items to highlight in store. The lighting is also rustic
in nature, lending to the artisan nature of the premisis.
» The aroma of the cocoa beans is not pungent in store.
The smell of coffee and cocoa is a subtle aroma that
enhances the experience yet not overwhelming it.
» The sounds in store - from the noise the customers
make, to the noise from the staff and the rest of the
store can be overwhelming for the consumer.
» The currrent colour palette is warm, inviting and clean.
» The customer service makes the store experience
exceptional. All staff are incredibly knowledgable and
friendly and eager to help.
» Shopfrontage is non-existant in the current store.
» The textures in store can be monotonous - glass
timber and plaster. Textures do not entice or attract
the customer. However, the textures do add to the
wholesome feeling of the store.
» The thresholds, signage and density of the store are
problematic. The thresholds are confusing and there
is a lack of signage telling users where to go. The
thresholds are also grouped together very closely
and cause high densities of users in specific areas,
increasing the occurance of the “butt brush” factor.
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» Typically, chocolate
stores make use of
wood material to
incorporate warm
materials in apparent
opposition to the cold
temperatures that are
required to keep the
chocolate cool.
» Artisan chocolatiers
also tend to use natural
materials to imply the
natural source of the
product.
» Typically, artisan
chocolatiers show how
chocolate is made
with a window into the
factory. This allows the
visitor to feel part of
the process and allows
them to subconsciously
verify the artistry
involved in the
chocolate’s creation
and that this creation is
real, sterile and healthy
(provided that the
factory is cleaned and
well maintained).
» Typically chocolatiers
sell truffles and other
hand-made treats
that are made on site,
as they cannot be
adequately stored or
transported due to
their delicate nature.
These are generally
sold individually rather
than in pre-made
packs and customers
are usually allowed to
select which truffles
will be used to create
their own specialized
chocolate box.
» Chocolatiers also
typically have strong
gifting opportunities.
Customers will typically
be able to order gift
sets online, or should be
able to create them in
store with specialized
staff. These gift sets can
include merchandise,
chocolate slabs,
truffles, etc., and are
usually presented
appropriately so the
customer does not
have to buy further
packaging. Gifting
is usually priced as a
premium service and
adds to the customer’s
over all experience of
the store.
» Chocolate stores also
typically use warm,
rich, dark colour pallets
in order to create
the association with
chocolate in the mind
of the visitor and the
stores will often use
cocoa beans as a prop
to further imbed this
association.

» Honest Chocolate (Honest, 2015) is one of DV Chocolate’s largest competitors
in terms of the South African artisan chocolate market. Based in Cape Town,
the company’s branding leaves a lot to be desired. The packaging is difficult to
understand and difficult to recognize.
The range of marketable products is also very small for Honest, as they focus on
their truffles rather than the bars that can be easily transported. The bars they do
sell are only available in select health stores at a premium price where they are not
advertised or adequately marketed. It is interesting to note that the store’s interior
relies heavily on the aesthetic of the traditional Cape Dutch houses of the Western
Cape.
» Fine and Raw is a small competitor in the South African market, as it is made by a
South African based in New York and needs to be imported. It is very small, very
dark and bitter bar of unroasted chocolate that is only sold in health stores and
high end green cafes (Sklaar, 2015).
» Woolworths is both an asset and a threat to DV Chocolate.
As an asset, Woolworths has recently agreed to sell DV Chocolate bars in its larger
stores across the country (De Villiers 1, 2015). However, the bars are not advertised
marketed or prominently displayed. Instead they are hidden on the bottom shelf of
the convenience shelving units and very often not even in the same areas as other
chocolate. As a result customers have difficulty with associating the brand as a
contending, exclusive chocolate product. The connection the chocolate has with
wine has not been exploited and the product is not viewed as a valuable product
by staff or customer.
Part of the threat that Woolworths poses to DV Chocolate is that Woolworths now
sells factory made truffles and slabs that are exclusive to the Woolworths brand
which are promoted above the other chocolate in store. Furthermore, manned
truffle stations are now available in the larger stores along with specialized coffee
stations and in store tasting stations, all promoting the Woolworths brand.

» DV Chocolate currently refers to a number of aspects
of timeliness and worldliness in store although they lack
sophisticated execution.
» DV Chocolate appears to have an abstract history
of chocolate tacked onto the walls in the sales area,
but this is difficult to access and does not draw the
attention of the visitor. In this case, the posters merely
form a decorative aspect and are not necessarily
noticed by the visitor, rendering them and the
information they hold moot.
» DV Chocolate also explains the origins of chocolate in
their educational presentation during the chocolate
tasting experience where they explain where the
cocoa comes from, how it is harvested and how the
taste differs from country to country. However, this
presentation lacks finesse and sophistication as the
presenter has to resort to handheld laminated posters
to explain the process, whereas newer technology
can be used more beneficially.
» Recently, the DV Chocolate factory has added a
new tasting area to the shop’s foot print where large
images of the Aztec gods have been displayed,
though not explained. This relates to the company’s
ideals of education as shown on the company’s
website where a full description can be found on
chocolate’s Aztec origins. Although the current
presentation does not include this historic aspect of
chocolate, the prominent display of these images
implies that DV Chocolate wants to expand its focus
to this concept and would want to include this cultural
heritage in any design going forward, providing a
wealth of potential design content.
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4.10.1 Old vs. New 4.10.2 Education 4.10.3 Transparency

4.10.4 Luxury

4.8.1

4.7.7

4.7.1

4.10.3.1

4.10.4.1

4.10.1.1

4.10.5.1

4.8.2

4.7.15

4.7.8

4.7.2

DV Chocolate is UTZ
certified - showing
their commitment to
transparency in the bean
picking process, ensuring
fair trade and adequate
payment for farmers

4.10.2.1

Both the “D” and the
“V” exude class and
luxuriousness. The logo and
typeface are sophisticated
and understated.
The curves in the logo imply
a luxury product. Typically,
curved items are expensive
to produce, and elaborate
curves generally indicate a
more expensive product.

4.8.3

4.7.16

4.7.9

4.7.3

4.10.1.2

4.10.3.2

Traditional Ceiling
vs.
Contemporary Finish

4.8.4

4.7.17

Artisan enterprises are
arty by nature, and this
can be clearly identified
in DV Chocolate’s artisan
definition. This is also
illustrated through the
graphics, typefaces,
easels, printables and
visual presentation of
the chocolate process in
store.

4.10.4.2

Due to it’s small size and
relativly low cost, many view
chocolate as a “treat” that
they willingly indulge in. Thus
chocolate can be considered
an “affordable luxury”
(Morris, 2012).

Traditional Methods
vs.
Contemporary Machinery

4.7.10

DV Chocolate’s artisan
nature is expressed
through the personality of
the space, down to the
finer details of design and
typography.

The hand-drawn graphics
add a richer layer of value
to the business and brand
image as a whole.

.

4.7.4

4.10.5 Artisan

Traditional Hessian Fabric
vs.
Contemporary Lighting Use

4.10.2.2

4.10.5.2

4.10.3.3

4.8.5

4.7.18

4.7.11

4.7.5

Traditional Timber Material
vs.
Contemporary Design and
Style

4.10.5.3

4.10.2.3

4.10.1.3

4.8.6

4.7.19

4.7.12

4.7.6

MIX OF MODERN AND
TRADITIONAL TYPEFACES
“D”
sans serif, clean lines,
fresh, thin, similar to
other contemporary
fonts

4.8.7

4.7.20

4.7.13

4.10.1.4

“V”
serif, thick, traditional,
regal, curved
elaborate, similar to
fonts used to indicate
elegance, luxury and
royalty
4.10.1.6
4.10.1.5

4.8.8

4.7.14

contrast creates
interest : implication
that its something new
and exciting while
still establishing it as a
luxurious brand

.

4.10.2.4

4.10.5.4

4.10.3.4

Focus on educating
customer about
chocolate - its origins,
manufacture and
consumption

When materials are
innovatively used, the
material’s function
and not it’s nature is
transformed.

Current education
elements: graphics on site,
tasting courses, printables,
packaging

The structure is exposed,
implying that the brand is
true to it’s roots.
Interesting lighting
gives the customer
the impression that the
company is transparent
in their dealings with the
customer.
Staff are fully trained and
knowledgeable of every
aspect of the brand,
easily and transparently
answering any questions
from the customer.
Viewing areas looking into
the factory show that the
factory is clean, efficient
and the manufacturing
process rings true.
Viewing area allows
customer to relate to the
process and brand.

4. 7 A sso c i at i ons

4 .8 Technif icat io n

» The associative elements in the current DV factory store do not appear to have been
actively considered in the design of the store and thus they seem to be a result of
unconscious co-incidence. This being said, the materials and form of the interior still
create unconscious connections in the mind. There are too many to mention all of
them, and many will be discussed in other sections of the book where appropriate,
but the most obvious ones are discussed here.
» For example, having the beans on display creates a link to the cocoa beans used to
make the chocolate, and then a second order association to the origins of the beans
themselves. This then links to the Single Origins range of chocolate bars in store and to
their uniqueness in the South African Chocolate market.
» The luminaires above the counters also link certain ideas in the mind of the viewer.
The lamps are made from hessian cocoa bean sacks which can be seen as a
clever use of material for a lampshade and immediately links to the cocoa beans
themselves. This then also has a number of second and third order meanings, those
being to the origins of the cocoa bean bags and then again to the ethics of the
brand itself. This is due to the up-cycled nature of the luminaire, using a material that
would normally have been discarded and turning it into something both useful and
aesthetically pleasing. This then implies that similar practices are used elsewhere in
the company and that that the company is ecologically friendly.
» The use of natural materials such as timber and exposed stonework, etc. have a first
order association implying that the product is a natural and healthy product, i.e.
straight from nature. The second order association would be that the company is
honest and eco-friendly, as the natural materials are not disguised or hidden behind
artificial coverings.
» The factory also has a number of associative elements within. Firstly, the factory is
visible behind a wall of glass, allowing the visitor to feel part of the process as an
active viewer where visitors can interact with factory staff. This further implies that the
brand is being honest and transparent and has nothing to hide. This allows the visitor
to develop a sense of trust in the brand and its process. The glass wall is also adored
with the sand blasted image of the logo, subtly burning the logo into the mind of
the user. Secondly the factory colour pallet is white with a concrete floor and red
machinery. White implies cleanliness and purity in the mind of the user, thus implying
that the process and resultant chocolate is also clean and pure. The polished
concrete floor supports this further as the floor is easy to clean and any imperfections
are easily spotted. Thus the cleanliness of the floor supports the associations created
by the white walls, as does the uniform of the factory staff. The red of the machinery
is meant to draw the attention of the visitor, allowing them to focus on the core
element of the production process. And lastly the map on the back factory wall
showing the countries the beans come from, once again links back to the Single
Origins range and the origins of the beans and their distinctive tastes.
» Unfortunately the sales staff have been given terrible uniforms. While they may be
considered artistic by some, the uniforms are inconsistent, unsophisticated and
appear home-made rather than hand-made (see Design Ideals: Artisan). The
jumbled nature of the uniform implies inconsistency and unsophistication in other
areas of the company, despite its true nature and although they give off positive
vibes the uniforms detract from the luxuriousness and sophistication of the product.
» One of the most inconsistent areas in store is the large scale graphics and
chalkboards that adorn the walls. Graphics are one of the easiest ways to create
associations in the mind of the user and the current graphics differ widely in style. On
one hand there is the contemporary, clean lines of the taste wheel that implies that
the brand is clean, modern and sophisticated. A similar cleanliness is found in some
of the boards with printed type. These graphics are contemporary and professional.
On the other hand however there are a number of boards which are hand written
with chalk, as well as other hand-drawn graphics that look home-made rather than
hand-made. Unfortunately due to the age of the business, the look and feel is still
inconsistent across the factory, café and website – a factor that needs to be rectified
to create a united brand image. This consistency is also evidenced in to differences
in furniture style and choice between areas in the factory store and between the
factory store and the café. In addition to these graphics there are a number of
printed graphics that force specific associations, such as the large print with images
of coffee and coffee beans promoting the Café range. However these graphics
seem to function individually around the store and do not form a cohesive whole or
add positively to the overall brand image.
» With regards to the truffles, DV Chocolate conforms to the typological standard of a
glass case, although it is too deep and the merchandise seems to get lost in it. The
glass case however has positive connotations for the brand as it can be associated
with luxury goods, similar to a jewelry store case which displays expensive jewels
behind protective glass. This association implies that the truffles too are expensive
and luxurious, adding an element of exclusivity to the brand.
» Lastly it is prudent to mention the inconsistent aesthetic image presented in the café,
as an extension of the factory store. The sales station has been partially created with
a crate aesthetic, paying homage to the fact that the cocoa beans are imported
from other parts of the world in crates. This aesthetic makes sense as the crates
house the machinery used to dispense the Single Origins Coffee range, i.e. coffee
from other countries. However, the confusion lies in the fact that expensive glass bell
jars and cake stand s are placed adjacent to these crates, creating a confusion in
aesthetic between rustic and luxurious elements.

» The technical execution of
the current interior is very
simple and standard and has
no reference to the artistry
inherent in the company’s
chocolate. Items seem to be
standard or factory made
and do not reflect the artisan
nature of the brand.
» The current interior form
is based on the building’s
restrictive Cape Dutch
architecture.
» The forms in store with regards
to shelving, countertops, etc.
seems to be a collection
of objects that time to suit
a particular or immediate
need without a cohesive or
comprehensive plan in mind.
» The technical aspects are also
confused across the number
of spaces that DV Chocolate
has taken responsibility for on
the farm, including the DV
Café, the Factory and the
Factory Store.

4.10.5.5

Home-Made vs. Hand-Made
Made at
Home, Crude,

4.10.5.6

at Factory,

Amateurish,

Arty, Artisan,

Elevated

Professional,

Craft Project,

Quality, Gift,

Simply made,

Luxury, Good

Rustic, Messy, Bad Quality,
Average, DIY, Natural, Plain,
Unsophisticated

Made by Hand

4.10.5.7

Flavour, Boutique, Classy, Hand
Crafted, Sophisticated, Clean

4.9 Synthesis and Proximity

4.10 Design Ideals

»» T hese two categories have been grouped
together because they have not been
considered or incorporated into the current
design.
»» In terms of synthesis, there is no current
cohesive brand image across spaces or
buildings and the spaces do not come
together pragmatically or aesthetically to
form a cohesive whole.
»» Similarly, proximal assemblies have not
been used to create meaning in this case
and often cause confusion in the mind of
the visitor, thus negatively influencing the
brand’s image. Furthermore, the current
layout of the factory store is almost entirely
dependent on the building’s Cape Dutch
layout which is compartmentalized and
as a result no narrative or program can be
followed.

As part of the conclusions that were drawn,
a set of design ideals were determined as a
basis from which to start building the design.
These are overall conclusions that come from
observations and insights of the typology, and
the brand’s factory store.

4.10.1 Design Ideal: The Balance between
Old and New
One of the most obvious elements discovered
through the analysis of the brand was the
idea of balance between old and new, or
traditonal and contemporary in a single object
which is evident in both the factory and the
shop. It does not appear that this idea of
duality was intentional, but rather a happy
co-incidence.
The best example of this is the machinery
used in the manufacturing of the chocolate
itself. Designed by engineer owner Piet de
Villiers, the new machinery uses old parts from
discarded ovens and washing machines,
and these new machines are used to create
new tastes of chocolate using old (ancient)
methods and ideas (De Villiers 2, 2015). This
mix of old and new can be seen in other
examples such as the traditional ceiling with
a contemporary white finish; the traditional
hemp sacks being used in a contemporary
fashion to create new light fixtures; and using
traditional materials such as timber in the
creation of contemporary furniture items.
Another example of this duality is evident in
the brand’s logo, with its intentional mix of
traditional and contemporary typefaces. The
“D” is the contemporary typeface – san serif
with thin, clean lines, similar to typefaces used
in the logo for The Body Shop for example.
In opposition, the “V” is in a traditional
typeface – a serif font with elaborate curls and
swirls, similar to those fonts used to indicate
elegance, luxury and royalty – for example
those typefaces used for Cartier, and the British
royal monarchy (Figure 4.10.1.5-6). This contrast
creates interest for the viewer, implying that
the brand and it’s product is new and exciting
while still showcasing it as a luxurious and
established brand.
In future design this idea can be implemented
in a number of ways, for example using
traditional materials in new or unexpected
ways, using existing product in contemporary
fashions; or creating new products using old
methods.

4.10.2 Design Ideal: Education
Another prominent focus of the brand is that
of educating the customer about chocolate –
where it comes from, how it is made and how
to eat it correctly. This is evident in the large
scale graphics in store, as well as through their
tasting experiences.
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The graphics on the walls detail the history
of chocolate, how the beans are harvested
and the bean to bar manufacturing process.
They also detail how the taste wheel functions
and how the beans are chosen from different
countries around the world.
Through the general tasting experience, the
type of chocolate and its flavours are briefly
explained by small placards on easels next to
each flavor and questions can be asked of
the staff if more information is required. In the
Single Origins Tasting experience, the visitor
pays for a full presentation that explains all the
graphics on the wall – the history of chocolate
and manufacturing process, as well as a full
explanation and tasting of the Single Origins
range and how it came to be. This experience
comes with a paper “placemat” souvenir that
customers can take home that explains the
presentation again for later reading.
This educational thread continues in the
packaging of the chocolate, and especially
in the taste packs that have detailed graphics
within.
There are, however gaps in the brand’s
interactive educational focus. There are no
leaflet type items for those wishing to learn
more about the brand and the store does
not include any link to the pairing of wine to
the chocolate which could be a lucrative
venture for the company to pursue. There is
also no actual presentation, verbal or graphic,
to indicate the proper tasting process. These
elements can be used to further increase the
value of any future ventures or concept stores.

4.10.3 Design Ideal: Transparency
The idea of transparency is a broad
concept that needs to be evident across a
number of areas in order to be successful,
the first of which being the transparency
of the manufacturing process. Typical of
the typology, a portion of the chocolate
manufacturing process is often made visible to
the visitor to prove to them that the chocolate
is indeed made by hand and that the facility
is clean and the product hygienic. To support
this, the staff in turn need to be fully trained
and knowledgeable on all appropriate matters
of the business, from manufacturing to display.
This implies that the company has nothing to
hide and adds another level of transparency
to the company. DV Chocolate is able to
capture this through displaying most of the
factory behind floor-to-ceiling glass walls and
having fully trained, knowledgeable staff on
hand.
In a similar vein, the company needs to be as
socially and environmentally responsible by
the visitor, which will imply that the company is
transparent in its dealings with its suppliers and
will benefit the surrounding communities. DV
Chocolate proudly displays its UTZ certification,
supports local artists and sells locally made
crafts in store.

There are also a number of other ways to imply
transparency through design. This can be done
for example by leaving certain raw materials
exposed, or by having sufficient lighting so that
nothing appears to be concealed or in the
shadows. DV Chocolate currently has both
of these in practice in the current store, and
where materials have been innovatively used,
the materials function and not its structure
have been transformed to create something
new.

printables. The graphics have clearly been
done by hand and this adds a richer layer of
context to the business as a whole.

All of these elements need to be considered
in the new design to continue the brand’s
reputation of transparency. However elements
will need to be carefully considered so to be
able to implement them in a new context.
This is especially relevant in terms of providing
the visitor with a view into the factory, as it is
neither feasible nor viable to install a factory at
every location.

The term “home-made” implies just that – a
product that has been made at home. These
products are considered crude, amateurish,
rustic and messy. The products are considered
simply made, fancy craft projects that are
generally average in quality and often plain
or unsophisticated. These are also often DIY
projects that do not live up to their inspiration
(Etsy, 2012).

4.10.4 Design Ideal: Luxury
Luxuriousness was an ideal noted for its
absence rather than its visibility in the DV
Chocolate store. Chocolate in general is seen
as a luxurious item and artisan chocolate even
more so. In today’s economy, few people can
afford to spend money on luxurious items but
due to its small portion size and relative costeffectiveness, many will view chocolate as a
‘treat’ that they are willing and able to indulge
in every now and then – an ‘affordable luxury’
(Morris, 2012) if you will.
However, in order to be considered a luxurious
product that customers are willing to pay more
for, the brand aesthetic, store image and
packaging all have to look and feel luxurious
too. DV Chocolate’s current store interior lets
the brand down in this regard as the rustic,
built-as-required furniture and aesthetic
cannot be associated with a luxurious product
in the mind of the consumer.
In order to create the connotations of luxury for
the consumer, the design needs to be carefully
considered in terms of lighting, materiality and
colour palette, in order to create an overall
image of luxury in the mind of the consumer.

4.10.5 Design Ideal: Artisan
The most important ideal under consideration
is the fact that DV Chocolate is truly artisan in
nature and this needs to be expressed through
the entire store – from the store’s personality
right down to the finer details of the graphics,
display and typography.
Currently in store, the artisan ideals of the
company have been expressed through the
large scale graphics, the easel presentation
in the tasting area and the visual presentation
of the chocolate making process. This quality
can also be seen in the varied use of typeface
and graphic styles, both in store and in their

Unfortunately, due to their very nature, artisan
enterprises tend to be arty and eclectic, and
there seems to be a fine line between handmade and home-made products and design
– the differences of which can be clearly
recognized in terminology, product and shop
design.

It’s craftsmanship that gives luxury brands
longevity and which lets them weather trends”
(Raisanen, 2014). Quality, sophistication and
professionalism are the key qualities that define
an artisanal product and these qualities then
need to be taken through into the new design.

“Hand-made” products in comparison, are
objects made by hand, usually at a factory.
These products are considered artisanal,
sophisticated, clean and of a professional
quality, and they can be easily be considered
as luxury gifts. They are generally sold at classy
boutiques and are often called hand-crafted
items (Etsy, 2012).
The biggest difference can be clearly seen
when looking at examples of each, side by
side, in a simple form – a cupcake. A homemade cupcake (Figure 4.10.5.6) usually has
sloppy icing, with a few generic sprinkles on
top of a vanilla, average tasting and dry bun
in a generic paper wrapper. They generally
look messy and you can be sure that the chef
ate more icing out the bowl than what landed
on your cupcake. The handmade cupcake
(Figure 4.10.5.7) however, is the one bought
at the specialized cupcake shop. The bun
itself will come in a wide range of interesting
flavours, with fancy wrappers that look fit to
hold the artwork of icing that adorns its crust.
The icing too will come in fantastic variations,
with exciting toppings, all of which constitutes
a sensation that keeps you coming back for
more.
A similar distinction can be observed when
looking at the temporary stalls created for
these types of products at fairs or festivals. The
home-made products are poorly displayed
in terribly decorated stalls. Signage is printed
at home and tacked to the walls and trestle
tables are covered in garish, messy swaths
of fabric with little thought to the overall
design. The artisanal stores however, are well
thought out with clever store designs that really
showcase the product on offer and create a
differentiation between the brands themselves
in terms of look and feel. These artisanal stores
are clean and sophisticated, and makes the
product seem more luxurious than it actually
is. It builds confidence in the product and the
customer believes that the product is a quality
item that is worth the premium it comes at.
Thus the difference between home-made and
handmade is the “quality [that] resides in the
hidden details that aren’t obvious to most.
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4.11 Conclusion
In conclusion of this chapter, it is evident that
there are many positive and negative aspect
of this store that a design team can use as
a basis for a conceptual approach, with a
special focus on fulfilling the needs of the 5
ideals.
It is my intention to take elements that DV
Chocolate has not yet fully explored or
exploited and use these to create a roll out
program for the brand based on the content
gathered in this chapter and in the conceptual
design phase outlined in the next chapter. My
hope is that a new more sophisticated brand
identity will be created for the DV Chocolate
brand that the company take hold of and use
as they expand their company footprint that
is not only true to their values as an artisan
company, but also showcases their product as
a luxury item for both locals and tourists alike.
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Figure 4 Embedded Captions:
Figure 4.1 Photograph collage illustrating the branding elements
evident in the current factory store. Figures 4.1.1-3, 4.1.6,
4.1.8, 4.1.10 are photographs taken by L. Noble, 2015.
Figures 4.1.4-5, 4.1.7, 4.1.9 are photographs taken from
De Villiers 1, 2015.
Figure 4.2 Photograph collage illustrating the sensory marketing
elements evident in the current factory store. Figures
4.2.1-3, 4.2.5 are photographs taken by L. Noble, 2015.
Figures 4.2.4 are photographs taken from De Villiers 1,
2015. Figures 4.2.6 is a photograph taken by Author,
2015.
Figure 4.3 Photograph collage illustrating the environmental
psychology elements evident in the current factory
store. Figures 4.3.1-8, 4.3.10, 4.3.13-14, 4.3.17-19 are
photographs taken by L. Noble, 2015. Figures 4.3.9,
4.3.11-12, 4.3.15-16 are photographs taken from De
Villiers 1, 2015.
Figure 4.4 Photograph collage reflecting the artisan chocolate
shop typology. Figure 4.4.1: photograph of Honest
Factory Window taken from Honest, 2015; Figure 4.4.2
Wood texture taken from Prien, 2015; Figure 4.4.3
Photograph of cocoa beans on display taken by L.
Noble, 2015; Figure 4.4.4 Photograph of a chocolatier
taken from Busacca, 2008; Figure 4.4.5 Photograph of
truffles taken from Yu, 2013; Figure 4.4.6 Photograph of
Chocolate gifting taken from Harry and David, 2015.
Figure 4.5 Photographs reflecting product and interiors from the
competition. Figure 4.5.1-9 photographs taken from:
Honest, 2015; Figure 4.5.10-12 photographs taken from
Sklaar, 2015; Figure 4.5.13-14, 4.5.16, 4.5.18 images taken
from Woolworths, 2015; Figure 4.5.15, 4.5.17 photographs
taken by Author, 2015.
Figure 4.6 Photographs reflecting timeliness in the current interior
of the factory store. Figures 4.6.1, 4.6.9-11, 4.6.13-15 are
photographs taken by L. Noble, 2015. Figures 4.6.2-10,
4.6.12 are photographs taken from De Villiers 1, 2015.
Figure 4.7 Photographs reflecting associative elements in the
current interior of the factory store. Figures 4.7.1-19 are
photographs taken by L. Noble, 2015. Figures 4.7.20 is a
photograph taken from De Villiers 1, 2015.
Figure 4.8 Photographs reflecting technification in the current
interior of the factory store. Figures 4.8.1-8 are
photographs taken by L. Noble, 2015.
Figure 4.10.1 Collection of images and diagrams indicating duality
in the current brand strategy and factory store interior.
Figures 4.10.1.1-2 are photographs edited by the Author
and originally taken by L. Noble, 2015. Figures 4.10.1.3
is edited by the Author and taken from De Villiers 1,
2015. Figures 4.10.1.4 is taken from The Body Shop, 2015.
Figures 4.10.1.5 is taken from Ministry of Type, 2009.
Figures 4.10.1.6 is taken from Mocci Designs, 2014.
Figure 4.10.2 Collection of images indicating educational
elements in the current brand strategy and factory
store interior. Figure: 4.10.2.1-2 are from scans of the
printables done edited by Author, 2015. Figure 4.10.2.3-4
are photographs taken by L. Noble and adapted by
Author,2015
Figure 4.10.3 Collection of images indicating educational elements
in the current brand strategy and factory store interior.
Figure 4.10.3.1 taken from Utz Kapeh, 2015. Figure
4.10.2.2-4 are photographs taken by L. Noble and
adapted by Author, 2015.
Figure 4.10.4 Collection of images indicating elements of luxury
in the current brand strategy and factory store interior.
Figures 4.10.4.1-2 are edited by the Author and taken
from De Villiers 1, 2015.
Figure 4.10.5 Collection of images indicating artisanal elements
in the current brand strategy and factory store
interior. Figure: 4.10.5.1 is from scans of the printables
done edited by Author, 2015. Figure 4.10.5.2-5 are
photographs taken by L. Noble and adapted by Author,
2015. Figure 4.10.5.6 is taken from Bryant, 2009. Figure
4.10.5.6 is taken from Bryant, 2009. (Powell, 2014)
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Leading on from Chapter 4,
this chapter explains the body
of content gathered as part of
Generating the Utterance (refer
to 1.3 Methodology) (Königk,
2015). This content is then used
as a basis for generating a
concept for the future designs
and this conceptual approach is
then explained here, along with
indications of how this concept
has been expressed in the final
design.

Figure 5: (P.T.O.) is a summary of the concept
investigation under taken, along with how some of these
elements have been used in the final design, and should
be viewed as A0s. Author, 2015.

5
Conceptual
Approach
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Similar to the way in which the current store was analyzed in terms
of levels of association in Chapter 4, the concept of the new store is
also based on differing levels of association that the customer can
potentially identify with on a subconscious level.

5.1 1 Level Associations
st



The first level of association that a customer could make with the
brand is the idea of a box of chocolates – the finished product of any
proper chocolatier. This concept is applied fairly superficially in terms
of colour and aesthetic in order to create an immediate image in the
mind of the user, but on a deeper level, the design was also created
in a series of packages within packages, a concept that can be
packaged and sent to any location for adaption, as seen in the rollout strategy in the next chapter.

BOX OF
CHOCOLATES

The idea of packaging also lead to the starting point for the second
and subsequent levels of association embedded into the new
stores’ designs. After analysis, it was realized that DV Chocolate’s
packaging had a common theme across all of its ranges - the
packaging reflected the chocolate taste’s or bean’s origins. Every
single package also indicates that this product was made in Africa by
Africans.
With this in mind, it was noted that Chocolate was actually created
or invented by the Aztecs, who used cocoa as a commodity and
as an essential element in many of their rituals due to its status as
a holy gift from the gods in the Aztec culture. After exploring the
coasts of Mexico, Christopher Columbus took the cocoa he had
been introduced to by the Aztecs and presented it to the Spanish
Royal family as part of his conquests. Once the Spanish added sugar
to the cocoa drink, drinking chocolate became a status symbol
among Europe’s royalty and elite where it was not only enjoyed as a
pleasurable treat but also used for medicinal and spiritual purposes. It
was only around the early 1900 that chocolate became a publically
accessible luxury, and the availability and affordability of chocolate
only increased with the rise of the Industrial Revolution (De Villiers 2,
2015).
It has been identified that DV Chocolate focuses on the Aztec history
of cocoa in the current in store tasting experiences, which is further
evident in the Aztec style paintings recently done in the tasting area
of the store. DV Chocolate also focuses on this history on their website
in a hope to educate the consumer on origins of chocolate.

A-1 Kraal
The African kraals are often
laid out in a circle formation
for defensive purposes,
keeping the cattle safe in the
centre.

5.1

.B

5.2.2.A-1

A-2 Hierachy
»	 The DV Chocolate Store must
be identified as a chocolate
shop by the customer at first
glance
»	 Thus the idea of a box of
chocolate has been used
as a concept basis for first
level associations to grab the
customer’s attention.

5.2 2 Level Associations
nd

5.2.2.A-2

A-3 Patterns and Symmetry

So to expand on this educational thread, the Aztec history of
chocolate was used as the basis of the concept for the new DV
Chocolate roll-out scheme, with common and overlapping threads
in the African culture being used to supplement the concept body of
information as is evident in the few associations indicated in 5.3.

5.1.A
Figure 5.2.2.A-3

5.2.1 WINE PAIRING
»	South Africa is known for its excellent
wines that are exported across the
globe.
»	 DV chocolate pairs the wine to the
chocolate, not visa versa.
»	
The Aztec cocoa was often a
fermented drink, i.e. alcoholic

A. Africa

B-1 Patterns and Symmetry

5.2.2.A

5.2.2 ORIGINS

B. Aztec Culture

Many stores’ designs are based on the
packaging of the product being sold.

»	Chocolate is made from cocoa
beans (Theobroma cacao) (Cornell
University, 2015)
»	All cocoa plants originate from MesoAmerica (Cornell University, 2015)
»	Theobroma cacao translates directly
as “the food of the gods” (Cornell
University, 2015)
»	The word “chocolate” comes from
the word “chocolatl” which is a mix
of the Mayan word “chocol” (hot)
and the Aztec word “atl” (water) (De
Villiers 2, 2015)

De Villiers Chocolate packaging varies
across the ranges available, but each
range reflects the origins of the taste of
the range.

5.2.2.B-1

B-2 Currency
Cocoa beans were
considered a form of curency,
such was their value.
10 beans = 1 chicken
10 beans = 1 prostitute

5.2.2

C. Cocoa Plant

Beans and chocolate were
used in the tax system and in
the annual tribute to the king.
(Cornell University, 2015)
5.2.2.B-2

5.2.3 CUSTOMER
INTERACTION
»
The store needs to incorporate the
vistor into the act of making a product.
» This is either through self service make
your own cocoa for example or through
classes.
»
These experience can generate a
stream of revenue.
»
The also leave a lasting impression
on the user by creating a positive and
memorable experience in store.

5.2.2.C

B-3 Method 1: Pouring
This method involves pouring
the cocoa mixture frm up high
from one bowl to another.
The kinetic energy and
movement forces air into the
mixture, causing it to froth.
(Cornell University, 2015)

5.2.2.B-3

B-4 Method 2: Molinillo
This method involves rubbing
the multi-faceted carved stick
or “molinillo” between the
hands
The facets and spinning rings
force air into the mixture
when moved at speed,
causing it to froth.
(Cornell University, 2015)

5.2.2.B-4

5.3 Associations Translated to Design
»	As the community is the
centre of the African
culture, so is chocolate
and its heritage the
centre of DV Chocolate.
Thus, the demonstration
chocolate making
process is placed at
the literal and figurative
centre of the store.
This central node can
be seen from every
vantage point in store
and therefore adds a
grounding to the double
volume space.
»	For this same reason,
the seating areas are
located around this
demonstration area,
creating movement
around this central node
from the entrance,
through the cocoa
sales area and to the
seating area. All action
figuratively and literally
revolves around the
making of chocolate.

A-4 Ubuntu
African culture revolves
around the concept of
Ubuntu, where the concept
of the community is greater
in value than that of the
individual (Setty, 2012)
A circle is often used as
a symbol of community
(Bradley,2010)

5.2.2.A-4

A-5 African Markets

5.3.1

»	The design of the cocoa
counter is based on the
display of spices in the
markets of North African
countries.
»	This display allows for the
customer to easily see
and access a variety
of spices, or in this
case, cocoa nibbs and
toppings.
»	The display also entices
the customer, allows
them to get involved in
the making process and
increases the customer
experience.

5.2.2.A-5

A-6 Fashion

5.3.2

5.2.2.A-6

De Villiers

The V is often associated with the
brand name by the viewer and
also features in the packaging

Patterns

Both African and Aztec shapes and
patterns feature triangles and other
geometric shapes prominently

5.3.3

B-5 Nobility/ Royalty
Because it was the food of
the gods, cocoa was reserved
for royalty and the elite.
Montezuma, considered
one of the greatest kings of
the aztecs is rumoured to
have drunk up to 50 cups of
“xocoatl” a day so he could
keep up with his harem.
It was also given to soldiers
to suppress their appetites
allowing them to “walk a
whole day without food”
5.3.4

(Cornell University, 2015)
5.2.2.B-5

B-6 Religious / Legend

Quetzacoatl was considered
a part-human-part-birdpart-snake god and he was
responsible for the cocoa plant
in the Garden of Life, where he
lived with all the other gods.

Snake - god

Snake = Diamond head/pattern

The gods liked to drink a
cocoa mixture and thus it was
considered “the food of the
gods”.

Bird - god

The shape a bird makes in flight
looks like a “V”

After man was exiled from the
Garden of Life, Quetzacoatl
gave man the cocoa seed
and taught him how to
cultivate it.
In anger, the other gods
banished Quetzacoatl from the
Garden of Life for giving away
the secret to the sacred drink.
In sorrow, Quetzacoatl walked
towards the horizon. He
walked for so long and so far,
he eventually became the
evening star.

5.3.5

5.2.2.B-5

Pouring

(Cornell University, 2015)

When liquid is poured from a
vesssel, the liquid forms a “V”shape.

B-7 Eating + hierachy
Aztecs often came together
for feasts and meals
There was a strict social status
hierachy within the culture.

»	The design of the store
also plays homage to
the hierachy of the Aztec
people.
»	This appears in the
hierachy of the store. The
most important tasting
experience is based on
the top floor, similar to
the Kings. The second
most important (and
more common) tasting
experience is situated on
the raised level similar to
the nobles, and the largest
part of the store is based
on the ground floor, similar
to the commoners.
»	The seating adds to
this hierachy, where
customers appear to be
sitting on the floor of the
raised level, but raised off
the ground level.
»	The glowing staircase
plays homage to the
Aztec’s religion as it
symbolises the stairs
of the temples used in
the traditional rituals of
the Aztecs, ever rising
towards the gods. This
also symbolises the link
from chocolate to the
gods as the top of the
stairs is designed to
create a heavenly affect.
»	The triangle wall
plant feature can be
associated with nature
and the rainforests from
which cocoa originated.
The aroma from these
plants also smells like
chocolate which will
reinforce the association
of the brand with quality
chocolate.
»	Similarly, the suspended
tree feature above the
chocolate demonstration
area is associated with
the legend and the
actual cocoa tree, all of
which draw attention to
the demonstartion area.

5.3.6

Aztecs used cocoa in many
of their rituals and ceremonies
(Cornell University, 2015)

»	Triangles, tetrahedrons,
and pyramids form the
major design component
for the store. They form
major components of the
wall designs, counters
shelves, layout, etc.
»	Squares and parralell
lines are also used in
determining the layout of
the store.
»	Circles dominate the
ceilings in terms of both
pendent and recessed
lighting.
»	Furthermore, the wall
features are laid out in a
grid and the layout forms
an informal geometric
pattern.

»	The cocoa
manufacturing processes
become the basis for
the Exxperience Room
activities. Because
the room needs to
accomodate a range
of changing activities,
the room needs to be
adaptable to different
situations.

5.2.2.B-7

5.3.7

5.4 Conclusion
Where the previous chapter focused on
generating and saturating the utterance, or
creating a content base from which to start,
this chapter focused more on synthesizing the
message (refer to 1.3 Methodology)

Figure 5 Embedded Captions:

After reviewing the findings of Chapter 4, the
connection between chocolate and its Aztec
origins was explored as it was found that it is
an aspect that DV Chocolate is beginning to
focus on more in both the current factory store
as well as in their experience presentations
(Figure 5.1.A.). It was also found that this could
link or overlap with DV Chocolate’s African
origins.

Figure

I chose to explore the connection between
chocolate and its Aztec origins. This is an
aspect that DV Chocolate is beginning
to focus more and more on in both the
current factory store and in their experience
presentations (Figure 5.1.A.). Furthermore,
I chose to investigate how this could link or
overlap with DV Chocolate’s African origins.
This body of content was then synthesized and
this resulted in the investigation of a triangle in
many two- and three-dimensional forms. This
shape is both present and prevalent in the
investigations of African and Aztec cultures, as
well as in the geometry of the current brand
identity for DV Chocolate. Thus, this shape
along with other interrelated cultural and
associative meanings form the basis of the
concept for this roll out programme, with a
particular attention to the Aztec origins of the
store.
These secondary meanings are imbedded in
the project’s design and some of these can
be seen and explained in the diagrams and
renderings of Model A as seen in 5.3. Model A
will be further explained in Chapter 6.

Figure 5.1.A

Figure

Figure
Figure
Figure

Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure

Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure

Figure

Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
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The result of these investigations is the basis
for a store that will be easily recognisable as
a chocolate store while creating a strong
secondary and historical body of content from
which a brand experience that is true to the
company and its product can be formed.

Figure

Photograph

of Sian Noble in the tasting room at
DV Chocolate factory store. Taken by L. Noble,
2015 and edited by Author to highlight the Aztec
graphics in the tasting room.
5.1.B 
C
 ompartes Chocolates Holiday Collection 2009:
Wolfson, 2009
5.2.2 
C
 ollection of the DV Chocolate analysed by
the Author (2015) indicating the parts of the
packaging that are indicating the origins of the
chocolate’s taste.
5.2.2.
A
 map of Africa. Author, 2015
5.2.2.A-1 Dingane’s Kraal . Images taken from Natal
Tourism, 2006 and edited by Author, 2015
5.2.2.A-2 Collection of images of African men showing
aspects of the hierarchy in early African culture.
Images taken from (Left to Right): Unknown, 1890;
Natal Tourism, 2006
5.2.2.A-3 Analysis of African Patterns by Author, 2015.
5.2.2.A-4 Photograph of the Osani game circle indicating
community. Taken from Setty, 2012
5.2.2.A-5 Collection of images showing South African
markets. Taken from (Left to Right): AAE, 2009;
Picsant, 2013 and edited by Author, 2015.
5.2.2.A-6 Collection of images showing contemporary
African fashion. Taken from (Left to Right): L.
Gargano, 2008; ImageKB, 2014; ImageKB, 2014
and edited by Author, 2015.
5.2.2.B-1 Analysis of Aztec Patterns and symmetry by
Author, 2015.
5.2.2.B-2 Images showing the value of cocoa beans prior to
the destruction of the Aztec Empire. Images taken
from: Cornell University, 2015
5.2.2.B-3 Sketches of Aztec women pouring the cocoa
mixture analysed by the author. Taken from:
ChocoMuseo, 2014 and edited by Author, 2015.
5.2.2.B-4 Collection of images that illustrate what a
mollinillo is and how it is used to make frothed
cocoa. Taken from (Left to Right): Analysis sketch
by Author, 2015; Olney, 2012
5.2.2.B-5 Collection of images that illustrate the Aztec
nobility. Taken from (Top to Bottom) : Analysis
by Author, 2015; Stamper, 2014 and edited by
Author, 2015.
5.2.2.B-6 Analysis of cocoa in the Aztec legend about
cocoa done by Author, 2015.
5.2.2.B-7 Analysis of eating and social hierarchy in the
Aztec culture done by Author, 2015
5.2.2.C
A
 nalysis of images of the cocoa tree done by
Author, 2015.
5.3.1
P
 lan (not to scale) of Model A Experience store
showing second level associations as indicated.
Author, 2015.
5.3.2
P
 erspective of the cocoa nibb station in the
Model A Experience store showing second level
associations as indicated. Author, 2015.
5.3.3
P
 erspective of the double volume seating area
in the Model A Experience store showing second
level associations as indicated. Author, 2015.
5.3.4
P
 erspective of the café seating area in the
Model A Experience store showing second level
associations as indicated. Author, 2015.
5.3.5
P
 erspective of the staircase in the Model
A Experience store showing second level
associations as indicated. Author, 2015.
5.3.6
P
 erspective of the floating tree lighting fixture in
the Model A Experience store showing second
level associations as indicated. Author, 2015.
5.3.7
P
 erspective of the Experience Room in the
Model A Experience store showing second level
associations as indicated. Author, 2015.
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This chapter follows on from chapter
5 and includes all the design and
technical work that has been carried out
thus far.
This chapter will discuss the roll out
approach, the material approach and
the interventionist approach, before
detailing and investigating an ideal
Model A – Experience Store as part of
the Application part of the methodology
(refer to 1.3 Methodology). Details
from Model A will then be able to be
translated across other models in order
to create a consistent brand image.
This chapter will form part of the final
presentation and thus these pages need
to be viewed as a continuous strip, size
A0.

6
Design and
Techne
43

6.1 R
 oll-Out Approach

6.2 Site Approach

6.3 Material Approach

To ensure a consistent brand experience for the user at every level,
the designer needs to be able to control the look and feel of a
space on any scale.

Due to the nature of a roll-out strategy, the design needs to be able
to be recreated in any location, using the translatable elements
identified in the roll-out strategy.

In terms of materials, the approach has been to use traditional
materials for unconventional uses, as per the Design Ideal of Duality
identified in the Brand Analysis.

For this purpose a small roll out program has been designed for DV
Chocolate taking 3 levels of customer interaction into account – the
Experience store [Model A] ; the Roll-Out Retail outlet store [Model
B] and the outlet stand [Model C]. These three models vary vastly in
scale and example of each has been included in this project. It is the
intention to design a look and feel that can be translated to more
future “models” that could include items such as a market stall or a
pop-up store.

Thus the design has been created as a box that can be placed
within a box, if you will, where no major or heavy elements are
dependent on the wall structure of the mall, as this cannot be
guaranteed from mall to mall. This also allows for the flexibility
required to design the store if no walls exist, or to potentially translate
this into a freestanding pop-up store.

Some of the material choices used have been based on the
materials found in the chocolate manufacturing process such
as pallet wood and steel. As a result many of these materials are
recycled, reclaimed or reused in new ways such as lighting or wall
finishes.

In order to achieve a consistent aesthetic, the store’s look and feel
can be created with a combination of packaged elements that can
be used together in different combinations, while still achieving the
same aesthetic as seen through the examples of Models A,B and
C. These packaged elements are documented to the right of this
description and many of these have been detailed in the technical
documentation created for Model A. As this is the largest of the three
models investigated, Model A has been detailed and theses details
would then translate across every model to ensure a consistent,
brand image in the mind of the user.
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In keeping with this approach,
3 models have been explored an Experience Store, a Roll-out
Retail Store, and an Outlet Stand
– the design of each is also fairly
adaptable with the ability to be
resized to fit any location. The design
details can be translated across
the platforms of Model A, B, and C
and the design aesthetic and brand
image will remain cohesive.

6.4 Roll-Out Models

6.4.1 Model A : Experience Store
SIZE

± 300m2, including mezzanine floor area.
Occupany Classification: F1 (SABS, 2011)
Population: ± 30 (SABS, 2011)

LOCATION

Other materials, such as the metallic finishes can be linked back
to the Aztec history of chocolate and thus lend themselves to the
overall aesthetic concept.

Grade A, super regional shopping centres, such as Gateway
(DBN), Sandton City (JHB), V&A (CT), Edenmeander (EC).

Where not possible to recycle or reuse materials from previous
applications, commercial grade materials such as the Vinyl Flooring
and Perspex have been chosen for their resilience, and for how
they will fit aesthetically in the design. For example, the fabric of the
seating is upholstery fabric chosen to imitate sack or hessian cloth, as
is the texture of the floor.

The store should be in a high traffic area of the mall, and close
to other entertainment facilities such as the cinema.

The store should have space for a mezzanine level.

The store should be on the same level as the main entrance,
for optimum foot traffic.
The design will need to be adapted to fit the store, and
all details and layouts should be considered against those
provided by the relevant tenant departments. The architects
should communicate with the tenant departments to ensure
that all details are aligned with the recommendations for the
mall in question.
All measurements are to be checked onsite prior to
manufacture.

INTENTION

To provide a shopping experience that fully embraces the
user and creates a memorable impression on the visitor, similar
to a concept store

nt

FOCUS
EXPERIENCE
PROGRAM

»»Seating Area
»»Cocoa Station
»»Chocolate Sample Tasting
»»Truffle and Gifting Station
»»Experience Classes for Wine Pairing, Cocoa Cocktails, etc.
»»Merchandise
»»Promotions
»»Chocolate Demonstration
»»Sales Points

OTHER REQUIREMENTS

»»Cold storage
»»Staff area
»»Merchandising
»»Dry storage
»»Kitchen area
»»Wheelchair access
»»Dispensing system
»»Information points
»»Promotions area

TARGET MARKET

»»Tourists and locals, aged approx. 18-60, both male and
female who are within the middle to upper income brackets,
who are looking for a different experience.
»»They will typically come in couples or groups, and will be
easy-going with time to spend.
»»Typically these malls also hold a large business contingent
and the store needs to be able to cater for these clients as
well.

6.4.2 Model B : Roll-Out Retail Outlet Store
Drawings At Scale: 1:50

SIZE

50-150m2,
Occupany Classification: F2 (SABS, 2011)
Population: ± 5-10 (SABS, 2011)
Figure 6.2

LOCATION

Grade B regional shopping centres, such as Northgate and
Cresta (JHB), as well as in business parks, etc.
The store should be in a high traffic area of the mall and close
to other entertainment facilities such as the cinema.
The store should be on the same level as the main entrance
for optimum foot traffic.
The design will need to be adapted to fit the store and all
details and layouts should be considered against those
provided by the relevant tenant departments. The architects
should communicate with the tenant departments to ensure
that all details are aligned with the recommendations for the
mall in question.
All measurements are to be checked onsite prior to
manufacture.

INTENTION

To provide a branded experience that allows the user to stop
and go quite quickly while still enticing te user and creating a
positive brand experience

FOCUS
COFFEE / COCOA + SALES + GIFTING
PROGRAM

»»Coffee on tap
»»Gifting service
»»Merchandising
»»Promotions
»»Tasting

OTHER REQUIREMENTS

»»Dispensing system
»»Dry storage
»»Staff area
»»Promotions area
»»Cold Storage
»»Merchandising
»»Recycling management

TARGET MARKET

»»Locals, aged approx. 18-40, both male and female who are
within the middle to upper income brackets, who are looking
for a gift and coffee on the go.
»»They will typically come as singles or as couples or groups,
and will be busy, on the go, with limited amounts of time.
»»These customers are looking for a easy, classy gift with coffee
on the side, and something that is a little bit different.

Model B - Plan
Scale 1:50

Model B - Section
Scale 1:50

Figure 6.4.2.B

Figure 6.4.2.C

6.4.3 Model C : In-Store Stand
Drawings At Scale: 1:10

SIZE
Not applicable

plan view

wireframe

LOCATION

Grade B and C shopping regional and
suburban shopping centres, situated within
a supermarket, such as Woolworths or within areas that have
high tourist traffic such as the airport, souvenier shops, etc.

elevation view

The location of the stand should be in the wine section, or
close to the till in promotional areas.
The design will need to be adapted to fit the store’s gondolas,
and all details and layouts should be considered against those
provided by the relevant tenant departments. The architects
should communicate with the tenant departments to ensure
that all details are aligned with the recommendations for the
mall in question.

elevation view

All measurements are to be checked onsite prior to
manufacture.

INTENTION

To provide an on-the-go shopping and gifting experience that
is integrated into the normal, routine shopping experience,
providing a new aspect to the outing

FOCUS
PAIRING + SALES + GIFTING
PROGRAM

»»Self-service
»»Gifting
»»Merchandising

shelves for sizes:

OTHER REQUIREMENTS
»»Dry storage
»»Merchandising

TARGET MARKET

»»Locals, aged approx. 25-60, typicaly female who are within
the middle to upper income brackets, who are doing the
grocery shopping.
»»These women will typically be alone, and will be busy, on the
go, with limited amounts of time.
»»These customers are looking for something different to add
to their grocery list, and if they can give it as a gift, its a
bonus.

Model C - Detailing
Scale 1:10
Figure 6.4.3.B

inserts: laid flat for
lasercutting

section view

6.5 D
 etailing of Roll-Out Strategy as in the Context of Model A
6.5.1 Walkthrough of Model A
Scale 1:50
Figure 6.5.1

Tree Bulkhead
The shape of the bulkhead was created as
two-fold symbolism, representing not only the
foliage of the cocoa tree that Kontsal Kortsil
gave to man, but alo the star he would later
become.
The fact that this fixture is suspended directly
above the cocoa demonstration area,
enforces the idea tha chocolate is the literal
and figurative centre of this store.

Stairway to Heaven Bulkhead
This part of the ceiling is representitive of the
Garden of Paradise, or the home of the gods,
from which Kontsal Kortsil descended.
This is created by the continuation of the
staircase with a false staircase, as well as with
a series of levels of illuminated bulkheads
providing a bright glow at the top of the false
staircase.

Suspended Tree Fixture
The tree is symbolic of the origins of cocoa,
and represents the Theobroma cacao tree
that Kontsal Kortsil is rumoured to have given
man before being banished from the Garden
of Paradise and becoming the evening star
(De Villiers, 2015).
The fact that this fixture is suspended directly
above the cocoa demonstration area,
enforces the idea tha chocolate is the literal
and figurative centre of this store.

Point of Sale, Truff les and Gifting

Shelving
There is increased space for merchandising in
this area because the waiting time between
classes allows customers to browse for stock
and increase the size of their purchases.
Having something to browse at shortens the
perception of waiting time for the customer,
which keeps the customer’s morale and
satisfaction high.

Cocoa Journey - Part 4
Customers can enjoy their hot cocoa in store,
in the lounge that appears to be part of the
floor. This encourages customers to linger
and therefore there is a higher chance of the
customer spending more money in store.

Direction Encouragement
The change in floor material discourages
customers from going towards the left of
the store upon entering, while encouraging
customers to stay within the line after
purchase. This encourages customers to
stay longer, which results in higher volume
of purchases. This is enforced with size and
shape of the storefront.

Experience Room
The Experience Room is a raised area where
customers can pay for a specific learning
experience in store, i.e. a molinollo-cocoa
class or a wine-pairing class. Sensory stimuli
will be carefully controlled to reach a specific
outcome.

Back of House
Back of House includes a cold room/kitchen,
staff lockers, staff kitchenette, dry storage,
management office, etc.

Point of Sale

Cocoa - Part 3
Customers scoop and then pay for additional
toppings for the cocoa such as marshmallows

Cocoa - Part 2
Customers are assissted with the dispensing
of the hot water to create the cocoa. This is
done for health and safety reasons, so the
customer cannot burn themselves.

Cocoa - Part 1
Customers choose what nibs are used in the
cocoa flavoring.

Truff les and Gifting
This area allows customers to choose a gift
of chocolate paired with wine that they
can take home with them or give as a gift.
Individual truffles are also available here.

Vault
Chocolate can be tasted piece by piece
from self-service vending machines situated in
this area

Demonstration Area
This area provides space for a professional
chocolatier to create works of art for public
viewing.
The ceaserstone inlay provides the idea
surface for the chocolatier to easily set up
demonstrations on how to create chocolate.
This creates interest for passing cutomers,
simultaneously attracting them into the store
while educating the public about the artisan
qualities of the product.
Its location in store illustrates that chocolate
making is the centre of the store, and brand,
both literally and figuratively. This section is
highlighted by the suspended tree fixture.

Educational Panel
There are educational panels placed
strategically around the store to keep the
interest of the customer if they are in a waiting
area. This is an environmental psychology
tool used to reduce the perception of the
passage of time in the mind of the consumer.

6.5.2 P lans and Sections

Model A - Ground Floor Plan
Scale 1:25
Figure 6.5.2.A

6.5.3 Narrative Experience
Figure 6.5.3

Environmental Psychology
Branding
The 5 Ideals
Sight
Sound
Smell
Touch
Taste

»»Logo and
»»Shopfront
brand name
glass is fixed
are clearly
to force
visible from
directional
the mall
movement
passage,
into the store
both on the
and keep
shop front
people in as
and in store.
a physical
»»Overall
barrier.
aesthetic
»»Diagonal
of the store
change in
immediately
floor finish
creates a
forms a
personality
psychological
for the
barrier
brand.
that keeps
customers in
store.
»»The text inserts
in the floor act
as a threshold
and slow the
customer as
they walk in
store.
»»Movement
in the store
attracts the
attention of
the customer,
drawing them
in to be a part
of the action.
»»No shopfront
closed
windows allow
customers to
see inside and
makes the
store feel more
welcoming
than closed
off, inviting the
customer into
the store as an
extension of
the mall.

»»Transparency
is started
from the
shopfront
level. At no
point is the
shopfront
majorly
concelaed
allowing the
customer to
fully see into
the store at
all times.

»»Movement
in the
demonstration
area
»»People
relaxing
»»An exciting
asethetic
»»Logo
prominently
displayed
»»Natural
materials
start the
associations
between
the brand,
product and
nature

»»People talking »»Whiffs of
»»Demonstration coffee and
station
cocoa
explaination
perculating
»»Music playing »»Whiffs of
»»Mall noise from chocolate
surrounding
scent given
shops
off by plants

»»Faceted
»»Logo branding »»Transparency
counter
is evident
is evident in
creates “safe” in the
the chocolate
areas to
handrailing,
making
ensure that
surrounding
demonstration
customers are
signage, etc. »»The demo is
not negetively »»The
educational,
affected by
demonstration teaching the
the butt brush
creates a
customer
factor
positive and
about
»»Double
interactive
chocolate
volume makes brand
»»The demo
the room feel
experience for showcases
large and
the customer,
the luxury
inviting
establishing
imbedded in
»»The
the brand
the product
demonstration as an
makes the
educational,
customer feel
intelligent and
included in the interesting
process, and
brand
thus part of
the DV brand
and this begins
the start of
trust building
between the
customer and
the brand.
»»The visual link
into the stores
above and
below the
mezzanine
informs the
customer that
more is to
come, thus
encouraging
movment
and building
anticipation.
»»Viewing
the people
relaxing and
chatting on
the other side
of the demo
area creates a
goal or need
in the mind of
the user

»»Movement
»»Demonstration »»Smell of
in the
station
melting
demonstration explaination
chocolate
area
»»Music playing »»Whiffs of
»»People
»»People talking coffee and
relaxing
cocoa
»»An exciting
perculating
asethetic
»»Whiffs of
»»Logo
chocolate
prominently
scent given
displayed
off by plants
»»Natural
materials
start the
associations
between
the brand,
product and
nature

»»Touch the
grain of
natural
materials
»»Touch the
smoothness
of the truffles

»»Truffles
potentially
available for
tasting

Model A - Section 1
Scale 1:50
Figure 6.5.2.D

Model A - Mezzanine Floor Plan
Scale 1:50

Model A - Section 2
Scale 1:50

Figure 6.5.2.B

Figure 6.5.2.D

Model A - Section 3
Scale 1:25
Figure 6.5.2.E

»»The movement »»The
»»The movement »»Movement in
of the rotating
the vending
involvement
and lighting in
slabs in the
machines
of the
the showcase
vending
»»Movement
customer
parts of the
machines will
behind the
at this step
vending
attract the eye allows the
vending
machine
of the customer customer
machines
creates the
standing at the to build a
impression of
demo area,
relationship
luxury where
encouraging
with and trust the customer
the customer
in the brand
can see
to move to the »»This step
and partially
cocoa station  allows the
interact with
»»These vending
customer
the product,
machines allow to feel as if
like the
the customer
they have
chocolate
to taste a bite
the choice
needs to be
size piece of
of what
kept and
chocolate for
chocolate
displayed
a small fee,
they buy,
under lock and
so that they
giving them
key.
can taste the
the illusion of
product prior to control.
purchase
»»This facility
is one that
customers
appreciate
as it makes
them feel like
the company
is not trying to
cheat them by
forcing them
to buy a wide
range of slabs
for tasting, and
that they can
feel secure in
their decisions
»»This concept
also allows
the customer
to feel more
involved in the
buying process,
making the the
journey into an
adventure.

»»Music playing
»»Water
running
as part of
the cocoa
process
»»People
talking

»»Smell of
melting
chocolate
»»Whiffs of
coffee and
cocoa
perculating
»»Whiffs of
chocolate
scent given
off by plants

»»Touch the
smooth
metal of
the vending
machine
»»Touch the
chocolate
samples

»»Tasting of the
chocolate
samples

»»After
»»The
collecting a
involvement
paper mug
of the
and fitting
customer
a filter, the
at this step
cutomer will
allows the
be able to
customer
select their
to build a
choice of nibb relationship
flavours.
with and
»»The lower
trust in the
ceiling under
brand and
the mezzanine increases
with the view
customer
into double
satisfaction.
volume
»»This step
lets the
allows the
customer feel
customer
comfortable
to feel as if
and more in
they have
control while
the choice
letting their
of what taste
eye explore
they buy,
which will
giving them
encourage
the illusion
them to
of a level of
explore the
control
store further.
»»The lowered
ceiling
creates a
more intimate
feeling
ensuring that
the customer’s
attention
doesnt
wander.
»»The raised
floor also
makes the
customer
feel that
they are in a
specialised,
exclusive area
of the store.

»»Armed
with the
knowledge
of the
flavours they
have already
tasted,
customers
will have a
more open
mind and
feel more in
control of
their artisan
cocoa
making
journey

»»Iluminated
nibbs will
catch the
customer’s
eye.
»»Staff behind
the counter
will guide
you through
the cocoa
journey.

»»Music playing
»»Water
running
as part of
the cocoa
process
»»People
talking

»»Smell of
cocoa
and coffee
perculating

»»Interaction
with the
cocoa nibbs
as part of the
process

»»Having the
»»The
»»By asking the »»Movement of
staff behind
customer’s
involvement
staff about
drink filtered
of the
the brand and the counter
»»Excitment of
by a staff
customer at
process, the
process
member allows this step allows customer is
the customer
the customer
able to learn »»Colour of
toppings ,
to pause and
to build a
more about
merchandice
catch their
relationship
the process
on display
breathe, The
with and trust
of making
customer
in the brand
chocolate,
should be
»»This step
thus
engaged by
allows the
educating
staff at this
customer
the customer
point, allowing
to feel as if
while they
them to ask
they have
wait.
questions and
the choice
»»Additional
learn more
of what
toppings
about the
chocolate
are seen as
brand. This
they buy,
added extras
engages the
giving them
and add a
custoers mind,
the illusion of
sense of luxury
build on the
control
to the cocoa
relationship
drink product.
between
customer and
brand, and
reduces the
percieved
waiting
period for the
customer.
»»Seeing the
toppings for
the cocoa will
encourage
the customer
to move along
the line, and
create an
exciting twist
to the regular
cocoa drink.
»»The pay point
also has
interest, has the
Africa logo for
the customer
to read and
engage with
and gain
understanding
from.

»»Music playing
»»Water
running
as part of
the cocoa
process
»»People
talking

»»Smell of
melting
chocolate
»»Whiffs of
coffee and
cocoa
perculating

»»Interaction
with the
staff and the
toppings bar
engages the
customer.

6.5.4 Further Considerations
A. CLosed Shopfront

Model A - Closed Shopfront
Scale 1:50

Figure 6.5.4.A-2

Figure 6.5.4.A-1

B. Colour
Study
Figure 6.5.4.B.

BERRY RED:

»»Red captures attention, and gets
potential customers to stop and
take notice.
»»It encourages action.
»»Red is the color of love, desire and
passion.

»»It is one of the most popular colours
»»Berry red encourages conversation.
»»It is joyful and positive, and not
necessarily feminine.

C. Water

GREEN (FOLIAGE):

»»Green is the colour of ecology
and nature.
»»Foliage and the colour green,
implies life and freshnesses of
produce.
»»Green implies fertility, growth and

TIMBER (BROWN):

»»Timber and brown is related to
trees, nature and freshness.
»»Brown is the colour of the earth,
and it grounds both the aesthetic
and the occupant.

Notes:

The water is passed through the drywalling
seperating back and front of house. The water
is then heated by a Hydroboil before passing
through the hot water drips. The Hydroboil is
concealed in dry strorage area. Excess water
is then drained through the counter and
plumbing is passed through the access floor
and connected to the mall plumbing outlet

»»Melon orange is spicy and earthy
»»Orange is vibrant, vivid and hot (in and grounds its surrounding colours
and occupants.
contrast to the cold of chocolate.
»»It is reminds the occupant of
»»It exudes warmth and makes
warmth, the tropics, sunshine and
people feel comfortable.
good health.
»»Melon orange is a very soothing
colour.

»»Yellow is the most visible colour
»»Yellow captures the attention of
passers-by.
»»Yellow is the colour of happiness,
sunshine and optimism.

Figure 6.5.4.D

Front of House:

MELON ORANGE:

YELLOW:

D. Ventilation

Figure 6.5.4. C

Ventilation appropriated according to
SANS 10400 (2011): Part O
Air requirements for a shop: 7.5 l/s
Air requirements for a shop kitchen : 17.5 l/s
Location of vents to be confirmed and
indicated by engineer

Back of House:

For ventilation for under the mezzanine:
ducts from the ceiling service void above the
mezzanine is fed through the ducts behind the
tasting room, into the duct of the kitchen and
from there into the ground floor ceiling service
void

The plumbing passes the water from the mall
plumbing point to the kitchen sink. Water is heated
through the Hydroboil for dishwashing, and
chocolate preperation. The excess or drained water
is then drained to the mall plumbing outlet

»»Yellow enhances concentration
and creativity
»»Yellow had many links to religious
practices
»»Pale yellow is warm, inviting and
soothing.

Notes:
Ventilation appropriated according to SANS 10400
(2011): Part P

rebirth.
»»Green implies that the surrounding
elements are natural, and from the
natural environment.

»»Location and specificatio of plumbing to
be specified and indicated by engineer/
plumbing technician
»»Plumbing inlet and outlet points specified
by Centre Management, and change
according to locations.

»»Brown implies that something is
wholesome, simple and reliable.
»»Brown stimulates the appetite
»»Brown exudes warmth in an
environment.

GOLD:

»»White is the colour of innocence,
light and goodness.
»»White is light, airy and provides a
sense of cleanliness in an area
»»White is the colour that implies
higiene and purity of ingredient, but
it is quite a cool colour.

»»This is the
»»From this
»»The
point where
point the
educational
customers will
store’s identity and artisanal
be able to
can be
aspects of the
see the whole
viewed from
demonstration
double volume
a different
area is still
and they can
angle.
a strong
choose to either »»The logo and
concept at
go upstairs, sit
other brand
this point.
and enjoy their
specific
»»The
cocoa or leave
graphics can
suspended
the store.
also be seen
tree makes
»»The comfortable from here.
the artisanal
seating will
»»With a clear
aspects
immidiately
view of the
of making
available will
demonstration chocolate a
encourage
area,
central part of
the customer
chocolate is
the store.
to sit along
once again
»»The double
the available
the central
volume also
benches.
focus of the
adds a sense
»»The clear
store and the
of luxury or
view of the
brand.
demonstration
area will attract
and keep the
attention of the
viewer.
»»The suspended
tree lighting will
also daw the
customer’s eye
up and keep
their attention
away from the
mall.
»»The suspended
tree also
suggests that
the company is
eco-friendly and
natural.
»»The change
in floor finish
acts as a
subconscious
visual and
mental barrier,
discouraging
customers from
leaving the
store.
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WHITE:

E. Cocoa Filtering Process

ng

»»Blacks and greys will make a
BLACK:
room feel more modern, and
»»Black implies mystery, power and
contemporary.
sophistication.
»
»
Blacks and greys will make a room
»»Black is both elegant and formal
»»Black implies strength and authority feel darker and more mysterious,
»»Black and greys make a room feel similar to a wine cellar, etc.
cooler

1. G
ra

»»Gold brings warmth to an interior,
»»Gold symbolises wealth, power and similar to yellow.
»»The Aztecs used gold and other
perfection
metal spoons to stir the cocoa
»»Gold is linked with religious
mixtures as they were considered
practices and the divine
precious enough to be associated
»»Gold is also associated with the
passing of time and wisdom (i.e. the with the sacred drink.
golden years, golden anniversary »»Cultures across the globe use
precious metals for jewelry to
etc.)
express wealth, etc.
»»Gold is considered a precious
metal that has been revered since »»Cocoa was considered a currency
in that time period, as is gold in the
ancient times.
current era.
»»Gold is a form of currency and a
symbol of wealth

»»White is a popular colour used in
contemporary interiors, and thus
enforces this ideal in the mind
of the user. This is because white
symbolises newness and freshness.

»»Movement
»»Music playing
at the
»»P
 eople
demonstration talking
area
»»Faint noise
»»Movement
from the mall
outside of ths
store
»»People sitting
and enjoying
their treats
»»Full store
visible from this
point

»»Smell of
melting
chocolate
»»Whiffs of
coffee and
cocoa
perculating
»»Whiffs of
chocolate
scent given
off by plants

»»Touching the
cocoa mug
provides
warmth
for the
customer’s
hands.

»»Tasting of the
hot cocoa/
coffee

»»The gold
lines of the
staircase will
draw your
eye up to the
mezzanine
level,
encouraging
the customer
to move up
the staircase.
»»The non-slip
engraving
keep the
attention of
the customer
on the tread
and makes
the stair
climbing
experience
more
exciting.
»»The
continuation
of a false
staircase
on the
mezzanine
creates the
sense that
the store is
larger than
it is and
this creates
that the
expectation
that the
mezzanine is
larger than
anticipated.

»»The glow of
the staircase
will draw
attention
to the store
both during
the day and
night (when
the store is
closed)
»»Up close the
customer will
be able to
recognise
the
packaging
on the
perspex
inserts of the
triangles.

»»The metallic
gold of the
handrails,
staircase
fittings and
nosings will
provide a
sense of
luxury for the
customer
»»Being able to
see through
the risers
will provide
a sense of
transparency
to the
customer.

»»Movement in
the vending
machines
»»Movement
behind the
vending
machines

»»Music playing »»Smell of
»»Demonstration melting
taking place
chocolate
»»People talking »»Whiffs of
chocolate
scent given
off by plants

»»Touch the
smooth
metal of
the vending
machine
»»Touch the
chocolate
samples

»»Tasting of the
chocolate
samples

»»With no further »»The logo
engraving
and tasting
on the treads
wheel are
of the false
prominently
staircase,
displayed
customers
for the
will be more
customer’s
attracted
perusal
to the
merchandise
and
experience
room than the
conttinuation
of the
staircase, thus
drawing them
further onto
the mezzanine
level.
»»The idea
that there is
something
behind the
staircase
creates a
sense of
mystery.
»»The planting
in the shelving
units cements
the idea that
this is a natural
and healthy
product for th
user to try.
»»The additional
merchandise
allows the
waiting
time for the
customer to
be filled, thus
reducing the
percieved
waiting
time and
maintaining
customer
satisfaction.

»»Artisan
and duality
elements can
be found in the
wall feature,
etc.
»»Educational
elements and
demonstrations
are available in
the Experience
room

»»Movement
»»Demonstration »»Whiffs of
in the
station in
chocolate
Experience
experience
scent given
room
room
off by plants
»»People
»»Music playing
shopping
»»People talking
»»An exciting
asethetic
»»Logo and
tasting wheel
prominently
displayed
»»Natural
materials
start the
associations
between
the brand,
product and
nature

»»Additional
merchandise
available
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engineer in
stacking door
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3mm RIMEX T22 Mirror Prestige Gold
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frame by shopfitters
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Model A - Reflected Ceiling Plan - Ground Floor
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Model A - Reflected Ceiling Plan - Mezzanine Level
Scale 1:50

Figure 6.5.5.A

Figure 6.5.5.B
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According to SANS 10114-1: 2005 (SABS, 2005; pg. 28-29)
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Luminaire. Natural Anodised Aluminium.
[DUPLO SURFACE] by Spazio Lighting
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light switches

Tubular Flourescent lamp. Light colour is "66".

3mm RIMEX T22 Mirror Prestige Gold
built-out box with timber support
frame by shopfitters

light switches
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Product Code
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3980.2.280.05
2 x 80W/230V/G5
Technical Description
See DUPLO SURFACE
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Product Code
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signage
lighting:
1194x81x70mm Ceiling mounted Flourescent
4600mm

Technical Description
See DUPLO SURFACE

Luminaire. Natural Anodised Aluminium.

3500

35000

280 W

125 lm/W

24000

19000

31 kWh/1000h

A+

28 W “T5” G5 Base, 1149mm High Efficiency__ Good economy and efficiency
Up to 20 % more economical than LUMILUX T8
_ Up to 50 % smaller volume than comparable T8 lamps
Tubular Flourescent lamp. Light colour
is “66”.
3794
_
Natural colors

UF 0.45
initial illuminence

875 lux

MF 0.71

maintained illuminence 604.989 lux

S

_ Public buildings
_
Offices
_ Shops
5x2
_
Supermarkets and department stores
_ Industry

3500

35000

total wattage 280W

280 W

125 lm/W

24000

19000

31 kWh/1000h

A+

total lumen 35000
total efficacy 125 lm/W
room index 2.35

[LUMILUX FH28W/66 HE 10X1] by OSRAM

UF 0.71

datasheet

total area 28m2

S

_
Luminous efficacy: up to 104 lm/W
_ Very good lumen maintenance: 90 % throughout the service lifetime of the lamp
_
Long average lifetime: up to 24,000 h (with QUICKTRONIC ECG)
_ Good color rendering group: 1B (R : 80…89)
LUMILUX
T5 HE
a
_
Dimmable

stairway
__
Tubular fluorescent lamps 16 mm, high efficiency
risers to be
2822
S
illuminated
Product benefits
by LED
3794
_ Good economy and efficiency
strip lights.
_
Up to 20 % more economical than LUMILUX T8
Refer to
_ Up to 50 % smaller volume than comparable T8 lamps
stairway
_
Natural colors
detailing
28 W “T5” G5 Base, 1149mm High Efficiency
Product features
Tubular Flourescent lamp. Light colour is “66”.

Colours

room index 1.75

S

Product benefits

E-1

total lumen 35000

initial illuminence

562.5 lux

MF 0.71

maintained illuminence 388.922 lux

Areas of application
_ Public buildings
_
Offices
_ Shops
1x2
_
Supermarkets and department stores
_ Industry

S

3500
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56 W

125 lm/W
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31 kWh/1000h
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see also FIXED | SQUARE VERSION

Round Tilt
Bayonet Lock

not
available

Product Code
2266  12V Gu5.3

Only Available in 12V Version.

Technical Description
Body: Aluminium with bayonet
lock system
Colours
11 Chrome
18 Matt Chrome
31 White

s.d
.
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(hrs)

total area 18m2

Areas of application

Product
features
Product
family

calculations
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SPEAKER AS PER
SPECIALIST
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extract
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Aircon
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38kWh/1000h
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30000
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Light Sources
Halogen 12V Dichroic
Max: 50W/12V/Gu5.3
Code: LA/8050/13 38°
_____ LA/8051/13 24°
_____ LA/8052/13 12°
_____ LA/8060/13 60°
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energy
rating

S

05 Nat. Anodized
stairway
[LUMILUX FH28W/66 HE 10X1] by OSRAM __ Luminous efficacy: up to 104 lm/W
S
Very good
maintenance: 90 % throughout the service lifetime of the lamp
Light Sources
September
15,lumen
2015, 11:16:00
© 2015, OSRAM GmbH. All rights reserved.
risers to
be
_
Linear Fluor. T5
2822
L
Long
average
lifetime:
up
to
24,000
h
(with
QUICKTRONIC
ECG)
S
LUMILUX
T5
HE
Page
1
of
11
2 x 54W/230V/G5
illuminated
_ Good color rendering group: 1B (R : 80…89)
2 x 80W/230V/G5
a
47 4
_
Timber Luminaire
Dimmable
by
LED
74
Complete
with Electronic
Control Gear
1
E-1
strip lights.
private
telephone
for
office
use
ø340mm REPLICA SEPPO KOHO ATTO
24 W “E27” Maxi Globe Compact
3x1
1300
3900
264 W
54 lm/W
2985 Flourescent
Technical Characteristics
S
IP 40
timber luminaire
Refer
to
E-1
Aircon
Class I
signage
__
PENDANT. TIMBER. [IPEN20028_1_WD] by
Lamp. Lamp colour is 2700K. [G626] by
stairway
All fire sprinklersSand other fire equipment to be specified and placed as per fireduct
engineer’s
double 220V wall mounted plug points,
lighting:
S
illumina
Lighting
Eurolux
detailing
wihite
and wood
S
S
E-1
mounted 300mm A.F.F.L.
specification.
L
4600mm
0
11 8
Product benefits
1167
T
triangle
L
private telephone for office use
91 2
HVAC
_ Good economy and efficiency
0
Counter Luminairetimber luminaire
301180
double
220V
wall
mounted
plug
points,
_
extract
97
S
7
Aircon
Up
to
20
%
more
economical
than
LUMILUX
T8
T
1
0
167
downlighter
95 7
_ Up to 50 % smaller volume than comparable T8 lamps
30
mounted 1200mm A.F.F.L.
duct
50 0
ø270mm white metal and wood pendant
9W “E27” Professional LED lamp. Lamp colour
20 x 1
760
15200
243 W
85 lm/W
_
double
220V
wall
mounted
plug
points,
Natural colors
T
95 7
50 0
and
wood
1167 wihite
0
0
SPOTLIGHT
luminaire. [R-KLCHis 2700K. [PPAR3090DIM 9W] by OSRAM
mounted 300mm A.F.F.L.
10
65 8
52 5
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SPEAKER AS PER
double 220V floor mounted plug points to
T
11 5
E-1
95 7
3794
52 5
LUMILUX T5 HE
Page 1 of 11
4131S/WH]
by
Arora
Lighting
triangle
Product features
SPECIALIST
2985
service vending machines and pay points.
HVAC
40 3
E-1 and Lighting Legend Extended
95 7
36 3
_
T
double
220Vtowall
mounted plug
points,
Electrical
SPOTLIGHT
extract
plug points
be concealed
in housing.
Luminous efficacy: up to 104 lm/W
00 be hidden
36 3
wiring 5to
downlighter
S
_ Very good lumen maintenance: 90 % throughout the service lifetime of the lamp
EQ
EQ
2
0
7
mounted 1200mm A.F.F.L.
00
duct
CAMERA
11
_
beneath shelving
Long average lifetime: up to 24,000 h (with QUICKTRONIC ECG)
Bulkhead LED Strips
symbol description
S
_ Good color rendering group: 1B (R : 80…89)
88 5
private
telephone
for
office use
under shelf
signage lighting:
under shelf
SPOTLIGHT
structure
until
it
can
a
private
telephone
for
office
use
_
private
telephone
for
office
use
H
Dimmable
SPEAKER
AS
PER
double
220V
floor
mounted
plug
points
to
timber
luminaire
led
lighting
8.7W
LED
Value
Flex
IP
advanced
strip
light.
113.35
x 1m
570
64609.5 6000mm
986.145W
66 lm/W
1
lighting:
private
telephone
for
office
use
lighting:
1
67Projector
Aircon
be
hidden
in
access
T
L
timber
luminaire
0
9
double
220V
plug
points
mounted
in
a
PVC
12
0
timber
Aircon
S
SPECIALIST
service vending machines and pay points.
10 positioning as per HVAC engineer
Aircon
timber luminaire
luminaire
3
x
11460mm
3
x
5800mm
HVAC
Lamp
is
dimmable
and
colour
is
3000K
[VI06A
duct airconditioning vent
flooring
stairway
Aircon
double 220V wall
mounted plug points, T
electrical
mounted
withininthe
counter
T
duct
1167 mounted
SPOTLIGHT
plug
pointsbox
to be
concealed
housing.
95 7
double
220V
wall
plug points,
wihite and wood
duct
double
220V
wall
mounted
points,
risers
be line.
duct
mounted
300mm
A.F.F.L. plug
-W4F-830]
from OSRAM
structure; wiring indicated
by to
dotted
wihite
and
wood
double
220V
wall
mounted
plug
points,
2822
L
wihite
and
wood
CAMERA
S
mounted 300mm
300mm A.F.F.L.
A.F.F.L.
wihite and wood
T
2874
mounted
95 7
illuminated
1167
mounted
300mm A.F.F.L.
batten
triangle
EMERGENCY
47 4
HVAC
triangle
by
LED
HVAC
triangle
T
luminaire
95 7
HVAC
LIGHTS220V wall mounted plug points,
triangle
double
extract
HVAC
extraction vent positioning as per HVAC engineer
HVAC
Signage LED Strips led lighting
Projector
downlighter
lights.in a PVC
double
220V
wall
mounted
plug
points,
double 220V plug points strip
mounted
extract
double
220V
wall
mounted
plug
points,
extract
downlighter
mounted
1200mm
A.F.F.L.
T
double
220V
wall
mounted
plug
points,
duct
95
extract
Sdownlighter
Refer
tocounter
data pointbox
for mounted
electronicwithin
equipment
mounted
A.F.F.L.
electrical
the
downlighter
duct
S
as indicated
28.8W 12x7x30mm BackLED S Plus -W4F-830
16.1 x 1m
2070
33327
463.68 W 7
71.9 lm/W
mounted
1200mm
sprinkler 1200mm
wiring to be hidden
duct
mounted
1200mm A.F.F.L.
A.F.F.L.
signage
duct
SPOTLIGHT
stairway
75 2
structure; wiring indicated by
dotted line.
SPOTLIGHT
beneath shelving
SPEAKER AS PER
double
220V
floor
mounted
plug
points
to
strip
light
modules.
Lamp
colour
to
be
3000K
SPOTLIGHT
lighting:
S
SPOTLIGHT
detailing
SPEAKER
AS
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double
220V
floor
mounted
plug
points
to
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under
shelf
signage
lighting:
under
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SPEAKER
AS
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double
220V
floor
mounted
plug
points
to
EMERGENCY
structure
until
it
can
speaker
: to
white; speakers to be installed by specialist
SPECIALIST
L
service
vending
machines
and
pay
points.
smoke220V
SPEAKER
ASbe
PER
4600mm
double
floor
mountedand
plug
points
to
WIFI point
(warm white). [BA01SB -W4F-830] by OSRAM.
SPECIALIST
vending
machines
pay
points.
luminaire
11 80
lighting:
6000mm
lighting:
SPECIALIST
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in pay
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service
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and
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data
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security
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for
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foroven
officeequipment
use
S Shelf
79 7
sprinkler
CAMERA
wall
washer
Under Counter, Under
and Stair Illuminationprivate
LED Strips
CAMERA
private telephone for office use
00
timber
luminaire
5
2874
Aircon
led lighting
50 0
timber luminaire
Projector
4.2W recessed LED Value Flex IP ECO strip
212.12 x 1m
250
53030
890.904 W
60 lm/W
led
lighting
double 220V plug points mountedorinas
a PVC
Aircon
electrical
point
under counter
led
lighting
duct
H double
Projector
smoke
220V
wallfor
mounted
plug points,
pro
jector: OSRAM KREIOS G1 WT - LED luminaires for entertainment
applications. Colour
to be220V
White.
led
lighting
65 8
double
plug points
mounted
in
a
PVC
shopfront
WIFI point
Projector
double
220V
points
mounted
in
a
PVC
Products  Lamps: Halogen...
lamps
DECOSTAR DECOSTAR 35
Projector
electrical
boxplug
mounted
within
theindicated
counter
wihite and wood
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11 5
E-1
double
220V
plug
points
mounted
in
a
PVC
light.
Lamp
is
dimmable
and
colour
is
3000K
Hydroboil
double
220V
wall mounted
9/20/2015
PUNCTOLED DL | Downlights | OSRAM
s.d. electrical
detectorbox mounted
mounted
300mm
A.F.F.L. plug points,
within
the
counter
spotlight
Installed as per specialist.
electrical
mounted
within
the
wihite
and wood
2985
structure; box
wiring
indicated
by dotted
line.
electrical
box
mounted
within
the counter
counter
2266
mounted 300mm A.F.F.L.
[VFEPG1-FLX-300-830-6000-DC] from OSRAM DECOSTAR 35
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structure;
wiring
indicated
by
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line.
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wiring
indicated
by
dotted
line.
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batten
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indicated
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private
telephone for office use
wall
washer
EMERGENCY
S
electrical point for under shelving lighting
switches
Product benefits
S double
triangle
EMERGENCY
HVAC
batten
220V wall mounted plug points,
Brilliant accent light
private
telephone
office useto back up battery - No batten
extract
EMERGENCY
luminaire
er luminaire
batten
LIGHTS
emergency
lightfor
connected
Interference
downlighter
EMERGENCY
Dichroic reflector reduces the heat in the light S
luminaire
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wall
mounted
plug
points,
LIGHTS
extract
luminaire
er luminaire
duct
beam by up to 66 %
LIGHTS
electrical1200mm
point forA.F.F.L.
under counter
Ceiling Mounteddownlighter
Spotlights
luminaire
H mounted
LIGHTS
shopfront
Approved for use in open luminaires (to IEC
double 220V wall mounted plug points,
mounted
1200mm
A.F.F.L.
Products  Luminaires:
Indoor...
luminaires
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data point for electronic equipment
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Hydroboil
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luminaire
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for
electronic
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electrical
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for
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data
point
for electronic
equipment
ledpoints
lighting
service
vending
machines
and
pay
points.
LIGHT
electrical
box
mounted
within
the
counter
P.O.S:
2
x
220V
plug
mounted
in
a
sprinkler
plug
points
to
be
concealed
in
housing.
E-1
electrical
point
for
lighting
behind
signage
double
220V
floor
mounted
plug
points
to
double
220V
floor
mounted
plug
points
to
service
vending
machines
and
pay
points;
plug
points
to
be
Projector
Compatible with standard ceiling cutouts of 150
L
structure;
wiring
indicated
by
dotted
line.
LIGHT
double
220V
floor
mounted
plug
points
to
plug
points
to
be
concealed
in
housing.
LIGHT
55x50mm
7.5W PARATHOM MR16 Professional LED
33 x 1
620
20460
247.5 W
82 lm/W
trianglewall mounted display lights.
electrical
point for
lighting behind
signage
LIGHT
ghting
LL HVAC
plug
points
tofloor
beindicated
concealed
in
housing.
mm or 200 mm
electrical
structure;
wiring
by
dotted
line.
PVC
electrical
box mounted within the Integrated
double
220V
mounted
plug
points
to
service
vending
and
pay
ghting
electrical point
point for
for lighting
lighting behind
behind signage
signage
distribution
board
double
220V
floor
mounted
plug
points
to
35 W 12 V 10° GU4
n
plug
points mounted
inpoints.
a
PVC
L smoke
service
vending
machines
and
pay
points.
electronic control gear for direct power
concealed
in machines
housing.
led lighting
ghting
led lighting [CT-3521] by ACDC
WIFI
point
double
220V
wall mounted
plug points,
ghting
double
220V
plug
points
mounted
in
a
PVC
extract
Chrome-plated.
lighting
lamp.
Lamp
is
dimmable
and
colour
is
warm
Projector
connection
counter
structure;
wiring
indicated
by
Projector
double
220V
plug
points
mounted
in
a
PVC
service
vending
machines
and
pay
points.
n
LIGHT
855
68
plug
points
to
be
concealed
in
housing.
downlighter
double
220V plug points mounted in a PVC
service
vending
machines
and
pay
double
220V
pointswithin
mounted
inpoints.
a PVC
aire
smoke
LIGHT
electrical
box
mounted
counter
plug
points
toplug
be
concealed
inthe
housing.
WIFI
point
s.d.
detector
Long lifetime (L70/B50): up to 30,000 h Reduce
ghting
mounted
1200mm
A.F.F.L.
electrical
box
mounted
within
the
counter
shopfront by Landlord
lease line as per Landlord
duct
electrical
point
for Landlord
spot lighting of feature
private
telephone
for
office
use
ghting
dotted
line.
x data
point
for
electronic
light switches
LIGHT
plug
points
to
be
concealed
in
housing.
aire
white [827 GU5.3] by OSRAM
electrical
box2mounted
within
the
countertext
double
220V
points
mounted
in
a
PVC
shopfront
byindicated
Landlord
lease line
as per
electrical
box
mounted
within
the
counter
LIGHT
plug
points
toplug
be
concealed
in
housing.
s.d. TT detector
ghting
structure;
wiring
by
dotted
line.
batten
electrical
point
for
spot
lighting
of
feature
double
220V
plug
points
mounted
in
a
PVC
EMERGENCY
electrical
point
for
spot
lighting
of
feature
ghting
structure;
wiring
indicated
by
dotted
line.
T
DECOSTAR 35 35 W 12 V 10° GU4
timber
luminaire
walls
double
220V
plug
points
mounted
in
a
PVC
double
220V
plug
points
mounted
in
a
PVC
electrical
box
mounted
within
the
counter
structure;
wiring
electrical
point
for
oven
electrical
point
for
spot
lighting
of
feature
equipment
SPOTLIGHT
structure;
wiring
indicated
by
dotted
line.
data
point
forplug
electronic
equipment
T Aircon
structure; wiring indicated
by dotted line.Family data sheet
electrical
box
mounted
the
counter
structure;
wiring
indicated
by dotted
line.
wall washer
double
220V
pointswithin
mounted
in a
PVC
luminaire
walls
n
Shopfront Spotlights
electrical
box
mounted
within
the
counter
LIGHTS
walls
SPEAKER
AS PER
double 220V
floor
plug points to
electrical
point
formounted
oven
n
data
pointwiring
forby
electronic
equipment
electrical
box
mounted
within
the
counter
walls
ghting
Product data sheet
batten
n
wall
washer
duct
structure;
indicated
by
dotted
line.
batten
indicated
dotted
line.
EMERGENCY
electrical
box
mounted
within
the
counter
ghting
double
220V
wall
mounted
plugpay
points,
n
aire
EMERGENCY
structure;
wiring
indicated
by
dotted
line.
double 220V
220V
plug
points mounted
mounted
in a
a
PVC
SPECIALIST
service
vending
machines
and
points.
Add to notepad
aire
wihite
and
wood
double
plug
points
in
PVC
structure;
wiring
indicated
by
dotted
line.
Lunis
2
Spot
LED
downlighter
with
plaster
46W ECG Professional LED lamp. Lamp
29 x1
3830
111070
1334 W
83 lm/W
ghting
luminaire
aire
distribution
board
electrical
point
for
under
counter
luminaire
ghting
n
LIGHTS
H
structure;
wiring
indicated
by
dotted
line.
mounted
300mm
A.F.F.L.
aire
LIGHTS
sprinkler
T
shopfront
double
220V
plug
points
mounted
in
a
PVC
Energy Label
n
electrical
box
mounted
within
the
counter
SPOTLIGHT
plug points
to be
concealed
in housing. Product family: important
double
220V
plug
points
mounted
in
a
PVC
WIFI
point
electrical
box
mounted
within
the
counter
electrical
point
for
under
counter
n
H
Hydroboil
data
pointbox
for mounted
electronicwithin
equipment
aire
ring;
spotlight is rotatable and tiltable
colour is 4000K . Lamp as part of luminaire by Lamp supplement
shopfront
data at a glance
n
spotlight
electrical
the
aire
WIFI
point
data
point
for
electronic
equipment
structure;
wiring
indicated
by
dotted
line.
triangle
CAMERA
data
point
for
electronic
equipment
electrical
box
within
the counter
counter
lightpoint
switches
data
point
for
electronic
equipment
structure;
indicated
by
dotted
line.
Hydroboil
aire
data
for electronic equipment
P.O.S: 2 x 220V plug points mounted in a
E-1 HVAC
sprinkler
data
pointwiring
for mounted
electronic
equipment
sprinkler
spotlight
aire
[5DN31K77VL339E]
by
OSRAM
OSRAM
P.O.S:
2
x
220V
plug
points
mounted
in
a
structure;
wiring
indicated
by
dotted
line.
E-1
n
double 220V23wall
mounted plug points,
smoke
P.O.S:
2
plug
points
in
structure;
wiring
indicated
by dotted line.
E-1
n
PVC electrical
box mounted
within the
data
point
for
electronic
P.O.S:
2 xx 220V
220V box
plug
points mounted
mounted
in a
a
electrical
point
for
oven equipment
W 3000
E-1 extract
downlighter
electrical point
forK under shelving lighting
switches
data
point
for
electronic
equipment
S mounted
washer
PVC
electrical
mounted
within
the
n
led
lighting
aire
1200mm
A.F.F.L.
s.d.
Technical data
detector
PVC
electrical
box
mounted
within
the
data
point
for
electronic
equipment
n
electrical
point
for
oven
duct
aire
WIFI
point
counter
structure;
wiring
indicated
by
Projector
point
forpoints
under mounted
shelving lighting
PVC
electrical
boxwiring
mounted
withinby
the
switches
data
point
for electronic equipment
washer
double 220V
plug
in a PVC
S electrical
WIFI
point
WIFIsmoke
point
counter
structure;
indicated
smoke
aire
WIFI
point
WIFI
point
counter
structure;
wiring
indicated
by
aire
WIFI
point
dotted
line.
2
x
data
point
for
electronic
SPOTLIGHT
counter
structure;
wiring
indicated
by and Floor Mounted Spotlights
Wall
electrical box mounted
within the counter
for under equipment
counter
Electrical data
s.d.
detector
H electrical
data
pointpoint
for electronic
electronic
timber luminaire
dotted line.
line.
2
data
point
for electronic
electronic
wallDLwasher
s.d.
detector
ront
SPEAKER
AS 2
PER
data
point
for
dotted
xxx data
double 220V floor
mounted
plug
point
Aircon
PUNCTOLED
23 W 3000
K points to
equipment
electrical
under equipment
counter
dotted
line.
2
data point
point for
for electronic
WIFI
point
Hby WIFI
point
for oven
shopfront by Landlord
lease line as per Landlord
structure;
wiring
indicated
by
dotted
line.
Hydroboil
Nominal wattage
35.0 W
1
data
point
for
electronic
equipment
ront
7
equipment
electrical
point
for
lighting
behind
signage
WIFI
point
washer
6
shopfront
Landlord
lease
line
as
per
Landlord
electrical
point
for
oven
data
point
for
electronic
equipment
225 x 169 x 120mm wall or floorL mounted
15W LED lamp/ Lamp colour is: 4000K. Lamp
14 x 1
1400
19600
210 W
93 lm/W
2
ght
SPECIALIST
equipment
service
vending
machines
and pay points.
electrical
point
for
oven
duct
electrical
for
oven
WIFI
point point
electrical
point
for
oven
washer
Hydroboil
equipment
electrical
point
for
oven
wall
washer
washer
batten
electrical
point
for
lighting
behind
signage
Product
data
sheet
wall
washer
Nominal
voltage
12.0
V
ght
L plug points to be concealed
EMERGENCY
washer
wihite and wood
T
SPOTLIGHT
shopfront in housing.
CL
LED
Spotlight
10.
powder
coated
white.
as
part
of
luminaire
by
OSRAM.
electrical
point
for
oven
distribution
board
Add
to
notepad
WIFI point
point point for oven
luminaire
Rated wattage
35.00 W
washer
under counter
LIGHTS
shelving lighting
WIFI
H
hes
distribution
board
S electrical
spotlight
CAMERA
washer
point
for
oven
ront
electrical
under
counter
distribution
H
Energy
under
counter
washer
point
for
oven
[5AA322503W0A] by OSRAM H
WIFI
point
forLabel
under
counter
ront
H
electrical
shelving lighting
distribution board
board
electrical point
spot lighting
of feature
hes
triangle
electrical
point
for
Hydroboil
Power factor λ
1.00
point
for
under
counter
S
Hydroboil
WIFI
point
shopfront
T
ront
H
washer
HVAC
shopfront
ront
ght
Hydroboil
light switches
for spot lighting
of feature
data
pointpoint
for electronic
equipment
Hydroboil
Hydroboil
ght
electrical
point for
for oven
under
counter
T electrical
walls
H
Hydroboil
sprinkler
light
switches
spotlight
ght
electrical
extract point
spotlight
under
counter
ront
switches
light
switches
led
lighting
H
ght
electrical
point
for
oven
washer
downlighter
electrical
point
for
under
counter
Photometrical data
ront
light
switches
walls
H
washer
Projector
Hydroboil
double
220V
plug
points
mounted
in a PVC
ront
electrical
under
counter
point for
for oven
oven
H
duct
under
lighting
Hydroboil
ght
hes
point
electrical
lighting
behind
signage
ront
washer
Tree Lights
LS
electrical
point
coldshelving
room
equipment
Hydroboil
ght
electrical
point
forfor
under
shelving
lighting
Nominal useful luminous flux 90°
430 lm
washer
hes
S
switches
electrical
box
mounted
within
the
counter
hes
ght
Hydroboil
point
for
under
shelving
lighting
S
switches
electrical
point
for
lighting
behind
signage
under
shelving
lighting
S WIFI point
LS electrical
hes
smoke
point
for
under
counter
ght
Technical data
SPOTLIGHT
H
electrical
point
for
under
counter
Luminous intensity
5000 cd
ront
H
wiring indicated by dotted line.
66.5 x 101 x 98.5 suspended Linearstructure;
continuous
14 W LED Lamp; lamp colour is 3000K; Lamp is
44.460 x 1m
2100
93366
622.44 W
150 lm/W
ront
electrical
for under
under counter
shelving
lighting
SPEAKERpoint
AS PER
hes
S
electrical
point
for
s.d.
detector
Hydroboil
H
shelving
lighting
electrical
point
for
under
counter
hes
S
Hydroboil
H
Color temperature
2900 K
ront
ght
electrical
point
for
under
shelving
lighting
hes
ront
S
ght
batten
electrical
point
for
under
shelving
lighting
P.O.S:
2
x
220V
plug
points
mounted
in
a
SPECIALIST
point
spot
lighting
of
feature
E-1
Electrical
data
electrical
for
under
shelving
lighting
EMERGENCY
light;
powder-coated
white
aluminium
fitting
part
of
luminaire
by
OSRAM
hes
T
Hydroboil
S
electrical
point
for
lighting
behind
signage
Hydroboil point for lighting
LTL electrical
ght
electrical
pointbox
for oven
spot lighting
of feature
behind
signage
2 x 220V
plug
points mounted
in a
ght
T
E-1 P.O.S:
luminaire
68
SPOTLIGHT
electrical
mounted
withinsignage
the
walls
wall washer
electrical point
for
lighting
behind
signage
LIGHTS
electrical
pointOperating
for lighting
behind
mode
ECG
L PVC
point
for
lighting
behind lighting
signage
cut to shape with PMA Matt Opal
Profile
under
shelving
LLS
hes
S electrical
electrical
point
for
under
shelving
lighting
walls
hes
PVC
electrical
box
mounted
withinby
the
counter
structure;
wiring
indicated
CAMERA
electrical
point
for
lighting
behind
signage
L
Nominal wattage
24.0 W
electrical
point
forfor
under
shelving
lighting
hes
electrical
point
lighting
behind
signage
electrical
point
for
lighting
behind
signage
under
shelving
lighting
ceiling hanger
hes
Diffuser; [I215J] by Regent Lighting
LS
point
for
equipment
counter
structure;
indicated
by
electrical
point
forwiring
under
counter
electrical
point
behind
signage
H data
dotted
line.
2 xelectronic
data
point
for electronic
sprinkler
LS
point for
for lighting
spot lighting
of feature
shopfront
TLT electrical
electrical
behind
signage
Nominal voltage
230 V
electrical point
point for
for lighting
spot lighting
lighting
of feature
feature
to be securely
dotted
line.
2
x
data
point
for
electronic
electrical
point
for
spot
of
Hydroboil
electrical point for spot lighting of feature
led lighting
T equipment
electrical
point for spot lighting of feature
spotlight
TT walls
Projector
fixed to slab /
electrical
point
for
lighting
behind
signage
equipment
LT walls
walls
walls
point
for
lighting
behind
signage
electrical
spot
lighting
of
feature
electrical
point
for
spot
lighting
of
feature
walls
L
walls
P.O.S: 2 x 220V
points
mounted
in a
E-1
Photometrical data
pointplug
for lighting
spot
lighting
of
feature
smoke
TTL electrical
WIFI point
point
for
behind
signage
trusses above
electrical
spot
lighting
of
feature
point
for
lighting
behind
signage
P.O.S:
2 x 220V
plug
points
mounted
in a
walls
LT PVC
E-1
electrical point
for under shelving lighting
electrical
pointbox
for spot
lighting
of feature
switches
board
electrical
mounted
within
the
S distribution
s.d.
walls
detector
Color temperature
3000 K
walls
distribution
board
PVC
electrical
box
mounted
within
the
walls
structure;
wiring
indicated
by in a PVC electrical box mounted within the counter structure;
12mm gypsum
electrical
for
spot
lighting
of
flux
1900 lm
TT counter
P.O.S:structure;
2point
x 220V
mounted
batten
electrical
point
forplug
spotpoints
lighting
of feature
feature
electrical
pointLuminous
for oven
EMERGENCY
light switches
counter
wiring
indicated
byin a
wall washer
dotted
line.
2 x plug
data
point
for
electronic
plasterboard
P.O.S:
2
x
220V
points
mounted
E-1
electrical
point
for
spot
lighting
of
feature
walls
T
electrical
point
for
spot
lighting
of
feature
Light
color
(designation)
Warm
white
luminaire
walls
light
P.O.S:
2
xx indicated
220V
plug
points
mounted
a
T dotted
E-1
LIGHTS
wiring
by
dotted
line.
2 x in
data
2 x box
data
point
for
electronic
P.O.S:
2
plug
points
mounted
in
a
E-1
P.O.S:switches
2 x 220V
points mounted
in a
E-1
equipment
P.O.S:
2 line.
x 220V
220V
plug
points
mounted
in
a point for electronic equipment
pointplug
for lighting
behind signage
PVC
electrical
mounted
within
the
E-1
walls
L electrical
ceiling /
walls
PVC
electrical
box
mounted
within
the
http://www.osram.com/osram_com/products/luminaires/indoorluminaires/downlights/punctoleddl/index.jsp
1/3
equipment
point
for under
counter
PVC electrical
box
mounted
within the
H electrical
P.O.S:
2
xxstructure;
220V
plug
points
mounted
in
a
PVC
electrical
box
mounted
withinby
the
E-1
counter
wiring
indicated
shopfront
P.O.S:
2
220V
plug
points
mounted
in
a
E-1
services void
counter
structure;
wiring
indicated
by
sprinkler
P.O.S:
2
x
220V
plug
points
mounted
in
a
E-1
Hydroboil
counter
structure;
wiring
indicated
by
counter structure; wiring indicated by
shopfront by Landlord
lease line as per Landlord
PVC
electrical
box
mounted
within
the
counter
wiring
indicated
by
P.O.S:
2 line.
xstructure;
220V
plug
points
mounted
in a
dotted
2 xboard
data
point
for
electronic
spotlight
distribution
board
distribution
PVC
electrical
box
mounted
within
the
shopfront byE-1
Landlord
lease
line
as
per
Landlord
dotted
line.
2
x
data
point
for
electronic
PVC
electrical
mounted
within
the
dotted
line.
2
xx box
data
point
for
electronic
electrical
point
for spot
lighting
of feature
distribution
board
dotted line.
2 x data
point
for electronic
ceiling hanger bright white
counter
structure;
wiring
indicated
by
T
dotted
line.
2
data
point
for
electronic
PVC
electrical
box
mounted
within
the
equipment
counter
structure;
wiring
indicated
by
P.O.S:
2 xxstructure;
220V plug
plug
points
mounted
in a
a
E-1
equipment
ceiling hanger
P.O.S:
2
220V
points
mounted
in
wiring
indicated
by
E-1 counter
equipment
walls
smoke
equipment
to be securely LED strip
light
switches
dotted
line.
2
xx data
point
for
electronic
point for under shelving lighting
switches
equipment
counter
wiring
indicated
by
S electrical
dotted
line.
2
data
point
for
electronic
P.O.S:
2
xxstructure;
220V
plug
points
mounted
in
a
PVC
electrical
box
mounted
within
the
E-1
P.O.S:
2
220V
plug
points
mounted
in
a
to be securely
E-1
switches
PVC
electrical
box
mounted
within
the
lighting
dotted
line.
2
x
data
point
for
electronic
light
switches
s.d. light
detector
fixed to slab /
equipment
dotted
line.
2 x box
data
point
forwithin
electronic
distribution
board
equipment
PVC
electrical
mounted
the
counter
structure;
wiring
indicated
by
PVC
electrical
boxwiring
mounted
withinby
the
fixed to slab /
distribution
board
counter
structure;
indicated
equipment
trusses
above
distribution
board
distribution
board
equipment
distribution
board
steel runner
counter
structure;
wiring
indicated
by
dotted
2
xx data
point
for
electronic
counterline.
structure;
wiring
indicated
by
trusses above
wall
washer
dotted
line.
2
data
point
for
electronic
150
light
switches
distribution
board
access
L electrical point for lighting behind signage
dotted
line.
2
equipment
light
switches
distribution
board
12mm gypsum structure
dotted
line.hatch
2 xx data
data point
point for
for electronic
electronic
equipment
light
switches
light
switches
distribution
board
light
switches
P.O.S:
2
x
220V
plug
points
mounted
in
a
E-1
steel runner
distribution
board
equipment
plasterboard
equipment
light
switches
shopfront
PVC electrical box mounted within the
structure
light
switches
distribution
board
light
distribution
board
ceiling /
spotlight
electrical
point forwiring
spot lighting
of feature
light switches
switches
counter structure;
indicated
by
T
distribution
12mm gypsum
distribution board
board
services void
walls
dotted line. 2 x data point for electronic
light
light switches
switches
plasterboard
switches
equipment
bright white
light
light switches
switches
ceiling
hanger
bright white LED
LED strip
to be securely strip lighting
distribution board
lighting
150
fixed to slab /
E-1 P.O.S: 2 x 220V plug points mounted in a
steel runner
light switches
trusses above
PVC
electrical box mounted within the
150
structure
counter structure; wiring indicated by
steel runner
dotted line. 2 x data point for electronic
structure
equipment
12mm gypsum
plasterboard
distribution board
ceiling hanger
bright white LED
light switches
to be securely
strip lighting
150
fixed to slab /
trusses above

[DUPLO SURFACE] by Spazio Lighting

(hrs)

energy
efficiency

line of bulkhead as per
Landlord

E-1

__

DUPLO SURFACE

Complete with Electronic
Control Gear

EQ

service life

Tubular fluorescent lamps 16 mm, high efficiency

Technical Characteristics
IP 40
Class I

Technical Characteristics
IP 40
Class I

EQ
Batten Luminaire

Product family datasheet

LUMILUX T5 HE

Complete with Electronic
Control Gear

Colours
05 Nat. Anodized

Back Single Single Asy.

(lumen/
watt)

lease line as per Landlord

1000

[LUMILUX FH28W/66 HE 10X1] by OSRAM

Light Sources
Linear Fluor. T5
2 x 54W/230V/G5
2 x 80W/230V/G5

FRONT OF HOUSE (requires 500 lux)

(watt)

lifespan

total wattage 280W

_ Public buildings
5x2
_
Offices
_ Shops
_
Supermarkets and department stores
_ Industry

28 W "T5" G5 Base, 1149mm High Efficiency

Light Sources
Linear Fluor. T5
2 x 54W/230V/G5
2 x 80W/230V/G5

EQ

(lumen x no
of lamps)

efficacy

Areas of application

Product Code
3980.2.05:
2 x 54W/230V/G5
3980.2.280.05
2 x 80W/230V/G5

Colours
05 Nat. Anodized

Back Single Single Asy.

1194x81x70mm Ceiling mounted Flourescent

EQ

distribution board

1490

20
500
500

BACK OF HOUSE (requires 300 lux)

DOUBLE

Technical Description
See DUPLO SURFACE

88 5

SPOTLIGHT
SPEAKER AS PER
SPECIALIST
T
SPOTLIGHT
CAMERA

600

36 3
500

HVAC
extract
duct

11

02

36 3

Aircon
duct

367

S

triangle

wihite and wood

0

03

367

36 3

The Maintainance Factor (MF) is based on the lamp survival
factor (LSF), the lamp lumen
H
00
maintenace
factor
(LLMF),
the
luminaire
maintenance
factor
(LMF) and room surface
0
0
1
30
0
0
3
maintenance
(RSMF). This number is approximate and is based on the lowest value lamp
type as
474a precaution.
52 5
47 4
52 5
MF = LLMF x LSF x LMF x RSMF = 0.9 x 0.97 x 0.88 x 0.80 = 0.7131564
4
timber luminaire

0
10

Aircon
duct

The Utilisation Factors (UF) is based on the room index of a space and the related light
00
10
52 5
output ratios
and reflection factors, taken from Bean, 2004.
52 5
40 3
Room Index = W/2H

2421

(lumen /
lamp)

total load

250

0

[DUPLO SURFACE] by Spazio Lighting

(luminaire x
lamp)

total lum.
flux

2600

30

0

Luminaire. Natural Anodised Aluminium.

luminous flux

DUPLO SURFACE

500

there are many factors and conditions on site that are out of the designer’s control. Thus the
H
calculations are based on average and assumed data, as per Bean, 2004.
30

1194x81x70mm Ceiling mounted Flourescent

bulkhead as per Landlord

500

Back Single Single Asy.

500

600

H

lamp
quantity

line of bulkhead as per
Landlord

Tubular fluorescent lamps 16 mm, high efficiency

1000

ceiling track for
MEX T22 Mirror Prestige
shopfront by
lease line as per Landlord
shopfront stacking
ilt-out box with
Landlord
reflected
here are not guarenteed by the designer
doors
as per specialist
upport frame byNote that the data and calculations
by
Landlord
ers
and need to be done and certified by the lighting engineer. This is due to the fact that

2421
Batten
Luminaire

lamp image

LUMILUX T5 HE

500

Ceiling to be flush plaster, painted white, with 25mm shadowline all round.

500

line of bulkhead as per
Landlord

lamp specification

500

private telephone for office use
timber luminaire

Data and images for lamps and luminaires taken from the following sources as indicated:
600
OSRAM, 2015; Eurolux, 2015; Illumina Lighting, 2015; Spazio Lighting, 2015; Arora Lights, 2015;
ACDC, 2015.

831

3mm RIMEX T22 Mirror Prestige Gold
built-out box with timber support
frame by shopfitters

Product family datasheet

light switches

831

line of bulkhead as per
Landlord

lease line as per Landlord

luminaire image
distribution board

831

3mm RIMEX T22 Mirror Prestige Gold
built-out box with timber support
frame by shopfitters

distribution board
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Table 1: Lighting calculations, Electrical and Ceiling legends, and General Notes
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00
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point for under counterH electrical
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H electrical
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shopfront
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ber support frame by
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2
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electrical
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wall
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6.5.8  Typical Counter Detailing
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Scale 1:10
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Scale 1:10

Figure 6.5.8-A

Figure 6.5.8-C

Figure 6.5.8-B

Figure 6.5.8-D

Chapter 6 Embedded Captions:
Figure 6.1. C
 ollage of images indicating the translatable elements
of the roll-out strategy. Images for Materiality, Triangle
Wall Feature, Counters, Pendent Lighting, Floor inserts,
Shopfront and Shelving and Planting all done by Author,
2015; Allusion to Aztec temple taken from: Pinimg, 2015
Figure 6.2. Diagram illustrating the Site Approach by Author, 2015.
Figure 6.4.1 Perspective of Model A by Author, 2015
Figure 6.4.2.A Perspective of Model B by Author, 2015.
Figure 6.4.2.B Plan of Model B by Author, 2015
Figure 6.4.2.C Section of Model B by Author, 2015
Figure 6.4.3. A Perspective of Model C by Author, 2015
Figure 6.4.3 B Detailing of Model C by Author, 2015
Figure 6.5.1 Walkthrough of Model A by Author, 2015
Figure 6.5.2.A Model A - Ground Floor Plan by Author, 2015
Figure 6.5.2.B Model A - Mezzanine Floor Plan
Figure 6.5.2.C Model A - Section 1
Figure 6.5.2.D Model A - Section 2
Figure 6.5.2.E Model A - Section 3
Figure 6.5.3 Narrative of Experience. All images by Author, 2015
Figure 6.5.4.A-1 Model A - Closed Shopfront by Author, 2015
Figure 6.5.4.A-2 Perspective of Model A - Closed Shopfront by
Author, 2015
Figure 6.5.4.B Colour study. Images taken from (Clockwise from
Top Left): Phillips, 2015; Jaubert, 2015; izvergil, 2012; Jozi
Blue, 2014; Forest, 2014; nardoxic, 2012; Plant Village,
2012
Figure 6.5.4. C Diagram indicating Water Reticulation by Author,
2015
Figure 6.5.4.D Diagram indicating Ventilation by Author, 2015
Figure 6.5.4.E The Cocoa Filtering Process by Author, 2015.
Figure 6.5.5.A Model A – Reflected Ceiling Plan – Ground Floor by
Author, 2015
Figure 6.5.5.B Model A – Reflected Ceiling Plan – Mezzanine Level  
by Author, 2015
Figure 6.5.5.C Model A – Electrical Plan – Ground Floor by Author,
2015
Figure 6.5.5.D Model A –Electrical Plan – Mezzanine Level  by
Author, 2015
Figure 6.5.5.E Section indicating Lighting (Section 1) by Author,
2015
Figure 6.5.5.F Section indicating Lighting (Section 2) by Author,
2015
Figure 6.5.5.G Bulkhead Detail 1 by Author, 2015
Figure 6.5.5.H Bulkhead Detail 2 by Author, 2015
Figure 6.5.5.i Bulkhead Detail 3 by Author, 2015
Figure 6.5.5.J Bulkhead Detail 4 by Author, 2015
Figure 6.5.5.K Bulkhead Detail 5 by Author, 2015
Figure 6.5.6 Detailing Through the Staircase by Author, 2015
Figure 6.5.7 Triangle Wall Feature Detailing by Author, 2015
Figure 6.5.8-A Typical Counter Detail - Standard Counter by Author,
2015
Figure 6.5.8-B Typical Counter Detail - Point of Sales by Author, 2015
Figure 6.5.8-C Typical Counter Detail - Nibb/Topping Counter by
Author, 2015
Figure 6.5.8-D Typical Counter Detail - Demonstration Counter by
Author, 2015
Figure 6.5.9Potential Paid Customer Experiences for the
Experience Room. Images taken from (from Left to
Right): De Villiers 2, 2015; Trip Advisor 2, 2015; Highball
HooDoo, 2015; Dolce Vita Spinelli, 2013; De Villiers 2,
2015
Figure 6.5.10 Perspective of Model A by Author, 2015
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7.1 Conclusion Summary
At the beginning of this dissertation, it was
asked how we as designers could create a
three dimensional brand experience that
promotes brand loyalty and awareness and a
profitable future.

Whereas my original plan was to just design
a retail concept store I had to change my
approach to expand the design an entire
look and feel that could form a basis for DV
Chocolate’s new brand identity.

It was also hypothesized that a combination
of branding, sensory marketing and
environmental psychology principles could
be used together in order to accomplish
this. To investigate how this could be done
this dissertation has looked at how these
three elements can work together in order to
produce a memorable and positive brand
experience for the user.

Once that was achieved I had then apply to
apply it across a number of scales to ensure a
consistent image of the brand was created.

It is also my belief that retail design needs
to become integrated into the interior
architecture syllabus and tertiary institutions,
even if only to give students a brief
understanding of what is involved in creating a
retail store.
It has been my experience that designers
tend to fall into a specialization too early on
in their career. Often this is a factor of the
commercial pressures and end up ‘learning
on the job’. However there is so much
involved in designing for the retail industry that
this information needs to become part of the
industry’s accessible body of knowledge.

In addition to this, this dissertation has looked
at how Königk’s Imaginal Interior (2015)
methodology can be understood, used and
implemented successfully and it is my hope
that this dissertation may serve as a guide for
future students in how to go about designing a
retail interior.

This knowledge needs to be supplemented
by other professional and industry specific
disciplines, using branding, marketing and
environmental psychology as examples which
that are often ignored in the interior design
industries.

It will not be possible to fully assess if, as well
as quantify the extent of this design’s success
at building brand awareness, loyalty and
profitability without fully implementing the
applied roll-out strategy in the real world.
However, based on the theoretical portion
discussed the indications are that this project
will have a positive impact on the brand’s
positioning and identity, and will result in a
successful outcome in the long run.

The design profession as a whole needs to feel
comfortable accessing and drawing from this
information so that they can exploit it and use
the information to make a more positive and
successful world in which to live.
In conclusion, over the last year I have gained
a much greater appreciation for retail design
and the role that we as interior architects can
play in this growing industry.

Through the research I have done in the
theoretical fields mentioned and research
required for the design work, I have also
looked at the role of the interior architect in
the retail design sector.
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I look forward to further educating myself in
the realm of retail design in the years to come
- putting theory into practice - improving others
experiences in the world around me.

I have come to the realization that the
realm of retail design is far wider than I could
have ever imagined, requiring a number of
specializations for implementation.

ce

»» T he type of music played in store should
be investigated and considered with
a specialist’s input. It is envisioned
that the music should be upbeat and
subtle, creating a warm and enjoyable
atmosphere for the customer.
»» The current uniform should be relooked
at and made consistent, fashion forward,
comfortable and professional for all staff in
order to create a consistent brand image.
»» Staff should be sourced from the local
communities for any particular store.
»» All staff should undergo extensive and
continuous training in customer relations
and in the running of the store. All staff
should understand and be able to answer
any questions about the DV Chocolate; its
heritage; its non-profit affiliates; the cocoa
and chocolate making processes; DV
Chocolate’s manufacturing process and
chocolate’s Aztec origins
»» Management needs to continuously
investigate new and innovative customer
experiences for the Experience room. Some
suggestions can be seen in the graphics
below. The experiences should be kept
short and to the point – long enough to
build a relationship with the customer but
short enough to move larger numbers of
people through during peak times.
»» Management should also look into potential
seasonal promotions of merchandise or
experiences that can be advertised and
exploited annually.
»» Management can also consider other
promotional events such as bringing in
celebrity chocolatiers or chocolate artists,
holding competitions, potentially hosting
book signings, etc. This then brings the
potential for additional merchandise such
as different books, etc., which will help to
rotate the merchandise and provide new
and exciting elements for return customers.

They are often overlooked and it is my belief
that many businesses could have benefited
significantly - both financially and in terms
of brand awareness - if an interior architect
specializing in retail design had been
consulted.

It also is hoped that De Villiers Artisan
Chocolate will benefit from this dissertation
and design proposal as it grows in both local
and international markets, potentially using this
design as a point from which they can build
their brand identity so that it reflects its artisanal
qualities and its luxuriousness to both the local
and international tourist markets.

ti n g E x p e r i e n

In addition to the design of the roll out
programme there are a number of elements
that DV Chocolate management should
consider so to keep the brand image
consistent across all platforms, examples of
which are listed below.

Unfortunately, from my experience it is my
opinion that interior architects currently do not
play a big enough role in the retail industry
sector.

This has resulted in the creation of a potentially
successful end product as a roll-out program
for DV Chocolate that embodies the 5 Ideals
identified in the brand analysis, as well as the
brand’s essence by growing, exploring and
exploiting the customer experience.

as
nT

7.2 Further Recommendations for
De Villiers Chocolate

Figure 7.1 : Potential Paid Customer Experiences for the Experience Room. Images taken from (from Left to Right): De Villiers 2, 2015; Trip Advisor 2, 2015; Highball HooDoo, 2015; Dolce Vita

Spinelli, 2013; De Villiers 2, 2015
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7.3 Further Recommendations

7.4 Contributions

7.5 Further Conclusions

»» In the beginning of this dissertation, it was
proposed that we can create a positive
brand experience that promotes brand
awareness and profit margins by harnessing
the knowledge imbedded in branding
sensory marketing and environmental
psychology.
»» It was found that for the full engagement
of all the senses, a project takes a full team
of designers, marketers and branding
specialists in order to full implement a
project. This is especially important on a
practice level where output has a much
shorter deadline than this project. Thus the
knowledge and use of levels of association,
environmental psychology, etc. need to
become second nature to designers in this
field in order to apply principles quickly and
effectively.
»» It was also found that concepts such as
building brand awareness and loyalty
cannot be tested in the real world due to
need for physical implementation of the
project prior to testing.
»» In addition, it was found that the project
cannot function alone, and needs to be
supported by elements that the designer
has less control over, such as the customer
service program or seasonal marketing
efforts.
»» However, based on the research
conducted throughout this project, the
project can be a successful one that will
benefit DV Chocolate by creating a positive
brand experience for the customer, thus
building brand awareness and profits
»» Further research however needs to be
conducted by the discipline in the retail
sector, and this content then needs to be
consolidated and become accessible for
retail designers to actually use.
»» The discipline also needs to expand
its horizons and further study, realise
and integrate elements of other nonrelated disciplines such as marketing and
psychology into our body of knowledge.
»» Findings further indicated that interior
architects or designers do not get included
in the retail strategy for companies at
an early enough stage, if at all and the
discipline needs to adjust its approach in
this area by providing a background in
retail design to designers at a student level
in order to change the perception of retail
design in the industry.

»» As
 research for this project was conducted
throughout the design process, the project
has much to offer in terms of both research
content and design methodology.
»» This project contributes to the interior
disciplines body of knowledge in the
realms of branding, sensory marketing and
environmental psychology
»» This is done especially through the literature
review where information has been
consolidated from a number of sources and
has been presented as a set of guidelines
from which future designers can work.
»» This project also contributes towards a
new approach for DV Chocolate in the
retail sector in terms of both future growth
and a cohesive look and feel for future
representations of the brand.
»» This project can be considered a
contribution to the proofing of Königk’s
methodology, illustrating that his
methodology is useable and does result in
relevant outcomes in terms of both research
and design.
»» This dissertation also contributed a pratical
and implementable action plan that
illustrates how Königk’s methodology can
be used in a real life context.

»» In conclusion, it is hoped that DV Chocolate
will be able to harness the information and
design outlined in this dissertation and use
it to benefit the future of their company
as it grows in both local and international
markets.
»» I have come to the realisation that the
realm of retail design is far wider than I
could have ever imagined, requiring the
input of a number of specialisations for
successful implementation.
»» It has also been concluded that retail
designers need to play a greater role
in the retail industry and that a body of
knowledge in this area of the discipline
needs to be built as an accessible
collective that all designers can draw from.
»» I have gained a much greater appreciation
for retail design and the role that we as
interior architects can play in this growing
industry.
»» Lastly, I look forward to further educating
myself in the realm of retail design in years
to come by putting this theory into practice
and improving the experiences of users on
different levels.
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Appendix A includes a small portion of
the precedent studies undertaken during
the conceptual design and brand
analysis portions of this dissertation.
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A1 						
Barbie Headquarters, Shanghai
»» DESIGNER : S lade Architecture and Ogilvy &
Mathers (BIG)
»» WHERE :
Shanghai, China
»» D.O.C. :
2009
»» CLIENT :
Mattel
This is the flagship store for Barbie and is home
to the world’s biggest and most extensive
Barbie collection. It also houses a range of
services and activities, including a cafe, a spa,
a design studio, a runway, etc. (Archdaily,
2009).

For DV Chocolate, this precedent shows the
possibility for the expansion of the brand to
include other experiences in store that are new
and exciting. This precedent further supports
the need and desire for a retail experience
store, over a store that only promotes
merchandise. It involves the user and immerses
them in the brand. This precedent also stands
an excellent example of brand translation
through associations that are used to create
meaning.

Besides the strong branding elements, the
store’s strengths lie in its clear but subtle levels
of association. Firstly, everything revolves
around Barbie and the staircase, both literally
and figuratively. This element dominates
the store, and manages the use of space.
Secondly, the staircase also child (bottom),
woman (top) and doll (middle) through level
difference and design. Thirdly, the store also
links past, present and future Barbie elements
through its programs and graphics. Lastly, the
store is able to portray the key Mattel/Barbie
traits of optimism and possibility through its
sleek, fun, fashionable, fantasy, playful and
modern interior (Archdaily, 2009).

Figure A - 1. Collage of photographs of Barbie Headquarters, Shanghai. Taken by: Baan, 2009.
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A2 						
Simple Restaurant, Kiev
»»
»»
»»
»»

DESIGNER : Brandon Agency
WHERE :
Kiev, Ukraine
D.O.C :
2015
CLIENT :
Simple.

This project involved the designer creating a
new type of fast-food restaurant, from logo
and corporate design to interior design.
The restaurant is focused on serving simple,
original food with a twist, using seasonal, local
ingredients (Contemporist, 2015).
In keeping with the concept of simplicity,
the designer created a casual and natural
atmosphere by using simple and organic
colours and materials, such as wood, craft
paper and plywood. Clever and interesting
details with a twist are used to create interest
in store, such as using a shovel for a door
handle, using rolling pins for a menu and rakes
as coat hooks (Contemporist, 2015).

For DV Chocolate, this precedent provides
a good example of what the look and feel
for this store could be. It is warm, inviting and
simple while clearly defining this store as an
artisan store. This has been accomplished
through the details like the shovel door handle.
This kind of interesting detail will be carried
through into the new store and it will show its
artisanal qualities through craftsmanship and
ingenuity. There is the potential for the new
store to follow in a similar vein to this store in
terms of aesthetics, which could fit fairly well
with the new store design for DV Chocolate.
This precedent also shows how a concept can
be carried through from logo and design, to
the realization of a store interior. This is a clear
and clever example of branding and how it
can be realized as a 3D experience.

In conclusion, the spirit of the store is simple,
warm and inviting. The concept of interesting
simplicity with a twist is carried through to every
detail of the store, creating a cohesive brand
identity (Contemporist, 2015).

Figure A - 2. Collage of photographs of Simple Restaurant, Kiev. Taken from: Contemporist, 2015.
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A3 						
100% Chocolate Cafe, Tokyo
»»
»»
»»
»»

DESIGNER : Wonderwall, Inc.
WHERE :
Tokyo, Japan
D.O.C :
2012
CLIENT :
Meiji

100% Chocolate Cafe is a chocolate store
and cafe that revolves around the concept
of a “Chef’s Table in the Kitchen”. This allows
Meiji, Japan’s largest chocolate manufacturer,
to showcase how their chocolate is made,
thus making the brand more accessible to
the customer. The concept is also translated
through the materials used in the cafe, such
as marble and stainless steel which would be
used in the traditional chocolatier kitchen
(Pollock, 2012).
One of the store’s greatest strengths is that it
makes the chocolate look expensive with the
use of a glass fridge that exudes the idea of
a vault. However, the fridge falls flat with its
lack of visual connection to the merchandise
nearby, and the lack of visual interest with a
monotonous colour scheme. In a similar vein,
the merchandise is lost to one side and the
branding is not consistently carried throughout
the store (Pollock, 2012).

The store also has a very recognizable ceiling,
reminiscent of a gigantic chocolate bar. This
feature has been successfully translated to
other outlets that promote the brand, but it
can be seen as overpowering and oppressive
(Pollock, 2012).
Lastly, the store has cleverly extended itself to
include a take-away or on-the-go area that
functions and increases revenue, even when
the cafe is closed. This also allows the customer
to enjoy a snippet of the brand experience,
without becoming too involved, thus extending
the brand experience in a different direction
(Pollock, 2012).
For DV Chocolate, this precedent shows the
importance of carrying the brand through
the design consistently. This precedent further
supports the idea of a cafe and shows the
oppertunity and potential success for a onthe-go outlet that would extend the store
experience. The glass fridge in the precedent
should also be considered as an excellent
way to promote the luxury of a product and
something similar could be used in the new
design.

Figure A - 3. Collage of photographs of 100% Chocolate Cafe, Tokyo. Taken by: Nacasa & Partners, 2012.
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A4 					
Bellagio Chocolate Fountain,
Las Vegas
»» DESIGNER : J ean-Philippe Maury and
Norwood and Antonia Oliver
Design Associates, Inc
»» WHERE :
B
 ellagio Hotel in Las Vegas,
Nevada, USA
»» D.O.C :
2012
»» CLIENT :
Jean-Philippe Maury

continuation of the brand and store identity
where glass is a central feature. Unfortunately
the store’s design does not live up to the
fantasy of the fountain. Furthermore, visitors
are often disappointed that they cannot use
the fountain for dipping like a real chocolate
fountain (Chocofountain, 2013).

This chocolate fountain is the largest chocolate
fountain in the world, and is used to promote
the Jean-Phillipe Patisserie in the Bellagio Hotel
(Chocofountain, 2013).

Overall, the fountain is a sight to behold with
its colour palette of cocoa, its shiny liquid
surface and refracted light through the glass
(Chocofountain, 2013).

Standing at 14ft. in store, the chocolate
fountain serves as a sensory marketing
device for the patisserie, providing both
visual stimulation and an aromatic draw card
for all passersby. This encourages potential
customers to follow the aromatic and visual
spectacle into the store. The fountain moves
almost a collective ton of milk, dark and white
chocolate from glass vessel to glass vessel,
creating a visible and exciting kinetic sculpture
(Chocofountain, 2013).

For DV Chocolate, this precedent shows
the possibility for the store’s own chocolate
fountain and proves that the concept is
possible. This precedent further shows that
sensory marketing is a valid tool for brand
promotion and awareness, and that this is an
available tool in a chocolate store design. It
also shows how much visitors value a brand
experience and the importance they lay upon
their expectations of a store. But it should be
noted that this chocolate fountain is enclosed
as an open and interactive chocolate
fountain may have certain health and safety
requirements.

Continuing the idea of sculpture, the entire
fountain is encased in a glass creation that
resembles a funnel. This glass sculpture is a

Figure A - 4. Collage of photographs of The Bellagio chocolate fountain. Taken by: McEvoy, 2013.
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The Grumbling Hive: Or Knaves Turned
Honest – Bernard Mandeville (1670-1733)
Taken from a passage edited by
J. Lynch, 2015
Original passage taken from
Mandeville’s 1705 edition of The
Grumbling Hive.
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The Grumbling Hive: Or,
Knaves Turn’d Honest
–
Bernard Mandeville, 1705

A Spacious Hive well stock’d with Bees,
That lived in Luxury and Ease;
And yet as fam’d for Laws and Arms,
As yielding large and early Swarms;
Was counted the great Nursery [5]
Of Sciences and Industry.
No Bees had better Government,
More Fickleness, or less Content.
They were not Slaves to Tyranny,
Nor ruled by wild Democracy; [10]
But Kings, that could not wrong, because
Their Power was circumscrib’d by Laws.
These Insects lived like Men, and all
Our Actions they perform’d in small:
They did whatever’s done in Town, [15]
And what belongs to Sword, or Gown:
Tho’ th’Artful Works, by nible Slight;
Of minute Limbs, ‘scaped Human Sight
Yet we’ve no Engines; Labourers,
Ships, Castles, Arms, Artificers, [20]
Craft, Science, Shop, or Instrument,
But they had an Equivalent:
Which, since their Language is unknown,
Must be call’d, as we do our own.
As grant, that among other Things [25]
They wanted Dice, yet they had Kings;
And those had Guards; from whence we may
Justly conclude, they had some Play;
Unless a Regiment be shewn
Of Soldiers, that make use of none. [30]

Without a Law-Suit, should be known.
They kept off Hearings wilfully, [65]
To finger the retaining Fee;
And to defend a wicked Cause,
Examin’d and survey’d the Laws;
As Burglars Shops and Houses do;
To find out where they’d best break through. [70]
Physicians valued Fame and Wealth
Above the drooping Patient’s Health,
Or their own Skill: The greatest Part
Study’d, instead of Rules of Art,
Grave pensive Looks, and dull Behaviour; [75]
To gain th’Apothecary’s Favour,
The Praise of Mid wives, Priests and all,
That served at Birth, or Funeral;
To bear with th’ever-talking Tribe,
And hear my Lady’s Aunt prescribe; [80]
With formal Smile, and kind How d’ye,
To fawn on all the Family;
And, which of all the greatest Curse is,
T’endure th’Impertinence of Nurses.
Among the many Priests of Jove, [85]
Hir’d to draw Blessings from Above,
Some few were learn’d and eloquent,
But Thousands hot and ignorant:
Yet all past Muster, that could hide
Their Sloth, Lust, Avarice and Pride; [90]
For which, they were as famed, as Taylors
For Cabbage; or for Brandy, Sailors:
Some meagre look’d, and meanly clad
Would mystically pray for Bread,
Meaning by that an ample Store, [95]
Yet lit’rally receiv’d no more;
And, whilst these holy Drudges starv’d,
Some lazy Ones, for which they serv’d,
Indulg’d their Ease, with all the Graces
Of Health and Plenty in their Faces. [100]

The Soldiers, that were forced to fight,
If they survived, got Honour by’t;
Tho’ some, that shunn’d the bloody Fray,
Had Limbs shot off, that ran away:
Some valiant Gen’rals fought the Foe; [105]
Others took Bribes to let them go:
Some ventur’d always, where ‘twas warm;
Lost now a Leg, and then an Arm;
Till quite disabled, and put by,
They lived on half their Salary; [110]
Whilst others never came in Play,
And staid at Home for Double Pay.
Their Kings were serv’d; but Knavishly
Cheated by their own Ministry;
Many, that for their Welfare slaved, [115]
Robbing the very Crown they saved:
Pensions were small, and they lived high,
Yet boasted of their Honesty.
Calling, whene’er they strain’d their Right,
The slipp’ry Trick a Perquisite; [120]
And, when Folks understood their Cant,
They chang’d that for Emolument;
Unwilling to be short, or plain,
In any thing concerning Gain:
For there was not a Bee, but would [125]
Get more, I won’t say, than he should;
But than he dared to let them know,
That pay’d for’t; as your Gamesters do,
That, tho’ at fair Play, ne’er will own
Before the Losers what they’ve won. [130]
But who can all their Frauds repeat!
The very Stuff, which in the Street
They sold for Dirt t’enrich the Ground,
Was often by the Buyers sound
Sophisticated with a Quarter [135]
Of Good-for-nothing, Stones and Mortar;
Tho’ Flail had little Cause to mutter,
Who sold the other Salt for Butter.

Vast Numbers thronged the fruitful Hive;
Yet those vast Numbers made ‘em thrive;
Millions endeavouring to supply
Each other’s Lust and Vanity;
Whilst other Millions were employ’d, [35]
To see their Handy-works destroy’d;
They furnish’d half the Universe;
Yet had more Work than Labourers.
Some with vast Stocks, and little Pains
Jump’d into Business of great Gains; [40]
And some were damn’d to Sythes and Spades,
And all those hard laborious Trades;
Where willing Wretches daily sweat,
And wear out Strength and Limbs to eat:
Whilst others follow’d Mysteries, [45]
To which few Folks bind Prentices;
That want no Stock, but that of Brass,
And may set up without a Cross;
As Sharpers, Parasites, Pimps, Players,
Pick-Pockets, Coiners, Quacks, Sooth-Sayers, [50]
And all those, that, in Enmity
With down-right Working, cunningly
Convert to their own Use the Labour
Of their good-natur’d heedless Neighbour:
These were called Knaves; but, bar the Name, [55]
The grave Industrious were the Same.
All Trades and Places knew some Cheat,
No Calling was without Deceit.
The Lawyers, of whose Art the Basis
Was raising Feuds and splitting Cases, [60]
Opposed all Registers, that Cheats
Might make more Work with dipt Estates;
As were’t unlawful, that one’s own,
Figure B - 1 Bee Hive. Taken from Sumerianalien.com, 2015
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Justice her self, famed for fair Dealing,
By Blindness had not lost her Feeling; [140]
Her Left Hand, which the Scales should hold,
Had often dropt ‘em, bribed with Gold;
And, tho’ she seem’d impartial,
Where Punishment was corporal,
Pretended to a reg’lar Course, [145]
In Murther, and all Crimes of Force;
Tho’ some, first Pillory’d for Cheating,
Were hang’d in Hemp of their own beating;
Yet, it was thought, the Sword the bore
Check’d but the Desp’rate and the Poor; [150]
That, urg’d by mere Necessity,
Were tied up to the wretched Tree
For Crimes, which not deserv’d that Fate,
But to secure the Rich, and Great.
Thus every Part was full of Vice, [155]
Yet the whole Mass a Paradice;
Flatter’d in Peace, and fear’d in Wars
They were th’Esteem of Foreigners,
And lavish of their Wealth and Lives,
The Ballance of all other Hives. [160]
Such were the Blessings of that State;
Their Crimes conspired to make ‘em Great;
And Vertue, who from Politicks
Had learn’d a Thousand cunning Tricks,
Was, by their happy Influence, [165]
Made Friends with Vice: And ever since
The worst of all the Multitude
Did something for the common Good.
This was the State’s Craft, that maintain’d
The Whole, of which each Part complain’d: [170]
This, as in Musick Harmony,
Made Jarrings in the Main agree;
Parties directly opposite
Assist each oth’r, as ‘twere for Spight;
And Temp’rance with Sobriety [175]
Serve Drunkenness and Gluttonny.
The Root of evil Avarice,
That damn’d ill-natur’d baneful Vice,
Was Slave to Prodigality,
That Noble Sin; whilst Luxury. [180]
Employ’d a Million of the Poor,
And odious Pride a Million more
Envy it self, and Vanity
Were Ministers of Industry;
Their darling Folly, Fickleness [185]
In Diet, Furniture, and Dress,
That strange, ridic’lous Vice, was made
The very Wheel, that turn’d the Trade.
Their Laws and Cloaths were equally
Objects of Mutability; [190]
For, what was well done for a Time,
In half a Year became a Crime;
Yet whilst they alter’d thus their Laws,
Still finding and correcting Flaws,
They mended by Inconstancy [195]
Faults, which no Prudence could foresee.
Thus Vice nursed Ingenuity,
Which join’d with Time; and Industry
Had carry’d Life’s Conveniencies,
It’s real Pleasures, Comforts, Ease, [200]
To such a Height, the very Poor
Lived better than the Rich before;
And nothing could be added more:
How vain is Mortals Happiness!
Had they but known the Bounds of Bliss; [205]
And, that Perfection here below
Is more, than Gods can well bestow,
The grumbling Brutes had been content
With Ministers and Government.
But they, at every ill Success, [210]
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Like Creatures lost without Redress,
Cursed Politicians, Armies, Fleets;
Whilst every one cry’d, Damn the Cheats,
And would, tho’ Conscious of his own,
In Others barb’rously bear none. [215]
One, that had got a Princely Store,
By cheating Master, King, and Poor,
Dared cry aloud; The Land must sink
For all its Fraud; And whom d’ye think
The Sermonizing Rascal chid? [220]
A Glover that sold Lamb for Kid.
The last Thing was not done amiss,
Or cross’d the Publick Business;
But all the Rogues cry’d brazenly,
Good Gods, had we but Honesty! [225]
Merc’ry smiled at th’Impudence;
And Others call’d it want of Sence,
Always to rail at what they loved:
But Jove, with Indignation moved,
At last in Anger swore, he’d rid [230]
The bawling Hive of Fraud, and did.
The very Moment it departs,
And Honsty fills all their Hearts;
There shews ‘em, like the Instructive Tree,
Those Crimes, which they’re ashamed to see?
[235]

Which now in Silence they confess,
By Blushing at their Uglyness;
Like Children, that would hide their Faults,
And by their Colour own their Thoughts;
Imag’ning, when they’re look’d upon, [240]
That others see, what they have done.
But, Oh ye Gods! What Consternation,
How vast and sudden was the Alteration!
In half an Hour, the Nation round,
Meat fell a Penny in the Pound. [245]
The Mask Hypocrisie’s flung down,
From the great Statesman to the Clown:
And some, in borrow’d Looks well known,
Appear’d like Strangers in their own.
The Bar was silent from that Day; [250]
For now the willing Debtors pay,
Even what’s by Creditors forgot;
Who quitted them, who had it not.
Those, that were in the Wrong, stood mute,
And dropt the patch’d vexatious Suit. [255]
On which, since nothing less can thrive,
Than Lawyers in an honest Hive,
All, except those, that got enough,
With Ink-horns by their Sides trooped off.
Justice hang’d some, set others free; [260]
And, after Goal-delivery,
Her Presence be’ng no more requier’d,
With all her Train, and Pomp retir’d.
First marched ‘some Smiths, with Locks and
Grates,
Fetters, and Doors with Iron-Plates; [265]
Next Goalers, Turnkeys, and Assistants:
Before the Goddess, at some distance,
Her cheif and faithful Minister
Squire Catch, the Laws great Finisher,
Bore not th’imaginary Sword, [270]
But his own Tools, an Ax and Cord;
Then on a Cloud the Hood-wink’d fair
Justice her self was push’d by Air:
About her Chariot, and behind,
Were Sergeants, ‘Bums of every kind, [275]
Tip-Staffs, and all those Officers,
That squeese a Living out of Tears.
Tho’ Physick liv’d, whilst Folks were ill,
None would prescribe, but Bees of Skill;
Which, through the Hive dispers’d so wide, [280]

That none of ‘em had need to ride,
Waved vain Disputes; and strove to free
The Patients of their Misery;
Left Drugs in cheating Countries grown,
And used the Product of their own, [285]
Knowing the Gods sent no Disease
To Nations without remedies.
Their Clergy rouz’d from Laziness,
Laid not their Charge on Journey-Bees;
But serv’d themselves, exempt from Vice, [290]
The Gods with Pray’r and Sacrifice;
All those, that were unfit, or knew,
Their Service might be spared, withdrew;
Nor was their Business for so many,
(If th’Honest stand in need of any.) [295]
Few only with the High-Priest staid,
To whom the rest Obedience paid:
Himself, employ’d in holy Cares;
Resign’d to others State Affairs:
He chased no Starv’ling from his Door, [300]
Nor pinch’d the Wages of the Poor:
But at his House the Hungry’s fed,
The Hireling finds unmeasur’d Bread,
The needy Trav’ler Board and Bed.
Among the King’s great Ministers, [305]
And all th’inferiour Officers
The Change was great; for frugally
They now lived on their Salary.
That a poor Bee should Ten times come
To ask his Due, a trifling Sum, [310]
And by some well hir’d Clerk be made,
To give a Crown, or ne’er be paid;
Would now be called a down-right Cheat,
Tho’ formerly a Perquisite.
All Places; managed first by Three, [315]
Who watch’d each other’s Knavery,
And often for a Fellow-feeling,
Promoted, one anothers Stealing,
Are happily supply’d by one;
By which some Thousands more are gone. [320]
No Honour now could be content,
To live, and owe for what was spent.
Liveries in Brokers Shops are hung,
They part with Coaches for a Song;
Sell Stately Horses by whole Sets; [325]
And Country Houses to pay Debts.
Vain Cost is shunn’d as much as Fraud;
They have no forces kept Abroad;
Laugh at the Esteem of Foreigners,
And empty Glory got by Wars; [330]
They fight but for their Country’s Sake,
When Right or Liberty’s at Stake.
Now mind the glorious Hive, and see,
How Honesty and Trade agree:
The Shew is gone, it thins apace; [335]
And looks with quite another Face,
For ‘twas not only that they went,
By whom vast Sums were Yearly spent;
But Multitudes, that lived on them,
Were daily forc’d to do the same. [340]
In vain to other Trades they’d fly;
All were o’re-stocked accordingly.
The Price of Land, and Houses falls
Mirac’lous Palaces, whose Walls,
Like those of Thebes, were raised by Play, [345]
Are to be let; whilst the once gay,
Well-seated Houshould Gods would be
More pleased t’expire in Flames, than see;
The mean Inscription on the Door
Smile at the lofty Ones they bore. [350]
The Building Trace is quite destroy’d,

Artificers are not employ’d;
No Limner for his Art is famed;
Stone-cutters, Garvers are not named.
Those, that remain’d, grown temp’rate, strive,
[355]

So how to spend; but how to live;
And, when they paid the Tavern Score,
Resolv’d to enter it no more:
No Vintners Jilt in all the Hive
Could wear now Cloth of Gold and thrive; [360]
Nor Torcol; such vast sums advance,
For Burgundy and Ortelans;
The Courtier’s gone, that with his Miss
Supp’d at his House on Christmass Peas;
Spending as much in two Hours stay, [365]
As keeps a Troop of Horse a Day.
The Haughty Chloe; to live Great,
Had made her Husband rob the State:
But now she sells her Furniture,
Which the Indies had been ransack’d for; [370]
Contracts the expensive Bill of Fare,
And wears her strong Suit a whole Year:
The slight and fickle Age is past;
And Cloaths, as wel as Fashions last.
Weavers that ioyn’d rich Silk with Plate, [375]
And all the Trades subordinate,
Are gone. Still Peace and Plenty reign,
And every thing is cheap, tho’ plain;
Kind Nature, free from Gard’ners Force,
Allows all Fruits in her own Course; [380]
But Rarities cannot be had,
Where Pains to get ‘em are not paid.
As Pride and Luxury decrease,
So by degrees they leave the Seas,
Not Merchants now; but Companies [385]
Remove whole Manufacturies.
All Arts and Crafts neglected lie;
Content the Bane of Industry,
Makes ‘em admire their homely Store,
And neither seek, nor covet more. [390]

But bravely fighting for their own;
Their Courage and Integrity
At last were crown’d with Victory. [400]
They triumph’d not without their Cost,
For many Thousand Bees were lost.
Hard’ned with Toils, and Exercise
They counted Ease it self a Vice;
Which so improv’d their Temperance, [405]
That to avoid Extravagance,
They flew into a hollow tree,
Blest with content and Honesty.
The Moral.
THEN leave Complaints: Fools only strive
To make a Great an honest Hive. [410]
T’enjoy the World’s Conveniencies,
Be famed in War, yet live in Ease
Without great Vices, is a vain
Eutopia seated in the Brain.
Fraud, Luxury, and Pride must live; [415]
Whilst we the Benefits receive.
Hunger’s a dreadful Plague no doubt,
Yet who digests or thrives without?
Do we not owe the Growth of Wine
To the dry, crooked, shabby Vine? [420]
Which, whist its shutes neglected stood,
Choak’d other Plants, and ran to Wood;
But blest us with his Noble Fruit;
As soon as it was tied, and cut:
So Vice is beneficial found, [425]
When it’s by Justice lopt and bound;
Nay, where the People would be great,
As necessary to the State,
At Hunger is to make ‘em eat.
Bare Vertue can’t make Nations live [430]
In Splendour; they, that would revive
A Golden Age, must be as free,
For Acorns, as for Honesty.

So few in the vast Hive remain;
The Hundredth part they can’t maintain
Against th’Insults of numerous Foes;
Whom yet they valiantly oppose;
Till some well-fenced Retreat is found; [395]
And here they die, or stand their Ground,
No Hireling in their Armies known;

Figure B - 2 Bee Hive. Taken from imgkid.com, 2015
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